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What's new in Cloudera Data Warehouse Public Cloud?

This section lists major features and updates for the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service in CDP Public Cloud.
Navigation title: What's new

May 5, 2023
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

Cloudera Data Warehouse Public Cloud 1.6.3-b319 changes, described in more detail below:

• AWS Kubernetes version 1.24 support on page 5
• Selective support for AWS Kubernetes version 1.22 upgrade on page 5
• Changes to the standard required IAM permissions and AWS restricted policy on page 6
• Upgrade and rebuild functionality on page 6
• New requirements in Azure to provide managed identity on page 6
• Ranger authorization (RAZ) in CDW on page 6
• Accessing buckets in a RAZ environment on page 6
• Configuring token-based authentication in CDW on page 7
• Impala coordinator shutdown in Unified Analytics on page 7
• Anti join support in Unified Analytics on page 7
• Debugging enhancement: HiveServer OOM dump on page 7
• Kubernetes dashboard (Preview) on page 7
• Workload Aware Auto-Scaling (Preview) on page 7

Cloudera Data Warehouse Public Cloud Runtime 2023.0.14.0-155 changes:

• Iceberg manifest caching on page 7
• Iceberg Execute Rollback feature from Impala on page 8
• Incremental rebuild of Iceberg materialized views on page 8
• Query hint for Impala table cardinality on page 8
• Improvement in compaction and Impala metadata refresh on page 8
• Optimize Refresh/Invalidate event processing on page 8
• Support for custom hash schema for Kudu range tables on page 8
• New shell option "hs2_fp_format" on page 8
• Support for complex types on page 8
• Ability to view Impala query details in Hue
• Ability to access S3 buckets from Hue with RAZ is GA on page 9
• Ability to access ADLS Gen2 containers from Hue with RAZ is GA on page 9
• The “enable_queries_list” configuration has been removed from Hue jobbrowser safety valve section on page
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AWS Kubernetes version 1.24 support

New CDW clusters using AWS environments you activate in this release 1.6.3-b319 (released May 5, 2023) of
Cloudera Data Warehouse will use Amazon Kubernetes (EKS) version 1.24.

Selective support for AWS Kubernetes version 1.22 upgrade

If you activated your pre-existing AWS environment in CDW version 1.4.2-b118 (released Aug 4, 2022) or later,
you can upgrade to EKS 1.22 in this release 1.6.3-b319 (released May 5, 2023). AWS environments activated
in earlier versions are not supported for upgrade to EKS 1.22 due to incompatibility of some components with
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EKS 1.22. To determine the activation version of your pre-existing environment, in the Data Warehouse service,
expand Environments. In Environments, search for and locate the environment that you want to view. Click Edit. In
Environment Details, you see the CDW version.

Changes to the standard required IAM permissions and AWS restricted policy

In this release, as an AWS environment user, you must make the following IAM policy updates:

• Standard required IAM permissions

To the IAM service, add ListAttachedRolePolicies only if you have a Ranger Authorization (RAZ) environment.
• AWS restricted policy

In "Sid":    "gocode", add     "iam:ListAttachedRolePolicies", only if you have a Ranger Authorization (RAZ)
environment.

• Minimum set of IAM permissions required for reduced permissions mode

Add "autoscaling:UpdateAutoScalingGroup".

Add "iam:DeleteRolePolicy".

Add "iam:ListAttachedRolePolicies".

Upgrade and rebuild functionality

The generic Database Catalog and Virtual Warehouse version upgrade process has changed. When you click the
Upgrade button to upgrade your Virtual Warehouse or Database Catalog version, the upgrade that occurs includes the
rebuild functionality, which cleans up and redeploys your workload. For more information, Rebuilding a Database
Catalog and Rebuilding a Virtual Warehouse.

New requirements in Azure to provide managed identity

During the Azure environment activation and private AKS activation, you must provide the resource ID of a user-
assigned managed identity to create the Azure Kubernetes cluster resource.

Ranger authorization (RAZ) in CDW

In this release, if your Data Lake enables Ranger Authorization (RAZ), CDW will be RAZ-enabled to provide
authentication in Hue, mainly. If you have an AWS environment that predates the option to enable RAZ for Cloudera
Data Warehouse, you might want to manually enable RAZ in CDW.

Accessing buckets in a RAZ environment

In an environment that enables Ranger Authorization (RAZ), you must configure permissions to access an S3 bucket.
"Accessing buckets in a RAZ environment" describe how to configure the permissions depending on the AWS
account that owns the bucket.
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Configuring token-based authentication in CDW

Using a JSON web token (JWT), your Virtual Warehouse client user can sign on to your Virtual Warehouse for a
period of time instead of entering single-sign on (SSO) credentials every time your user wants to run a query. You use
Impyla to access an Impala Virtual Warehouse and a JDBC connection to access a Hive Virtual Warehouse. For more
information, see "Configuring token-based authentication".

Impala coordinator shutdown in Unified Analytics

Cloudera Data Warehouse has supported Impala coordinator shutdown for some time, but not in Unified Analytics
until this release. When you create an Impala Virtual Warehouse, and enable Unified Analytics, you can configure
Impala coordinator shutdown in Unified Analytics.

Anti join support in Unified Analytics

In this release, Unified Analytics enables an optimization for converting a join having a null filter to perform a SQL
anti join.

Debugging enhancement: HiveServer OOM dump

In this release, when a hive-server pod out-of-memory (OOM) event occurs, a corresponding dump will be available
in the HiveServer dumps directory:

<external-bucket>/clusters/<env-id>/<dbc-id>/warehouse/debug-artifacts/hive/
<compute-id>/hive-dumps/<node-name>/heapdump/dump.hprof

For example, the full path to the dump file looks something like this:

sharecdwdev-bucket-7cv9-dwx-external/clusters/env-9d7cv9/warehouse-167591873
2-q9m2/warehouse/debug-artifacts/hive/compute-1675918927-q8hs/hive-dumps/ip-
192-168-223-136.us-west-2.compute.internal/heapdump/hiveserver2-oom-dump.hpr
of 

In the example above, ip-192-168-223-136.us-west-2.compute.internal is the name of the HiveServer node on which
the pod was running.

Kubernetes dashboard (Preview)

A technical preview of the K8S dashboard is available in this release. You can view the state of resources, such as
CPU and memory usage, see the status of pods, and download logs. The dashboard can provide insights into the
performance and health of a CDW cluster.

Workload Aware Auto-Scaling (Preview)

Workload Aware Auto-Scaling (WAAS) is available as a technical preview. WAAS allocates Impala Virtual
Warehouse resources based on the workload that is running. You choose an executor group set, analogous to a range
of nodes instead of the fixed size of the previous auto-scaling implementation. Configuring WAAS requires an
entitlement. Contact your account team if you are interested in previewing the feature.

Iceberg manifest caching

Apache Iceberg provides a mechanism to cache the contents of Iceberg manifest files in memory. The manifest
caching feature helps to reduce repeated reads of small Iceberg manifest files by Impala Coordinators and Catalogd.
You configure manifest caching in CDW. You can enable or disable caching and set a few other caching properties.
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Iceberg Execute Rollback feature from Impala

In the event of a problem with your table, you can reset a table to a good state as long as the snapshot of the good
table is available. You can roll back the table data based on a snapshot id or a timestamp. The Describe History
feature output includes information that helps you use snapshot-related features.

Incremental rebuild of Iceberg materialized views

In this release, the materialized view is automatically updated under certain conditions. After inserting data into a
source table of a materialized view, query rewriting is automatically enabled. An incremental rebuild, which updates
only the changed part of the view, occurs. Incremental rebuilds tend to update the view much faster than full rebuilds.

Query hint for Impala table cardinality

This release supports a new TABLE_NUM_ROWS query hint to specify a table cardinality for cases where statistics
are missing or invalid.

Improvement in compaction and Impala metadata refresh

In this release, handling of the COMMIT_COMPACTION_EVENT has been improved. During compaction, HMS
raises events for ACID tables. Impala metadata is refreshed automatically.

Optimize Refresh/Invalidate event processing

Before this release, some metadata consistency issues led to query failures. These failures happen because the
metadata updates from multiple coordinators cannot differentiate between self-generated events and those that are
generated by a different coordinator. This issue is resolved in this release by adding a coordinator flag to each event,
and when processing these events, the coordinator flag is checked to decide whether to ignore the event or consider it.

Support for custom hash schema for Kudu range tables

Impala now includes CREATE TABLE and ALTER TABLE syntax to allow a Kudu custom hash schema. HASH
syntax within a partition is similar to the table-level syntax except that HASH clauses must follow the PARTITION
clause, and commas are not allowed within a partition. You can use the SHOW HASH SCHEMA statement to view
the hash schema information for each partition.

CREATE TABLE t1 (id int, c2 int, PRIMARY KEY(id, c2))
       PARTITION BY HASH(id) PARTITIONS 3 HASH(c2) PARTITIONS 4
       RANGE (c2)
       (
       PARTITION 0 <= VALUES < 10
       PARTITION 10 <= VALUES < 20
       HASH(id) PARTITIONS 2 HASH(c2) PARTITIONS 3
       PARTITION 20 <= VALUES < 30
       )
       STORED AS KUDU;
       ALTER TABLE t1 ADD RANGE PARTITION 30 <= VALUES < 40
       HASH(id) PARTITIONS 3 HASH(c2) PARTITIONS 4;   

New shell option "hs2_fp_format"

This new option sets the printing format specification for floating point values when using HS2 protocol. The default
behavior makes the values handled by Python's str() built-in method. Use '16G' to match Beeswax protocol's floating-
point output format.

Support for complex types

A SELECT * statement did not expand to complex types to be compatible with earlier versions of Impala that did not
support complex types in the result set. In the older versions of Impala, queries using SELECT * skip complex types
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by default and only expanded to primitive types even when the table contained complex-typed columns. This release
adds a new query option EXPAND_COMPLEX_TYPES to include  complex types in the SELECT * list.

Ability to view Impala query details in Hue

You can now view Impala query details, query plan, execution summary, and query metrics on the new Impala
Queries tab on the Job Browser page using Hue in CDW, and use this information to tune and optimize your
queries. You can also compare two queries and view all query details side-by-side. For more information, see
Viewing Impala query details.

Ability to access S3 buckets from Hue with RAZ is GA

Granting fine-grained access to the per-user home directories in Amazon S3 and accessing them from the S3 File
Browser in Hue using RAZ is GA. See Accessing S3 bucket from Hue in CDW with RAZ.

Ability to access ADLS Gen2 containers from Hue with RAZ is GA

Granting fine-grained access to the per-user home directories on ADLS Gen2 containers and accessing them from the
ABFS File Browser in Hue using RAZ is GA. See Accessing ADLS Gen2 containers from Hue in CDW with RAZ.

The “enable_queries_list” configuration has been removed from Hue jobbrowser safety valve
section

The enable_queries_list configuration in the CDW Hue safety valve was used to display or hide the Queries tab on
the Job Browser page. This configuration has been removed. The Queries tab is displayed by default based on the
type of Virtual Warehouse, whether it is Hive or Impala. You can override the query_store configuration and hide the
Queries tab. For more information, see Hue configurations in Cloudera Data Warehouse.

February 14, 2023
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

AWS Kubernetes version upgrade

With this hot fix, the broken Upgrade button for upgrading an existing cluster to EKS 1.2.1 is now fixed. For more
information about upgrading, see What's New, February 7, 2023.

February 7, 2023
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

AWS Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS) version upgrade

The CDW application uses Kubernetes (K8S) clusters to deploy and manage Hive and Impala in the cloud.
Kubernetes versions are updated every 3 months on average. When the version is updated, minor versions are
deprecated.

To avoid compatibility issues between CDW and AWS resources, you must upgrade the version of Kubernetes that
supports your existing CDW clusters to version 1.21.

AWS environments you activate using this release of Cloudera Data Warehouse will use version 1.22.

Important:  Check to make sure your AWS environment has been migrated from Helm 2 to Helm 3 before
you begin upgrading the Kubernetes version.
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If a MIGRATE icon appears in the upper right corner of the environment tile, your AWS environment has not been
migrated from Helm 2 to Helm 3. Update the Helm package manager for your environment before you attempt to
upgrade its Kubernetes version.

For information about upgrading the AWS EKS Kubernetes version, see Upgrade CDW for EKS upgrade.

Support for Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service 1.22 cluster

This release 1.6.1-b258 (released Feb 7, 2023) automatically uses and provisions Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service
(EKS) 1.22 when you activate an environment from CDW. In this release, upgrading a cluster to EKS 1.22 is not
supported.

Changes to the managed policy ARN, standard IAM permissions, and restricted permissions policy

In this release, as an AWS environment user, you must update the managed policy ARN to handle Kubernetes CSI
drivers for EBS and EFS. You must also update your standard IAM permissions, and the restricted permissions policy
if you use it.

Make the following changes:

• Restricted policy changes for updating a managed policy ARN

Add "arn:aws:iam::<AWS_ACCOUNT>:policy/<noderole-inline-policy>" as shown in "Attaching a managed
policy ARN".

• Standard JSON IAM permissions policy template

Add the following line: “elasticfilesystem:PutFileSystemPolicy”, as shown in "Standard JSON IAM permissions
policy template".

• Restricted permissions policy

Add "elasticfilesystem:PutFileSystemPolicy", to the ResourceTag object and move the "elasticfilesystem:C
reateFileSystem",  from the CloudFormation object to the RequestTag object, as shown in AWS restricted
permissions policy.

Synchronized metadata across Impala Virtual Warehouses

Using Impala Virtual Warehouses that share a Database Catalog is easier in this CDW release. In past releases, after
making changes to data and then refreshing tables or invalidating metadata from your Virtual Warehouse, only the
catalog metadata and coordinator metadata for that particular Virtual Warehouse were affected. You had to rerun the
commands from each Virtual Warehouse to synchronize metadata across multiple Virtual Warehouses that share a
Database Catalog.

This release introduces an enhancement that raises events in the Hive metastore. Catalog daemons process events
synchronously across all Virtual Warehouses that share metadata. Metadata is refreshed/invalidated in parallel across
all your Virtual Warehouses. You need to run the commands only once in any one of your Virtual Warehouse.

To get this feature, you must upgrade your Virtual Warehouse to this release 1.6.1-b258 that has runtime
2023.0.13.0-20 (released Feb 7, 2023). You must also set the Impala catalogd flagfile key enable_reload_events to
true. Newly created Virtual Warehouses use Impala version 2023.0.13.0-20, which has this feature enabled by default.
For more information, including how to disable this feature, see Disabling metadata synchronization.

This enhancement does not synchronize metadata when you refresh tables or invalidate metadata from a Data Hub
cluster.

Apache Iceberg GA in CDW

This release introduces the general availability of ACID transactions with Iceberg v2 tables from Hive in CDW
Runtime 2023.0.13.0-20 (released 2023-2-7)). CDW Runtime 2022.0.12.0-90 (released 2022-12-13), introduced the
general availability of ACID transactions with Iceberg V2 tables from Impala. You can run Apache Iceberg ACID
transactions within some of the key data services in the Cloudera Data Platform (CDP) public cloud (AWS and
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Azure), including Cloudera Data Warehouse. From Hive or Impala, you use Apache Iceberg features in CDW, which
include time travel, create table as select, and schema and partition evolution.

To access these features, create a new Virtual Warehouse or upgrade an existing one.

Support for Iceberg tables in Avro (Preview)

In this release, you can read Iceberg tables in Avro from Impala. There is a related known issue with using the
DECIMAL data type in Avro this release.

Reading Iceberg tables in Avro format from Impala is available as a technical preview. Cloudera recommends that
you use this feature in test and development environments. It is not recommended for production deployments.

Enhanced Iceberg support for materialized views

In this release, you can create a materialized view of an Iceberg V1 or V2 table based on an existing Hive table or an
Iceberg table. Automatic rewriting of the materialized view occurs under certain conditions.

Iceberg load data inpath feature

From Impala, you can now load data into an Iceberg table using the load data inpath feature.

Querying Data Hub Kudu tables from an Impala Virtual Warehouse using Kudu

After configuring an Impala Virtual Warehouse to connect to Kudu, you can create Kudu tables using Impala clients,
such as Hue, the Impala shell, or JDBC/ODBC. You can also ingest data using Spark/NiFi and query using Impala.

Flexible allow lists for Kubernetes cluster and load balancer

In previous releases, there was a single allow list for IP Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDRs) from which the
Kubernetes cluster or the load balancer should accept incoming connections. In this release, you configure two
separate allow lists for accepting incoming connections:

• Enable IP CIDR for Kubernetes cluster
• Enable IP CIDRs for the load balancer

Impala enhancements

This release of Cloudera Data Warehouse includes the following new Impala features:

• Binary support: Impala now supports BINARY columns for all table formats except Kudu. See the BINARY
support topic for more information on using this arbitrary-length byte array data type in CREATE TABLE and
SELECT statements.

• ALTER VIEW support: Before this release, altering only the VIEW definition, VIEW name, and owner was
supported. Impala now supports altering the table properties of a VIEW by using the set tblproperties clause.

• Push down date literals to Kudu scanner: Impala now allows creating and pushing down Kudu predicates from the
DATE type.

Example:

select * from functional_kudu.date_tbl where date_col = DATE "1970-01-01";
            
            PLAN-ROOT SINK
            |
            00:SCAN KUDU [functional_kudu.date_tbl]
            kudu predicates: date_col = DATE '1970-01-01'
            row-size=12B cardinality=1
            ---- DISTRIBUTEDPLAN
            PLAN-ROOT SINK
            |
            01:EXCHANGE [UNPARTITIONED]
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            |
            00:SCAN KUDU [functional_kudu.date_tbl]
            kudu predicates: date_col = DATE '1970-01-01'
            row-size=12B cardinality=1

• Fix untracked memory in KRPC: Improved memory estimation of queries by accounting for untracked memory in
KrpcDataStreamSender.

• Redhat UBI8 images: To address multiple CVEs, Impala images are built using UBI8 base image.

Older releases
Overview of new features, enhancements, and changed behavior introduced in earlier releases of Cloudera Data
Warehouse.

December 13, 2022
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

Apache Iceberg V2

This release introduces the general availability of ACID transactions with Iceberg v2 tables from Impala in Cloudera
Data Platform (CDP).

Apache Iceberg ACID transactions run within some of the key data services in the Cloudera Data Platform (CDP)
public cloud (AWS and Azure), including Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW).

The following features are included in this release:

• Impala reads of Iceberg V2 tables (row-level deletes or updates)
• Materialized views of Iceberg tables

Iceberg V2 documentation.

November 22, 2022
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

AWS EKS Kubernetes version upgrade

The CDW application uses Kubernetes (K8S) clusters to deploy and manage Hive and Impala in the cloud.
Kubernetes versions are updated every 3 months on average. When the version is updated, minor versions are
deprecated.

To avoid compatibility issues between CDW and AWS resources, you must upgrade the version of Kubernetes that
supports your existing CDW clusters to version 1.21.

AWS environments you activate using this release of Cloudera Data Warehouse will use version 1.22.

Important:  Check to make sure your AWS environment has been migrated from Helm 2 to Helm 3 before
you begin upgrading the Kubernetes version.

If a MIGRATE icon appears in the upper right corner of the environment tile, your AWS environment has not been
migrated from Helm 2 to Helm 3. Update the Helm package manager for your environment before you attempt to
upgrade its Kubernetes version.

For information about upgrading the AWS EKS Kubernetes version, see Upgrade CDW for EKS upgrade.
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Support for Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service 1.22 cluster

This release 1.5.1-b110 (released November 22, 2022) automatically uses and provisions Amazon Elastic Kubernetes
Service (EKS) 1.22 when you activate an environment from CDW. In this release, upgrading a cluster to EKS 1.22 is
not supported.

Forward logs to your observability system

In this release, you can forward logs from environments activated in Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) to
observability and monitoring systems such as Datadog, New Relic, or Splunk. You configure a CDW environment for
these systems using the UI to provide a fluentd configuration.

Rebuild a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse

Rebuilding a Database Catalog and rebuilding a Virtual Warehouse, you clean up resources and redeploy your
Database Catalog and Virtual Warehouse using your existing DBC or VW image, or the latest available image. You
might consider rebuilding to get a feature in a later DBC or VW image, to perform housekeeping, or to troubleshoot a
problem.

AWS compute instance type selection is available using the CDP CLI

This release of CDW supports selection of a single AWS compute instance type and additional fallback instance
types. From the CDP CLI, you can select the following options:

• computeInstanceTypes

An array of AWS compute instance types from which you can select a single instance type that the environment of
your Virtual Warehouse will use.

• additionalInstanceTypes

An array of additional AWS instance types for fallback in order of priority to fail over in the event the compute
instance type is unavailable. You can specify one of the additional instance types as the default if you do not
configure a compute instance type.

When selecting an instance type, consider your computing, memory, networking, and storage needs. To fetch a string
of available instance types, use the following CLI command:

cdp dw describe-allowed-instance-types

Example output:

{
     "aws": {
     "default": [
     "r5d.4xlarge"
     ],
     "allowed": [
     "r5d.4xlarge",
     ...
     

Specify the instance types in aws-options of the create-cluster command. For example:

cdp \
     --profile ${PROFILE} \
     dw \
     create-cluster \
     --environment-crn ${AWS_CB_ENV_CRN} \
     --use-private-load-balancer \
     --aws-options computeInstanceTypes=r5dn.4xlarge,additionalInstanceTypes
=r5d.4xlarge,r5dn.4xlarge
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Use list-clusters and describe-cluster to see cluster settings. CLI documentation link.

Enable CloudWatch Logs

If you use Amazon CloudWatch, you can enable CloudWatch logs when you activate an environment from CDW
or edit environment details. Add required permissions to your IAM policy, and then access CloudWatch logs from
AWS.

Nodes dashboards added to Grafana

New nodes dashboards show metrics for the AWS/Azure Virtual Machines that host the Kubernetes cluster.

Cloudera Data Warehouse audit events

You can retrieve the following audit events using the CDP CLI that occur in CDW:

CreateEnvironment CloneDbCatalog UpgradeHiveVirtualWarehouse

DeleteEnvironment UpgradeDbCatalog CreateImpalaVirtualWarehouse

UpdateEnvironment CreateHiveVirtualWarehouse DeleteImpalaVirtualWarehouse

UpgradeEnvironment DeleteHiveVirtualWarehouse StartImpalaVirtualWarehouse

CreateDbCatalog StartHiveVirtualWarehouse StopImpalaVirtualWarehouse

DeleteDbCatalog StopHiveVirtualWarehouse UpdateImpalaVirtualWarehouse

StartDbCatalog UpdateHiveVirtualWarehouse CloneImpalaVirtualWarehouse

StopDbCatalog CloneHiveVirtualWarehouse UpgradeImpalaVirtualWarehouse

UpdateDbCatalog

For more information about experimental CLI commands for Cloudera Data Warehouse, go to Version Mapping.
Click the CDP CLI Reference link for your CDW version. Scroll to Available Commands, and click dw.

Data Analytics Studio (DAS) is deprecated

DAS has been deprecated and is disabled by default. It will be removed in future releases. Cloudera encourages you
to use Hue to run Hive LLAP workloads. If you need to use DAS, then you can enable it by setting the das.event-
pipeline.enabled property to true in the Database Catalog configurations. For more information, see Enabling Data
Analytics Studio in CDW Public Cloud.

Hue Query Processor scan frequency decreased to 5 minutes

The Hue Query Processor scans the event processor pipeline to retrieve the Hive query history and query details and
display them on the Job Browser page. The scan frequency has been decreased from 2 milliseconds to 5 minutes to
optimize resource utilization. As a result, you may notice a delay in viewing the query history and query details on
the Job Browser page for queries that finish executing in less than 5 minutes. However, you can still view the query
history from the Query history tab below the query editor.

September 15, 2022
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

Support for Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service 1.21 cluster

This release 1.4.3-b225 (released September 15, 2022) automatically uses and provisions Amazon Elastic Kubernetes
Service (EKS) 1.21 when you activate an environment from CDW. In this release, upgrading a cluster from EKS 1.20
to 1.21 is not supported.
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Alert notification configuration

You can now configure alert notifications that appear in user notification system. The notifications supplement alert
information in charts on the Manage/Hive/Compaction Observability dashboard in Grafana.

Impala Virtual Warehouse catalog high availability

In earlier releases, the single instance limitation of the Impala Virtual Warehouse catalog made the catalog a single
point of failure. In this release, you can optionally configure replication of the Impala catalog for high availability.
One instance operates in active mode, the other in passive mode to provide failover. The passive instance serves as a
backup and takes over if the active instance goes down.

General availability of Managed Storage Access

CDW capabilities for storing data for multiple tenants is now generally available (GA). You set up a managed storage
warehouse for AWS or for Azure.

General availability of SSO to Virtual Warehouses

In this release, the capability to enable SSO (single sign-on) to your Virtual Warehouse from JDBC/ODBC clients is
generally available (GA).

Hive to Iceberg table migration disallowed under certain conditions

If you attempt to migrate a Hive table having VARCHAR or CHAR columns to Iceberg, an exception will occur in
this release. Migration under these conditions is not allowed in this release because incorrect query results can occur.
To work around this limitation, change VARCHAR and CHAR columns to string columns, and then migrate the table
to Iceberg.

Impala Autoscaler Web UI

This release includes an addition to the Impala Web UI for debugging the Impala Virtual Warehouse. The new UI
provides insight into Autoscaler operations, accessing log messages, and resetting the log level.

Additions to IAM policy, standard and restricted, permissions

In this release, if you want to use Amazon CloudWatch, add logging permissions: to your IAM policy:
"logs:CreateLogGroup","logs:CreateLogStream","logs:DescribeLogStreams", and "logs:PutLogEvents". The
arn:aws:iam::aws:policy/CloudWatchAgentAdminPolicy must also be added to the restricted permissions.

Using CloudWatch is not required. Add logging permissions for CloudWatch only if you use this Amazon service.
For more information about adding the CloudWatch logging permissions, see the following documentation:

• Standard required IAM permissions for activating AWS environments
• Minimum set of IAM permissions required for reduced permissions mode
• AWS restricted permissions policy

CREATE TABLE LIKE PARQUET FILE feature in Unified Analytics

You can base a new table on a schema in a Parquet file using the CREATE TABLE LIKE PARQUET FILE
statement.

August 4, 2022
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

Azure AKS 1.22 provisioning

In this release 1.4.2-b118 (released August 4, 2022), when you activate an environment, CDW automatically
provisions AKS 1.22.
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Do not upgrade your AKS cluster to 1.22 in this release using the Azure CLI. Doing so can cause the cluster
to become unusable and can cause downtime. For more information about upgrading, see Upgrading an Azure
Kubernetes Service cluster for CDW.

Azure AKS managed identity support

You can now specify a user-assigned, managed identity for the AKS cluster when you activate the Azure
environment.

Support for fine-grained access using minimum permissions in Azure environments

You can configure minimum permissions to govern access control between CDW, Azure resources, and the Azure
storage account.

Azure Kubernetes Service deployment configuration options

Changes in configuration properties simplify configuring a DNS zone for AKS.

Cluster subdomain definition improvement

In release version 1.4.2-b118 (released August 4, 2022), if you have the CDW_CUSTOM_CLUSTER_ID
entitlement, you can define a cluster subdomain to retain your JDBC URLs. When you activate an environment,
define your old subdomain using the following format:

env-xxx.dw

Defining the old subdomain in this way retains your old Virtual Warehouse names in the cluster. During environment
activation, your old URLS continue to work, including JDBC URLS, Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouse URLS,
Grafana URLS, and other URLS.

The new way of defining your old subdomain replaces the behavior in effect for Versions 2021.0.1.-b10 (released
August 27, 2021) through 1.4.1-b86 (released June, 22, 2022). For information about the old way of defining a cluster
domain, and the JDBC URL changes you had to made, see the August 27, 2021 release notes.

Simplification of Azure activation UI from CDW

Azure documentation for Data Warehouse has been updated to reflect improvements in the UI:

• Creating and registering the Azure environment
• Configuring a custom private DNS Zone
• Enabling kubenet networking
• Activating private AKS
• Custom tags

Apache Iceberg GA in CDW

The following new features are generally available (GA) in Iceberg V1 in CDW:

• Iceberg table rollback from Hive
• From Hive, create an Iceberg table with a metadata location
• Expire snapshots from Hive

Impala BI features were released on a GA basis already.

Impala enhancements

This release of Cloudera Data Warehouse includes the following new Impala features:
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• Printing query results in vertical format

Impala-shell now includes a new command option '-E' or '--vertical' to support printing of query results in vertical
format.

• Resolving ORC columns by names

Before this release, Impala resolved ORC columns by index. In this release, a query option ORC_SCHEMA_R
ESOLUTION is added to support resolving ORC columns by names.

• Retrieving the data file name

Impala now supports including a virtual column in a standard SELECT statement select INPUT__FILE__NAME
 from <tablename> to retrieve the name of the data file that stores the actual row in a table.

• Consolidating the ranger audit logs for the same table

Impala now consolidates the Ranger audit log entries of column accesses granted by the same policy for columns
in the same table, after all the requests for accessing an object are processed.

• BYTES function support

Impala now supports the BYTES() function. This function returns the number of bytes contained in a byte string.
• Configurable socket timeout for http transport

Impala supports configuring socket timeout using the new impala-shell config option --http_socket_timeout_s.
When you set a reasonable timeout, an impala-shell client can retry in case of connection issues.

• UTF-8 mode support

Some Impala STRING types now support UTF-8 aware behavior to ensure consistent results for non-ASCII
characters in the string in both Hive and Impala.

June 22, 2022
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

Apache Iceberg GA in CDW

Apache Iceberg is now generally available (GA) in key data services on CDP, including Cloudera Data Warehouse.
Iceberg integration with Cloudera Data Platform (CDP) enhances the Lakehouse architecture by extending
multifunction analytics to petabyte scale for multi-cloud and hybrid use-cases. From Impala, you use Apache Iceberg
features in CDW, which include time travel, create table as select, and schema and partition evolution. To access
these features, create a new Virtual Warehouse or upgrade an existing one.

Cross account role permissions policy

For security reasons, if you do not want to provide PutRolePolicy permission in your cross account role, which would
be used later to add an inline policy to the Node instance role, you can attach a managed policy ARN to a node role.
This managed policy provides cross account role permissions. To access this feature, create a new NodeInstanceRole
manually, and provide the ARN during activation of the environment from CDW.

Zipping unnest on arrays from Views

As part of this release, you can use zipping unnest functionality on arrays from Views. Before this release, this
zipping functionality worked for arrays only in Tables but did not support Views as a source. For more information
about using this zipping unnest functionality, see Zipping unnest on arrays from Views.

Updates to the Hive and Impala language reference manuals in Hue

Hive and Impala language reference manuals that are built into the Hue web interface have been updated to include
the latest syntax and user-defined functions (UDF). Help on Iceberg concepts and syntax is available for Impala.
Improvements have also been made to the query autocomplete predictions and syntax checker to support these
changes.
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May 10, 2022
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

Compaction txn heartbeating after Worker timeout

This hot fix resolved problems with Database Catalogs timeouts.

Inhibit creation of JCEKS secret during updates and upgrades.

This hot fix resolved problems with Ranger policies after upgrading to 2022.0.7.0-80 (released April 27, 2022).

Recognition of regional cloud provider

This hot fix resolved issues with the DWX server recognizing the regional cloud provider and using environment-
specific chartmap buckets.

April 27, 2022
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

Metering fix

In this release, an important fix related to Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) metering has been added. This fix
accurately communicates the status of your Virtual Warehouses to the Cloudera control plane, necessary for proper
functioning of CDW. To include this fix, upgrade your Virtual Warehouses. Cloudera recommends performing this
upgrade as soon as possible.

Unified Analytics

This is the GA release of Unified Analytics that brings SQL equivalency without syntax changes to CDW SQL
engines. Unified Analytics brings significant optimization equivalency to these engines, unifying common techniques
such as subquery processing, join ordering, and materialized views. Unified Analytics is available as a CDW
Kubernetes service in AWS. Unified Analytics documentation includes features, limitations, and how to use Unified
Analytics. To take advantage of this feature, create a new Impala Virtual Warehouse and enable the Unified Analytics
option, or simply create a new Hive Virtual Warehouse. For more information, see this community blog.

Ability to enable a private CDW environment in Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS)

You can now activate CDW clusters in private mode which enables you to create all cloud resources without the need
of public IP addresses. For more information, see Enabling a private CDW environment in Azure Kubernetes Service.

Downloadable link for Beeline CLI tarball

You can now download the Beeline CLI tarball from CDW and use the Beeline client to connect to a Hive Virtual
Warehouse and run queries. The archive file contains all the dependent JARs and libraries that are required to run the
Beeline script. Upgrade your existing Virtual Warehouse to use this feature.

Support for uploading non-UDF JARs

As part of this release, CDW enables administrators to upload additional non-UDF JARs to the Hive classpath that
might be required to support dependency JARs, third-party Serde, or any Hive extensions.

Enhanced complex types support for Impala

This release allows you to use:

• Array in SELECT list
• UNNEST function for arrays in SELECT list
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See Querying arrays for more information.

Ability to run Hive LLAP workloads using Hue without the “CDW_HUE_LLAP” entitlement

You can now use Hue to run Hive workloads in CDW without enabling the “CDW_HUE_LLAP” entitlement. Hue
packs the combined features of Data Analytics Studio (DAS) and Hue in this new version. If you do not have the
“CDW_HUE_LLAP” entitlement enabled in your environment, then you can get Hue by creating a new Hive Virtual
Warehouse.

Ability to select the Hue image version

CDW allows you to select a Hue Runtime version from the Hue Image Version drop-down menu while creating a
Virtual Warehouse. The compatible Hue image version is automatically selected based on the Hive or Impala image
version that you select. If there is no corresponding Hue version for the selected Hive or Impala version, then the
latest Hue version is automatically selected. For example, if you select Hive or Impala version 2022.0.7.0-70, then
2022.0.7.0-70 is selected as the Hue image version.

You can also check the Hue image version from the Virtual Warehouse Details page.

Hue Query Processor runs at the Database Catalog level

The Hue Query Processor indexes and retrieves Hive query history by reading query event data from a Hadoop
Compatible File System (HCFS), such as S3, and writing them into a relational database, such as PostgreSQL.
Previously, the Hue Query Processor process ran at the Virtual Warehouse level. Therefore, there was one Query
Processor pod running for each Virtual Warehouse associated with a Database Catalog. Now, the Query Processor
pod runs at the Database Catalog level. This helps in reducing the read cost in the cloud.

A new tab called “Hue query processor” has been added under the  Database Catalog Edit CONFIGURATIONS 
section. The “hue-query-processor.json” and “hue-event-processor.json” files are no longer available under the 
Virtual Warehouse Edit CONFIGURATIONS Hue Configuration files  drop-down menu.

If you are on an older version of Virtual Warehouse, then you must create a new Database Catalog and Virtual
Warehouse to activate this feature.

To tune the data refresh rate, see Configuring the Hue Query Processor scan frequency.

Ability to grant fine-grained access to S3 buckets from the S3 File Browser in Hue (Preview)

For better security and ease of use for users, you can create per-user home directories within your S3 bucket and
grant fine-grained access to these user directories from the S3 File Browser in Hue. To enable fine-grained access
from the Hue S3 File Browser, you must enable Ranger Authorization Service (RAZ) when you register your AWS
environment with CDP, and add the path to your S3 bucket in the hue-safety-valve field in CDW.

Note:  You need to contact Cloudera to have this feature enabled.

Ability to grant fine-grained access to ADLS Gen2 containers from the ABFS File Browser in Hue
(Preview)

For better security and ease of use for users, you can create per-user home directories within your ADLS Gen2
container and grant fine-grained access to these user directories from the ABFS File Browser in Hue. To enable fine-
grained access from the Hue ABFS File Browser, you must enable RAZ when you register your Azure environment
with CDP, and add the path to your ABFS container in the hue-safety-valve field in CDW. For more information, see
Enabling Fine-grained Access Control for Hue in Cloudera Data Warehouse for Azure environments.

Note:  You need to contact Cloudera to have this feature enabled.
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Performance and security enhancements in Hue

Python 2 has reached the end of life and is no longer supported. Hue in CDW Public Cloud now uses Python 3
which makes use of critical bug fixes and Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) fixes for many third-party
software dependencies.

Following changes have been made in the Hue codebase in this release of CDW Public Cloud:

• The Hue container now runs in the UBI8 image, which is upgraded from UBI7.
• Python libraries have been upgraded from Python 2.7 to Python 3.8.
• The Django server has been upgraded from version 1.11.29 to 3.2.12.
• Python modules such as django-auth-ldap, django-axes, djangorestframework-simplejwt, Mako, Markdown, pyth

on-ldap, django-babel, django-mako, django-cors-headers, djangorestframework, eventlet, sqlparse, and so on
have also been upgraded.

• Hue now uses Gunicorn as a front-end server. Previously, Hue used the CherryPy server.

These upgrades bring in significant performance improvement and stability in query execution, uploading, and
importing files to S3 or ABFS. Operating System, Python version, and Python module upgrades have resulted in a
stable environment and fixed more than 800 security vulnerabilities.

Also, the UBI8 image uses the latest Apache HTTP Server (httpd). This no longer requires you to limit the fully
qualified domain name of your Virtual Warehouse to 64 characters.

Hue images now run as non-root users.

Selecting an availability zone when creating a Virtual Warehouse

In AWS environments, you can now accept the default availability zone, or select your preferred zone when creating
a Virtual Warehouse. To use this feature, create a new Virtual Warehouse.

AWS restricted permissions policy

As Administrator, to restrict access to your Cloudera Data Warehouse service, your IAM role must include the AWS
restricted policy. You must add the policy to your IAM role before you activate the environment in Cloudera Data
Warehouse to make the service available to users.

March 8, 2022
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

Apache Iceberg technical preview in Cloudera Data Warehouse

Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) supports Apache Iceberg as a technical preview. Iceberg is a cloud-native, open
table format for organizing petabyte-scale analytic datasets on a file system or object store. In CDW, you can read and
write Iceberg tables using Hive or Impala SQL engines. Create a new Virtual Warehouse, or upgrade your existing
one, to use Iceberg in CDW.

Automating metadata invalidation after compaction

After compaction of ACID tables, metadata in Impala coordinator local caches might be stale. Invalidation refreshes
the metadata and prevents possible query failure. This release introduces automatic metadata invalidation, which you
can configure in the Impala Virtual Warehouse. You must upgrade your Database Catalog to get this feature.

Cloudera Data Warehouse availability in Asia Pacific region

Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) is now supported in the ap-1 (Australia) regional Control Plane. To use CDW in
this regional Control Planes, your CDP administrator must create a new environment. For the list of all supported
services for all supported Control Plane regions, see CDP Control Plane regions.
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Data Visualization integration in Cloudera Data Warehouse

The status of Data Visualization integration in CDW is GA in this release. CDW integrates Data Visualization for
building graphic representations of data, dashboards, and visual applications based on CDW data, or other data
sources you connect to. Authorized users can explore data using graphics, such as pie charts and histograms and
collaborate using dashboards. BI analysts who can access your environment can use these features. In a future release,
the Enable Data Visualization option in the New Virtual Warehouse dialog will be deprecated.

Impala coordinator shutdown

To save cloud costs, you can configure Impala coordinators to automatically shutdown during idle periods. In this
release, the coordinator shutdown feature status has changed to GA. The feature is available when you create an
Impala Virtual Warehouse.

Impala Virtual Warehouse High Availability

A single Impala coordinator might not handle the number of concurrent queries you want to run or provide the
memory your queries require. You can configure multiple active-active coordinators to resolve or mitigate these
problems. To use this feature, create a new Virtual Warehouse.

Impala late materialization of columns

The Data Warehouse Runtime release of Impala introduces late materialization, which optimizes certain queries on
Parquet tables by limiting table scanning. Only relevant data is materialized to improve query response.

Istio version update

In this release, new environments you create support Istio 1.11.2. In new environments, you must select the latest
Cloudera Data Warehouse image version 2021.0.6.96 when you create a Database Catalog and Virtual Warehouse, as
described in Known issues.

Log4j Update

Cloudera has released a new version of CDW that upgrades the embedded Log4j version to 2.17.1.

January 19, 2022
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

Accessing Impala using the new Impala shell client

You need to provide commands to your client users for installing and launching the Impala shell to connect to your
particular Impala Virtual Warehouse version. You can use new options in the UI for accessing Impala from the
Impala shell client. You can obtain the commands to download the new Impala shell client from the CDW UI under
Impala Virtual Warehouse options. Create a new Virtual Warehouse to get this feature.

Support for regional control planes for eu-1 (Germany)

The Admin must create a new environment to support these regional control planes.

December 22, 2021
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

CDW upgrade of embedded Log4j version

Cloudera has released a new version of CDW which upgrades the embedded Log4j version to 2.16. This provides a
permanent fix for CVE-2021-44228.
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To use this version you must upgrade your Database Catalog(s) and Virtual Warehouse(s) to the latest version, which
is 2021.0.4.1-3. Additionally, you can create new Virtual Warehouses using the latest version, and those will also
have the fix for this vulnerability.

If you had previously applied the configurations shared in CVE-2021-44228 remediation for CDW, then those are no
longer required. Please reach out to Cloudera Support if you have questions.

November 20, 2021
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

Supported AWS regions now include EU (Milan)

Previously in a Technical Preview state, support for the EU (Milan) region in AWS is in a GA (general availability)
state. For more information, see Supported AWS Regions. To use this feature, create a new environment and activate
it in CDW.

SSM and CBO federation

This release adds support for interoperation between the cost-based optimizer (CBO) in Cloudera Data Warehouse
and the AWS Systems Manager (SSM) service.

Ability to set idle session timeout for Hue

CDW allows you to configure the idle session timeout value in Hue to automatically log out users from the Hue web
interface after a period of inactivity. For more information, see Configuring idle session timeout for Hue.

CDW Impala/Hive cross-region connection

This release adds the capability to create external tables on data in S3 buckets that are hosted in a different region
from the one where CDP is running. Requests to these buckets can use a proxy. For example, GDPR dictates that
you cannot move data from your EMEA region, but your customers want to query the data from CDP in us-east-1. In
compliance with GDPR, you can create an external table based on data in a bucket in an EMEA region when you are
running CDP in the us-east-1 region.

Hue usability improvements

As Admin in a Ranger Authorization Service (RAZ) environment, you can set the AWS S3 or ADLS path to a user
directory in Hue. As the Hue user, you always land in your directory and do not have to repeatedly change URLs.

Hive backports

This release fixes issues with custom compaction queue settings and vectorized built-in functions having compound
expressions in PARTITION BY or ORDER BY clause.

October 29, 2021
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

Hive compaction observability

An alert notification  about compaction status, issues, and suggested actions appear in the overview of your
Database Catalog, which leads to an informative message about the issue. The following list describes a few of more
than 25 notifications:

• Oldest initiated compaction passed threshold
• Large number of compaction failures
• More than one host is initiating compaction
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Create an environment in this release to pick up this feature. For more information about compaction observability,
see Compaction Observability.

Choosing a CDW version for a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse

When creating a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse, you can choose the latest version of CDW or an earlier
version. Version mapping lists the CDW versions from 2021.0.0-b33 released on August 9, 2021 to the latest release.
You can ensure backward compatibility for your scripts, for example, by running your jobs on the same version
of CDW. The ability to choose a version of Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse is available under entitlement
CDW_VERSIONED_DEPLOY.

AWS EKS Kubernetes version upgrade

The CDW application uses Kubernetes (K8S) clusters to deploy and manage Hive and Impala in the cloud.
Kubernetes versions are updated every 3 months on average. When the version is updated, minor versions are
deprecated. Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS) is updating to Kubernetes version 1.20 and is ending support
for version 1.17.

AWS environments you activate using this release of Cloudera Data Warehouse, and later, will use version 1.20.
To avoid compatibility issues between CDW and AWS resources, you must update the version of Kubernetes that
supports your existing CDW clusters to version 1.20.

Important:  Check to make sure your AWS environment has been migrated from Helm 2 to Helm 3 before
you begin upgrading the Kubernetes version.

If a MIGRATE icon appears in the upper right corner of the environment tile, your AWS environment has not been
migrated from Helm 2 to Helm 3. Update the Helm package manager for your environment before you attempt to
upgrade its Kubernetes version.

For information about upgrading the AWS EKS Kubernetes version, see Upgrade CDW for EKS upgrade.

Hue supports Hive Hybrid Procedural SQL in CDW

You can run Hive Hybrid Procedural SQL (HPL/SQL) using the Hue query editor in CDW. For more information,
see How to run a stored procedure from Hue in Cloudera Data Warehouse.

October 22, 2021
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

Prevention of ineffective scaling in Impala Warehouses

CDW takes advantage of IMPALA-10244 to detect the case of queries being queued because of a resource bottleneck
on the Impala Coordinator. In this case, adding more executor groups does not result in the ability to run more
queries, and so, the warehouse does not scale up.

September 28, 2021
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

Retaining PostgreSQL backups in the cluster

When you create a Cloudera Data Warehouse cluster using the CDP CLI create-cluster command, any PostgreSQL
backup retention period you set on your Cloud provider side, is observed by CDP. For example, if you configure
backupRetentionDays in Azure or BackupRetentionPeriod in AWS, and then create a cluster using the CDP CLI, the
cluster will retain the PostgreSQL backups according to your configuration.

August 27, 2021
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces no new changes.
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CDW Public Cloud endpoints change

The format of Hive, Impala, Hue, and Data Analytics Studio (DAS) endpoints have changed in the Cloudera Data
Warehouse (CDW) Public Cloud release dated August 27, 2021:

• FROM:

`*.<env-id>.dw.<tenant-id>.<workload-domain-name>`

• TO:

`*.dw-<env-name>.<tenant-id>.<workload-domain-name>`

In the August 27, 2021 release, the format was changed from using the environment ID (env-id) to using the DW
environment name (env-name). Consequently, the UI was simplified. If you had the CDW_CUSTOM_CLUSTER_ID
entitlement in earlier releases, you might notice the Custom Cluster ID field in Activation Settings has been removed.
This field is no longer necessary.

The new endpoint formatting affects the Hive and Impala JDBC URLs, the Impala shell URL, Hue URLs for Hive
and Impala, and DAS URLs, as well as the Impala JDBC with coordinator shutdown URL.

Examples of endpoint changes

In these examples, the following values are used for the variables in the endpoint format above:

Variable: env-name

Example value: env1

Description: The name you provided when registering the environment in Management Console.

Variable: env-id

Example value: env-hfwbgd

Description: The random string for the environment ID that gets generated at the time of activation
from CDW.

Variable: tenant-id

Example value: 'xcu2-9999'

Description: Your tenant ID.

Variable: workload-domain-name

Example value: dev.abcd.work

Description: The domain name.

Hive Virtual Warehouse name

Example value: hive1

Impala Virtual Warehouse name

Example value: impl1

Table 1:

Endpoint type New URL (CDW August 27, 2021) Old URL (CDW August 9, 2021 and earlier)

Hive JDBC jdbc:hive2://hs2-hive1.dw-
env1.xcu2-9999.dev.abcd.work/
default;transportMode=http;httpPath=cliservice;socketTimeout=60;ssl=true;retries=3;

jdbc:hive2://hs2-hive1.env-
hfwbgd.dw.xcu2-9999.dev.abcd.work/
default;transportMode=http;httpPath=cliservice;socketTimeout=60;ssl=true;retries=3;

Impala JDBC jdbc:impala://coordinator-impl1.dw-
env1.xcu2-9999.dev.abcd.work:443/
default;AuthMech=3;transportMode=http;httpPath=cliservice;ssl=1;UID=<userid>;PWD=PASSWORD

jdbc:impala://coordinator-impl1.env-
hfwbgd.dw.xcu2-9999.dev.abcd.work:443/
default;AuthMech=3;transportMode=http;httpPath=cliservice;ssl=1;UID=<userid>;PWD=PASSWORD
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Endpoint type New URL (CDW August 27, 2021) Old URL (CDW August 9, 2021 and earlier)

Impala shell impala-shell --protocol='hs2-http'
--ssl -i 'coordinator-impl1.dw-
env1.xcu2-9999.dev.abcd.work:443' -u
<userid> –l

impala-shell --protocol='hs2-http'
--ssl -i 'coordinator-impl1.env-
hfwbgd.dw.xcu2-9999.dev.abcd.work:443' -u
<userid> –l

Hue Hive https://hue-hive1.dw-
env1.xcu2-9999.dev.abcd.work/hue

https://hue-hive1.env-
hfwbgd.dw.xcu2-9999.dev.abcd.work/hue

Hue Impala https://hue-impl1.dw-
env1.xcu2-9999.dev.abcd.work/hue

https://hue-impl1.env-
hfwbgd.dw.xcu2-9999.dev.abcd.work/hue

Impala JDBC with coordinator shutdown
enabled

jdbc:impala://impala-proxy-impl1.dw-
env1.xcu2-9999.dev.abcd.work:443/
default;AuthMech=3;transportMode=http;httpPath=cliservice;ssl=1;UID=<userid>;PWD=PASSWORD

jdbc:impala://impala-proxy-impl1.env-
hfwbgd.dw.xcu2-9999.dev.abcd.work:443/
default;AuthMech=3;transportMode=http;httpPath=cliservice;ssl=1;UID=<userid>;PWD=PASSWORD

Data Analytics Studio (DAS) https://hive1.dw-
env1.xcu2-9999.dev.abcd.work/

https://hive1.env-
hfwbgd.dw.xcu2-9999.dev.abcd.work/

August 9, 2021
There are no new features in this release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud. This
release mainly changed the CDW version numbering scheme.

July 29, 2021
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

Improvements in the CDP CLI

The CDP CLI commands for creating and deleting an environment, and for creating and deleting a Virtual
Warehouse, include all options available in the UI.

Auto-shutdown of Impala coordinators for cost saving

When CDP does not need resources to handle Impala queries, coordinators shut down without user intervention.

July 13, 2021
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

Impala Debug Web UIs are now available in CDW

You can now use the Impala debug web UIs in CDW, which map to equivalent debug web UIs in Cloudera Manager
as follows:

CDW Debug Web UI Cloudera Manager Equivalent

Impala Catalog Web UI Catalog Server Web UI

Impala Coordinator Web UI Impala Daemon Web UI

Impala StateStore Web UI StateStore Web UI

For more information about this feature, see Use the Web UI to debug Impala Virtual Warehouses.

Auto-scaling demos have been disabled

Due to critical security issues discovered in the auto-scaling demo components, the demo has been disabled.

CDW UI improvements

Error messages and UI labels have been enhanced for readability and usefulness.
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June 14, 2021
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

S3 buckets created by CDW on AWS environments are now encrypted by default with SSE

When you use the latest cross-account role from Management Console to register an environment, S3 buckets created
by CDW during AWS environment activation, are now encrypted by default with SSE-S3. This provides server-side
object encryption (SSE), which protects data at rest. Before this enhancement, S3 buckets were created with only
object-level encryption for every object in the bucket during environment activation.

Important:  This only applies to S3 buckets created for managed tables and for external tables, which are
actually created by CDW during environment activation. You must ensure that S3 buckets you add to CDW
after environment activation are encrypted to meet your organization's security requirements.

Impala Virtual Warehouses can now be recovered after going into an error state

Impala resources are not deleted when the Virtual Warehouse goes into an error state. Consequently, if an Impala
Virtual Warehouse goes into an error state, you can now use the Edit option to recover the Virtual Warehouse with its
original configurations.

Impala Virtual Warehouses now use node memory more efficiently

Impala coordinators now can use ~13GiB more of available memory on a node to better support concurrent query
execution.

June 1, 2021
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

S3 Guard disabled for custom Database Catalogs and default Database Catalogs on AWS
environments

During new AWS environment activation in CDW:

• If you have not specified a DynamoDB table name during environment registration in Management Console, the
S3 Guard feature is disabled for all Database Catalogs and Virtual Warehouses.

• If you have specified a DynamoDB table name during environment registration in Management Console, the S3
Guard feature is enabled for default Database Catalogs and Virtual Warehouses. However, it is disabled for non-
default (custom) Database Catalogs.

For all environments that were activated before the June 1, 2021 release, S3 Guard is enabled.

May 21, 2021
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

Improved startup times for Impala Virtual Warehouses

The auto-scaler for Impala Virtual Warehouse has been updated to be more efficient thereby improving the startup
times for Impala Virtual Warehouses.

CDW UI left navigation menu improvement

The left navigation menu for the CDW UI has been upgraded to be consistent with other CDP experiences.

AWS environments: Helm 2 to Helm 3 migration fixes

Various fixes applied to the Helm 2 to Helm 3 migration process for AWS environments.
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May 3, 2021
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces these changes.

CDE Airflow integration to schedule ETL jobs for Hive Virtual Warehouses

In this release, CDE Airflow, based on Apache Airflow, which enables you to configure, schedule, and monitor
workflows, can now be used to schedule ETL jobs that target Hive Virtual Warehouses running in CDW. For more
information, see CDE Airflow ETL workloads in Hive Virtual Warehouses.

AWS environments updates
Helm 2 to Helm 3 migration

Helm is a package manager for the Kubernetes platform. CDW, which runs on Kubernetes, has
migrated to Helm version 3 to take advantage of the improved security and upgrading capabilities
offered by Helm 3. Any AWS environments that were created prior to this platform migration
still run on Helm version 2. Although you can continue to use the Database Catalogs and Virtual
Warehouses running on AWS environments that use Helm 2, there are significant limitations.
Cloudera recommends that you migrate your AWS environments to Helm 3 as soon as you can.
For more information about the Helm 2 to Helm 3 migration for AWS environments, see Helm 2 to
Helm 3 migration.

AWS EKS Kubernetes version upgrade

The CDW application uses Kubernetes (K8S) clusters to deploy and manage Hive, Impala, and
Real-time Event Store Analytics (Druid) in the cloud. Kubernetes versions are updated every 3
months on average. When the version is updated, minor versions are deprecated. Amazon Elastic
Kubernetes Service (EKS) is updating to Kubernetes version 1.16 and is ending support for version
1.15 on May 2, 2021. To avoid compatibility issues between CDW and AWS resources, the version
of Kubernetes that supports your CDW clusters must be updated.

Important:  Check to make sure your AWS environment has been migrated from
Helm 2 to Helm 3 before you begin upgrading the Kubernetes version.

For more information about upgrading AWS environments for AWS EKS Kubernetes cluster
updates, see Upgrade CDW for EKS Kubernetes version upgrade.

Azure environments
Ability to set scratch space limit for spilling Impala queries on Azure environments

Memory-intensive SQL operations need temporary disk space when Impala is close to exceeding
its memory limit on a particular host. You can configure the scratch space between 300 GiB and
16 TiB per node while creating an Impala Virtual Warehouse in the Cloudera Data Warehouse
(CDW) service. For details, see Setting scratch space limit for spilling Impala queries in Azure
environments.

April 9, 2021
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the improvements that
are described in this topic.

Virtual Warehouse improvement
Ability to launch and use the Hue app while the Virtual Warehouse is starting up

When you restart a Virtual Warehouse, it takes a few minutes to start and change to the "Running'
state. In the older CDW version, you had to wait to launch the Hue app until the Virtual Warehouse
is up and running. Now you can open Hue and run queries even when it is in the "Starting" state.
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March 31, 2021
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the improvements that
are described in this topic.

Ability to use the internal load balancer with Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS)

You can enable an internal (private) load balancer to distribute traffic within your virtual network (VNET). An
internal load balancer makes a Kubernetes service accessible only to applications running in the same or peered Azure
VNET as the Kubernetes cluster, or applications running in on-premises networks that are connected using Azure
ExpressRoute circuits. For more information, see Enabling internal load balancer for AKS clusters.

Behavioral changes
CDPD-24214: Virtual Warehouse compaction issues resolved

Description: The compaction processes, which are performed by Hive Virtual Warehouses, were
failing to clean up directories, which caused query performance issues.

Resolution: A fix has been added from Apache HIVE-24900, which resolves this issue.

March 23, 2021
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new features and
improvements that are described in this topic.

Non-transparent proxy support for AWS environments

CDW Public Cloud now supports AWS environments that use non-transparent proxies. Using non-transparent proxies
permits you to pass connection or security information along with the connection request that is sent by clients.
Some organizations' security policies require the use of non-transparent proxies and now CDW can support that
requirement. For more information about this feature, see Use a non-transparent proxy with CDW.

March 12, 2021
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new features and
improvements that are described in this topic.

Support for custom tags on AWS and Azure environments

You can specify tenant-level custom tags to identify and monitor resources within the CDW service for AWS and
Azure environments at the time of environment creation. See Custom tags in Azure environments for the list of
resources that you can tag in Azure environments. If you are using AWS, you can also tag Virtual Warehouses using
custom Virtual Warehouse-level tags. For a complete list of resources that you can tag in AWS environments, see
Custom tags in AWS environments.

For information on applying custom tags, see Defining custom tags in the Management Console documentation.

February 23, 2021
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the following new
features and behavioral changes.

Reduced permissions mode for AWS environments

This feature enables you to activate an AWS environment for CDW with fewer than half of the standard required
IAM permissions on your AWS cross-account IAM role. This is useful if your InfoSec policies do not permit you to
use the standard set of required permissions.

When activating an AWS environment in CDW, if the system detects that your account does not have the standard
set of required IAM permissions, it invokes this feature automatically. Then you must manually create the cloud
resources in your AWS account and tag them appropriately instead of having CDW do this for you. To assist you,
CDW pre-populates the required CloudFormation template for you within the AWS Console, but you must perform
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the manual steps to create the stack. When you are finished using the stack, you must manually delete it in the AWS
Console. For more information about this feature, see Reduced permissions mode for AWS environments.

February 10, 2021
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the following new
features and behavioral changes.

Virtual Warehouse upgrade fixes

Multiple fixes were made to improve the upgrade process for Virtual Warehouses.

January 29, 2021
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new features and
improvements that are described in this topic.

Provisioning performance improvements for Virtual Warehouses

The provisioning time for Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses has been significantly reduced for many cases.
Generally, provisioning time has been reduced from 1.5 to 4 times over the previous time required for Virtual
Warehouse provisioning.

December 21, 2020
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new features and
improvements that are described in this topic.

Use Data Visualization with Virtual Warehouses

You can now use CDP Data Visualization, a tool that enables you to explore data by using visual objects, with CDW
Virtual Warehouses.

Start and stop Impala Virtual Warehouses

In this release, you can now explicitly start and stop Impala Virtual Warehouses by clicking the start or stop icon in
the upper right corner of the Virtual Warehouse tile. In the Virtual Warehouse details page, you can use this feature
by clicking the Suspend or Start options in the Actions menu. Use this feature to better control costs and resource
usage in your cloud environment.

Note:  This feature is only available on newly created Impala Virtual Warehouses.

Azure environments: Use DAS and Hue to create new custom functions

HiveServer2 localizes and packages the User-Defined Functions (UDF) jar files into Azure Blob storage. You can use
DAS and Hue to create new custom functions using the external jar file. To create user-defined functions, see Using
functions in the Hive documentation.

November 3, 2020
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new features and
improvements that are described in this topic.

Impala Virtual Warehouse improvements

The following improvements to Impala Virtual Warehouses have been added in this release:

• High availability improvements, including fault-tolerance and multi-threading improvements.
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• Full support for reading tables based on the ORC file format. This improves collaboration across the data
lifecycle. Now Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses can use the same data format and the SQL engine can be
selected to optimize the workload without restrictions tied to the file format.
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• Ability to stop, start, and suspend Impala Virtual Warehouses:

Figure 1: Starting an Impala Virtual Warehouse

Figure 2: Stopping an Impala Virtual Warehouse

Figure 3: Suspending an Impala Virtual Warehouse
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Hive Virtual Warehouse improvements

• Increased stability for Hive ACID and Compaction.
• Performance improvements:

• For short-running ad-hoc queries by decreasing task startup latency.
• For late projections by delay joins.
• For increased optimization of 'shared work.'

Improved security with machine user implementation

When you activate a new environment in Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW), a machine user is created in the CDP
User Management System (UMS) and is synchronized with the FreeIPA Management System (FMS). The FreeIPA
machine user is used by most of the services such as Hue, Impala, VizApp, etc. instead of the FreeIPA LDAP admin
user to communicate with the services within the Data Lake (for example, Ranger) that is associated with the CDP
environment. As a security measure, Cloudera recommends upgrading the CDW environment, Database Catalogs,
and the Virtual Warehouses to the latest CDW release.

To upgrade the CDW environment, contact Cloudera Support.

To upgrade the Database Catalog and the Virtual Warehouse, see Upgrading Database Catalogs and Virtual
Warehouses in Cloudera Data Warehouse Public Cloud.

Note:  Before you upgrade all the Database Catalogs and Virtual Warehouses at the same time, upgrade any
one Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse and let the upgrade process complete. For example, if you have 2
Database Catalogs and 3 Virtual Warehouses in your CDW environment, then complete upgrading any one of
the five components. After one of the components has successfully upgraded, you can upgrade the other four
in parallel.

When you delete a CDW environment, the machine user is deleted from the UMS and the FMS.

Azure environments

• Executor nodes for Virtual Warehouses can now be scaled down to zero nodes, thereby using zero Azure
resources for idle workloads, saving costs.

September 10, 2020
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new features and
improvements that are described in this topic.

Storage account consolidation for Azure environments

When using an Azure environment, the CDW service no longer creates storage separate from Data Lake storage. This
change provides the following benefits:

• Reduced permissions required for the Azure app that is used to register the environment in Management Console:

• The Storage Blob Contributor role is no longer needed for the storage account.
• The app used to register the environment with Management Console, can now use the Contributor role instead

of the Owner role.
• Reduced management overhead because there are fewer places to look for data and logs that are stored by the

CDP platform.
• Simplified custom storage configurations because there no longer is a separate CDW service storage account in

addition to the Data Lake storage account.
• Simplified security configuration if additional security controls are needed on storage accounts.
• Log file data and external table data persist in the storage account even after the Virtual Warehouse is deactivated.

For more information, see Azure environments for CDW.
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CDW service endpoint domain names standardized

The domain names of CDW service endpoints are now standardized with other CDP service endpoint domain names.
The URL syntax for all CDW service endpoints is now:

<cdw-environment-ID>.dw.<short-account-ID>.cloudera.site

You can get the <cdw-environment-ID> from the CDW service UI by clicking the edit icon on either the Data Catalog
or the Virtual Warehouse tiles on the Overview page:

Then you can find the <cdw-environment-ID> listed at the top of the Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse details
page:

Your <short-account-ID> is assigned to you during the account on-boarding process.

August 27, 2020
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new features and
improvements that are described in this topic.

Overlay networks now available for Azure environments

An overlay network is a software-defined layer of network abstraction that is used to run multiple separate, discrete
virtualized network layers over the Azure virtual network. You use overlay networks to increase the number of IP
addresses available to support nodes in your CDW cluster on Azure. For more information about using this feature in
Azure environments and how to enable it, see Overlay networks for Azure environments.

August 14, 2020
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new features and
improvements that are described in this topic.

Stability and performance improvements

This release includes numerous stability and performance improvements, improvements to health checks, plus
multiple bug fixes.
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Ability to configure custom Hue properties

You can configure custom Hue properties that are not directly exposed through the CDW web UI by specifying them
in a Hue configuration called hue-safety-valve for a Virtual Warehouse. For more details, see Configuring custom
properties using safety valves.

Health check for the Hue load balancer

Unlike earlier, if the Hue server starts and the Hue load balancer has not started yet, Hue does not display an error
message when you try to access the Hue endpoint (or the web UI). This is because Hue now checks the health of the
load balancer as well as the Hue server before loading the Hue user interface.

July 30, 2020
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the new features and
improvements that are described in this topic.

Support for Microsoft Azure environments now generally available

Support to run CDW service Virtual Warehouses on the Microsoft Azure cloud platform is now generally available.
For more details about CDW support for Azure, see Azure support and Azure environments requirements checklist.

June 26, 2020
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the following new features and
improvements:

Query isolation for scan-heavy, data-intensive queries in Hive LLAP Virtual Warehouses

Hive Virtual Warehouses base auto-scaling on the total scan size of the query. HiveServer, which receives all
incoming queries, has a query planner component. When the HiveServer query planner receives queries, it examines
the total scan size of each query. That is, it looks at the number of bytes read from the file system required to run the
query. If the Query Isolation feature has been enabled for a Virtual Warehouse and a query scans more data than the
threshold set in the hive.query.isolation.scan.size.threshold parameter, the planner runs the query in isolation. This
means that an isolated standalone executor group is spawned to run the data-intensive query. For more details, see
Hive query isolation for scan-heavy, data-intensive queries.

Overlay network support for AWS environments

An overlay network is a software-defined layer of network abstraction that is used to run multiple separate, discrete
virtualized network layers over the AWS VPC network. In the case of the CDW service, a custom CNI (Container
Network Interface) plugin is used to enable the overlay network. It creates two network spaces:

• A node network space, which derives per-node IP addresses from the VPC.
• A Kubernetes pod network space, which derives per-pod IP addresses from the CNI plugin's own network space.

The overlay network is bridged into the node network. As a result, one IP address is required per node instead of
one IP address needed per pod. Consequently, there are more available IP addresses and you can use the CDW
service efficiently, auto-scaling Virtual Warehouses as needed to meet the demands of your workloads. For more
information, see Use overlay networks for AWS environments in Cloudera Data Warehouse service and Enable
overlay networks in AWS environments.

May 14, 2020
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the following new features and
improvements:

Simplified private networking deployments on AWS

Private networking deployments on AWS for Data Warehouse service have been simplified. When using the Private
Load Balancer, Private Worker Nodes deployment mode, both public and private subnets in your AWS VPC are no
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longer needed. Now this deployment mode only requires 3 private subnets. For more information, see Supported
deployment modes for private networking in AWS.

Impala Virtual Warehouses offer faster SQL analytics

Impala Virtual Warehouses have been improved with the following enhancements:

• More granular control and performance optimizations on multi-threaded query execution.
• Improved read performance for ORC tables with nested type columns.
• Improved automatic updates of metadata.

Generate and download Impala diagnostic bundles

You can now generate and download diagnostic bundles of log files for Impala Virtual Warehouses on AWS
environments. For more information, see Downloading Impala diagnostic bundles from AWS.

Launch Grafana dashboards from environment tiles in Cloudera Data Warehouse service

You can now launch Grafana dashboards from environment tiles in the Cloudera Data Warehouse service to monitor
the following components:

• Hive
• Impala
• Istio mesh
• Kubernetes clusters

For more information, see Connecting to Grafana dashboards.

Single Sign-On (SSO) support for Hue with Hive Virtual Warehouses

You can now access Hue to query Hive Virtual Warehouses from the Virtual Warehouse tile:
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DAS updates

In this release, DAS has been updated as follows:

• You can now specify administrative groups for the DAS web app.
• Multi-DAG support for a single Hive query.

April 7, 2020
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the following new features and
improvements:

Hue single-sign-on (SSO) support using SAML

In this release, Hue now supports SSO by using SAML. For more information, see Authenticating users with SAML
in the Hue documentation.

Private networking feature now available for AWS environments when only private subnets are
available

When you are unable to use public subnets in your AWS VPC, CDP Data Warehouse service now supports private
networking for your Data Warehouse in this situation. To configure private networking for AWS environments
where only private subnets are available to use, register a CDP environment in AWS with three private subnets. Then
network administrators must make sure there is outbound internet access from private subnets by way of the transit
gateway or by another means. For information about configuring private networking with these AWS environments,
see Step 4 in Activating an AWS environment with private subnet support.

Azure support improvements

• Additional regions are now supported, including:

• Central US
• East US
• East US 2
• West US
• West US 2
• Australia East

• Improved identity management.

Improved resiliency for Impala Virtual Warehouses

Resiliency for Impala Virtual Warehouses has been improved by reducing the amount of ephemeral storage used on
compute nodes.

March 13, 2020
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse service on CDP Public Cloud introduces the following new features and
improvements:

Azure support for Data Warehouse service

This release of Data Warehouse service now supports Microsoft Azure as a public cloud provider. For more details
about this added support, see Azure support for Data Warehouse service.

Impala Virtual Warehouse improvements

Impala Virtual Warehouses now include the following improvements:

• Improved resiliency for client connections.
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• Added more health checks to more accurately indicate the start of a Virtual Warehouse. This helps with query
timeouts due to provisioning lags.

Version mapping

Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) includes components covered in the Cloudera Runtime documentation. A mapping
of the Cloudera Data Warehouse versions to its Hive, Impala, Hue versions and CDP CLI counterparts provides the
path you follow to select the correct CLI functions for CDW. CDW Runtime version to Impala client versions is also
covered.

CDW, Hive, Impala, Hue, and CDP CLI versions

The version of the documentation that matches your CDW Version appears in the table below.

If your CDW version is 2022-0.7.1-2 (released May 10, 2022) or later, CDP CLI functions for Cloudera Data
Warehouse are available. Refer to the CLI Reference and CDP Control Plane API Changelog.

Table 2: CDW version map to Runtime documentation and CDP CLI Version

CDW Version Hive,
Impala,
Hue
Version

CDP
CLI
Version

Documentation

1.6.3-b319 released May 5, 2023 2023.0.14.0-1550.9.86
released
2023--05-08

Data Warehouse Runtime

CDP CLI reference

CDP Control Plane API Changelog

1.6.2-b197 released Feb 14, 2023 2023.0.13.0-20
released
2023-2-7

0.9.81
released
2023--02-22

Data Warehouse Runtime

CDP CLI reference

CDP Control Plane API Changelog

1.6.1-b258 released Feb 7, 2023 2023.0.13.0-20
released
2023-2-7

0.9.81
released
2023--02-22

Data Warehouse Runtime

CDP CLI reference

CDP Control Plane API Changelog

2022.0.12.0-90
released
2022-12-13

1.5.1-b110 released Nov 22, 2022

2022.0.11.0-122
released
2022-11-22

0.9.75
released
2022-11-30

Data Warehouse Runtime

CDP CLI reference

CDP Control Plane API Changelog

1.4.3-b225 released Sept 15, 2022 2022.0.10.0-920.9.71
released
2022-09-29

Data Warehouse Runtime

CDP CLI reference

CDP Control Plane API Changelog

1.4.2-b118 released Aug 4, 2022 2022.0.9.0-1200.9.67
released
2022-08-15

Data Warehouse Runtime

CDP CLI reference

CDP Control Plane API Changelog

1.4.1-b86 released June, 22, 2022 2022.0.8.0-890.9.64
released
2022-06-28

Data Warehouse Runtime

CDP CLI reference

CDP Control Plane API Changelog

2022-0.7.1-2 released May 10, 2022 2022-0.7.1-20.9.59
released
2022-04-08

Data Warehouse Runtime

CDP CLI reference

CDP Control Plane API Changelog
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CDW Version Hive,
Impala,
Hue
Version

CDP
CLI
Version

Documentation

2022.0.7.0-80 released April 27, 2022 2022.0.7.0-80N/A Data Warehouse Runtime

2021.0.6-b96 released Mar 8, 2022 2021.0.6-
b96

N/A Data Warehouse Runtime

2021.0.5-b36 released Jan 19, 2022 2021.0.5-
b36

N/A Data Warehouse Runtime

2021.0.4.1-3 released Dec 22, 2021 2021.0.4.1-3N/A Data Warehouse Runtime

2021.0.4-b9 released Nov 20, 2021 2021.0.4-
b9

N/A Cloudera Runtime 7.2.11

2021.0.3-b27 released Oct 29, 2021 2021.0.3-
b27

N/A Cloudera Runtime 7.2.11

2021.0.2-b23 released Oct 5, 2021 2021.0.2-
b23

N/A Cloudera Runtime 7.2.11

2021.0.1.-b10 released Aug 27, 2021 2021.0.1.-
b10

N/A Cloudera Runtime 7.2.11

2021.0.0.-b33 released Aug 9, 2021 2021.0.0.-
b33

N/A Cloudera Runtime 7.2.11

Impala shell and Impyla versions

The following table lists the Impala shell and impyla versions your client users need to connect to particular versions
CDW.

Table 3: CDW Runtime version to Impala client versions

CDW Runtime Version Impala shell version impyla version

2023.0.14.0-155 4.2.0 0.18.0

2021.0.5-b36 - 2023.0.13.0-20 4.1.0a1 0.18a2

Known issues and limitations in Cloudera Data
Warehouse Public Cloud

This section lists known issues and limitations that you might run into while using the Cloudera Data Warehouse
(CDW) service in CDP Public Cloud.

Navigation title: Known issues

May 5, 2023
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud has the following known issues:

New known Issues in this release
Certain CDW versions cannot upgrade to EKS 1.22

AWS environments activated in version 1.4.1-b86 (released June, 22, 2022) or earlier are not
supported for upgrade to EKS 1.22 due to incompatibility of some components with EKS 1.22. To
determine the activation version your pre-existing environment, in the Data Warehouse service,
expand Environments. In Environments, search for and locate the environment that you want to
view. Click Edit. In Environment Details, you see the CDW version.
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DWX-15246 Missing entries in subnet selection during CDW environment activation

The subnet selection during environment activation might not display any, or all, of the subnets
registered in the environment.

Workaround: Carefully review the list of subnets you can select during activation. If subnets you
want are not visible, enter the subnet-ids manually into the list, and then activate the environment.

DWX-15214 DWX-15176 Hue frontend may become stuck in CrashLoopBackoff on CDW running on
Azure

The Hue frontend for Apache Impala (Impala) and Apache Hive (Hive) Virtual Warehouses created
in Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) can be stuck in a CrashLoopBackoff state on Microsoft Azure
(Azure) platform, making it impossible to reach the Virtual Warehouse through Hue. In this case,
the following error message is displayed:

kubelet Error: failed to create containerd task: failed to creat
e shim task: OCI runtime create failed: runc create failed: unab
le to start container process: exec: “run_httpd.sh”: cannot run 
executable found relative to current directory: unknown    

This issue affects all CDW releases before 1.6.3 (released May 5, 2023)running on CDP Public
Cloud on Azure.

The following users are affected:

• CDW Azure users using Hue in Impala and Hive Virtual Warehouses in environments earlier
than version 1.6.3 if they upgrade the node image

• CDW Azure users creating a new CDW environment with a Hue version earlier than
2023.0.14.0 (released May 5, 2023) during Hive or Impala Virtual Warehouse creation

Workaround: Upgrade the Virtual Warehouses to 1.6.3 and choose Hue version 2023.0.14.0.

Do not choose Hue versions older than 2023.0.14.0 when creating a Virtual Warehouse in
environments of version 1.6.3.

DWX-15016 Impala query failure when using Catalog high availability (HA)

Impala queries could fail with InconsistentMetadataFetchException when using HA feature in
CDW. This happens when leader election failover for Impala Catalog Service happens due to a
transient network error.

Workaround: Disable Catalog HA. In CDW, edit your Virtual Warehouse, and turn off Enable
Impala Catalog Server HA.

DWX-14452 Parquet table query might fail

Querying a table stored in Parquet from Hive might fail with the following exception message:
java.lang.RuntimeException: java.lang.StackOverflowError. This problem can occur when the IN
predicate has 243 values or more, and a small stack (-Xss = 256k) is configured for Hive in CDW.

Workaround: Change the value of the Xss in the JVM args to use the default value (1Mb) as
follows: Select Edit from the Options menu of your Virtual Warehouse. Click Configurations >
Query Executor > and select env.
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In the third line shown below, change the value of LLAP_DAEMON_OPTS from -Xss256k to -
Xss1M, and then click Apply Changes:

FROM:

-Dorg.wildfly.openssl.path=/usr/lib64 -Dzookeeper.sasl.client=false -
Djdk.tls.disabledAlgorithms=SSLv3,GCM -Dhttp.maxConnections=12 -Xms24G -Xmx48G -
Xss256k ...

TO:

... -Xss1M ...

DWX-15090: CSRF error intermittently seen in the Hue Job Browser

You may intermittently see the “403 - CSRF” error on the Hue web interface as well as in the Hue
logs after running Hive queries from Hue.

Reload the browser or start a new Hue session.

DWX-15171 Error after disabling SSO.

Disabling SSO for Impala Virtual Warehouse can cause an error.

To reproduce this issue 1) Create an Impala Virtual Warehouse having SSO enabled. 2) Edit the
Virtual Warehouse to disable SSO.

The coordinator crashes.

DWX-15151 Runtime error after activating an environment

Activating an environment having a public load balancer can cause a 2083 runtime error

To reproduce this problem 1) Create a data lake. 2) Activate an enviroment having a public load
balancer deployment type and subnets in three different availability zones. The following error can
occur:

RuntimeErr with ErrCode=2083 (cause: 0 'coredns' replica(s) are 
ready) Error Code : undefined

DWX-15145 Environment validation popup error after activating an environment

Activating an environment having a public load balancer can cause an environment validatation
popup error.

To reproduce this problem 1) Create a data lake. 2) Activate an enviroment having a public
load balancer deployment type and subnets in three different availability zones. A environment
validation popup can occur even through subnets are in different availability zones. Several differnt
popups can occur, including the following one:

DWX-15144 Virtual Warehouse naming restrictions

You cannot create a Virtual Warehouse having the same name as another Virtual Warehouse even
if the like-named Virtual Warehouses are in different environments. You can create a Database
Catalog having the same name as another Database Catalog if the Database Catalogs are in different
environments.

DWX-15115 Error displayed after clicking on hyperlink below Hue table browser
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In Hue, below the table browser, clicking the hyperlink to a location causes an HTTP 500 error
because the file browser is not enabled for environments that are not Ranger authorized (RAZ).

DWX-15114 Incorrect Database Catalog status indication incorrect after an upgrade

After a Database Catalog upgrade, if the Databus producer crashes, the default Database Catalog
does not indicate the error. The Database Catalog status instead indicates "running". After a
Database Catalog upgrade, if the Databus producer crashes, a non-default (custom) Database
Catalog, indicates the correct error status.

DWX-15112 Enterprise Data Warehouse database configuration problems after a Helm-related rollback

If a Helm rollback fails due to an incorrect Enterprise Data Warehouse database configuration,
the Virtual Warehouse and Database Catalog roll back to a previous configuration. The incorrect
Enterprise Data Warehouse configuration persists, and can affect subsequent edit, upgrade, and
rebuild operations on the rolled-back Virtual Warehouse or Database Catalog.

DWX-15110 Misaligned dialog in the UI

The Create Virtual Warehouse dialog is not aligned properly when no Virtual Warehouses are
running.

DWX-15064 Hive Virtual Warehouse stops but appears healthy

Due to an istio-proxy problem, the query coordinator can unexpectedly enter a not ready state
instead of the expected error-state. Subsequently, the Hive Virtual Warehouse stops when reaching
the autosuspend timeout without indicating a problem.

DWX-15014 Loading airports table in demo data fails

A invalid path error message occurs when using the load command to load the demo data airports
table in Iceberg, ORC, or Parquet format.

DWX-14992 Cosmetic UI problem with Enable DAS link

In Azure environments, no gap appears between the previous text box and Enable DAS.

DWX-14970 Cosmetic UI problem with Virtual Warehouse start label

The start labels of the Impala Virtual Warehouse and Hive Virtual Warehouse are inconsistent with
regard to upper- and lower-case.

DWX-14968 Connection termination error in Impala queries tab after Hue inactivity

To reproduce the problem: 1) In the Impala job browser, navigate to Impala queries. 2) Wait for a
few minutes.

After a few minutes of inactivity, the follow error is displayed:

Workaround: Refresh the page, or alternatively start a new session.

DWX-14927 Hue fails to list Iceberg snapshots

Hue does not recognize the Iceberg history queries from Hive to list table snapshots. For example,
Hue indicates an error at the . before history when you run the following query.

select * from <db_name>.<table_name>.history

Delay in listing queries in Impala Queries in the Job browser

Listing an Impala query in the Job browser can take an inordinate amount of time.

DWX-14923 After JWT authentication, ttempting to connect the Impyla client using a user name or
password should cause an error
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Using a JWT token, you can connect to a Virtual Warehouse as the user who generated the token.

If you connect with the JWT token, and then pass a user name or password from Impyla to the
Virtual Warehouse, the connection arguments are silently ignored. Such an action should indicate
that it is illegal to specify user or password when using JWT authentication.

DWX-14874 No indication that there are no Virtual Warehouses running

When no Data Visualization instance is running, you see "Currently no environments connected to
Data Visualization cluster". The same indicator should be displayed when no Virtual Warehouses
are running.

DWX-14610 Upgrade icon indicates the Database Catalog is the latest version, but might be incorrect for
a few seconds

The cluster fetches data regularly in particular time intervals, or when an action is triggered.
Inbetween this time interval, which is very brief, the cluster might not be updated, but will be
refreshed in a few seconds.

Carried over from the previous release: General
DWX-13103 Cloudera Data Warehouse environment activation problem

When CDW environments are activated, a race condition can occur between the prometheus
pod and istiod pod. The prometheus pod can be set up without an istio-proxy container, causing
communication failures to/from prometheus to any other pods in the Kubernetes cluster. Data
Warehouse prometheus-related functionalities, such as autoscaling, stop working. Grafana
dashboards, which get metrics from prometheus, are not populated.

Workaround: Restart the prometheus pod so that it gets the istio-proxy container.

DWX-6619 Browser auto-close not working on some browsers after token-Based authentication for
accessing CDW

The Firefox and Edge browser window does not close automatically after successful authentication.

DWX-9774 Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse image version problem

Background: In Cloudera Data Warehouse 2021.0.3-b27 - 2021.0.5-b36, you can choose any
supported image version when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse, assuming you
have the CDW_VERSIONED_DEPLOY entitlement.

Problem: In Cloudera Data Warehouse 2021.0.6-b96, you can choose an image version other than
2021.0.6-b96 when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse only if you use an existing
environment. An existing environment is one you created in 2021.0.3-b27 - 2021.0.5-b36.

Workaround:  In 2021.0.6-b96, use an environment you created before this release to choose an
image version other than 2021.0.6-b96 when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse.

DWX-5742: Upgrading multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or Database Catalogs at the same
time fails

Problem: Upgrading multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or Database Catalogs at the
same time fails.

Workaround: If you need to upgrade or create multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or
Database Catalogs, perform the upgrade or creation sequentially one at a time.

Carried over from the previous release: AWS
DWX-14409 Starting a Virtual Warehouse in an AWS environments in the Asia-Pacific Southeast region
fails

When you upgrade the Virtual Warehouse in this release and start it, a timing issue causes failure.

Workaround: Continue using the previous release 1.5.1-b110 (released Nov 22, 2022). Do not
upgrade to 1.6.1-b282 (released Feb 7, 2023). Delay upgrading your Virtual Warehouse until the
next release of CDW.

AWS availability zone inventory issue
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In this release, you can select a preferred availability zone when you create a Virtual Warehouse;
however, AWS might not be able to provide enough compute instances of the type that Cloudera
Data Warehouse needs.

Workaround: If you experience this AWS issue, try recreating the Virtual Warehouse and choosing
a different availability zone.

DWX-7613: CloudFormation stack creation using AWS CLI broken for CDW Reduced Permissions
Mode

Problem: If you use the AWS CLI to create a CloudFormation stack to activate an AWS
environment for use in Reduced Permissions Mode, it fails and returns the following error:

An error occurred (ValidationError) when calling the CreateStack
       operation: Parameters: [SdxDDBTableName] must have values

The default value of SdxDDBTableName is not being set. If you create the CloudFormation stack
using the AWS Console, there is no problem.

Workaround: If you must use the AWS CLI, edit the CloudFormation stack template file as follows:

SdxDDBTableName:
       Description: DynamoDB table name for the SDX S3 file lis
tings, created through S3Guard
       Type: String
       Default: " "

Then rerun the CloudFormation stack creation command using the AWS CLI.

ENGESC-8271: Helm 2 to Helm 3 migration fails on AWS environments where the overlay network
feature is in use and namespaces are stuck in a terminating state

Problem: While using the overlay network feature for AWS environments and after attempting to
migrate an AWS environment from Helm 2 to Helm 3, the migration process fails.

Workaround: Run the following kubectl command to determine whether you have any namespaces
stuck in a terminating state:

kubectl get ns

Then contact Cloudera Technical Support to report and get help on this issue.

DWX-6970: Tags do not get applied in existing CDW environments

Problem: You may see the following error while trying to apply tags to Virtual Warehouses in an
existing CDW environment: An error occurred (UnauthorizedOperation)   when calling the Cr
eateTags operation: You are not authorized to perform this   operation and Compute node tagging
 was unsuccessful. This happens because the ec2:CreateTags privilege is missing from your AWS
cluster-autoscaler inline policy for the NodeInstanceRole role.

Workaround: Add the ec2:CreateTags privilege to the cluster-autoscaler inline policy as follows:

1. Log into the AWS IAM console at https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/.
2. In the navigation panel, choose Roles.
3. Search the list of roles for NodeInstanceRole.
4. Click Permissions.
5. Select cluster-autoscaler and click Edit policy.
6. Add the ec2:CreateTags line in the Actions section after the ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplateVersio

ns line as shown:

"Version": "2012-10-17",
          "Statement": [
          {
          "Action": [
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          "autoscaling:DescribeAutoScalingGroups",
          "autoscaling:DescribeAutoScalingInstances",
          "autoscaling:DescribeTags",
          "autoscaling:DescribeLaunchConfigurations",
          "autoscaling:SetDesiredCapacity",
          "autoscaling:TerminateInstanceInAutoScalingGroup",
          "ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplateVersions",
          "ec2:CreateTags"
          ],

7. Save changes.

Carried over from the previous release: Azure
Workloads from earlier CDW versions cannot be deployed on new Azure environments

Because new environments are provisioned automatically to use Azure Kubernetes Service
(AKS) 1.22, deprecated APIs used in workloads of earlier versions are not supported in this
version 2022.0.9.0-120 (released August 4, 2022). This issue affects you only if you have the
CDW_VERSIONED_DEPLOY entitlement.

Workaround: Create new workloads. Workloads in Database Catalogs, Hive, Impala, Hue, Data
Visualization, and are incompatible with AKS 1.22.

Incorrect diagnostic bundle location

Problem:The path you see to the diagnostic bundle is wrong when you create a Virtual Warehouse,

collect a diagnostic bundle of log files for troubleshooting, and click   Edit Diagnostic Bundle
. Your storage account name is missing from the beginning of the path.

Workaround:To find your diagnostic bundle, add your storage account name to the beginning of the
path, for example:

my-storage-account-name/log-files/clusters/my-env/my-warehouse-x
x-yy/warehouse/debug-artifacts/hive/compute-zz-mvvf/compute-zz-m
vvf-0926210111-0927090111-01234.zip

To get your storage account name, in Cloudera Management Console, click Environments, select
your environment, and scroll down to Logs Storage and Audits. The first part of the path is your
storage account name.

Changed environment credentials not propagated to AKS

Problem: When you change the credentials of a running cloud environment using the Management
Console, the changes are not automatically propagated to the corresponding active Cloudera
Data Warehouse (CDW) environment. As a result, the Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) uses
old credentials and may not function as expected resulting in inaccessible Hive or Impala Virtual
Warehouses.

Workaround: To resolve this issue, you must manually synchronize the changes with the CDW
AKS resources. To synchronize the updated credentials, see Update AKS cluster with new service
principal credentials in the Azure product documentation.

Carried over from the previous release: Database Catalog
Non-default Database Catalogs created with several earlier CDW versions fails

This issue affects you only if you meet the following conditions:

• You have a versioned CDW deployment and the multi default DBC entitlement.
• You are using this release of CDW version 2022.0.9.0-120 (released August 4, 2022).
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• You added Database Catalogs (not the automatically generated default Database Catalog) using
either one of these CDW versions:

• 2022.0.8.0-89 (released June, 22, 2022)
• 2022-0.7.1-2 (released May 10, 2022)

Do not attempt to upgrade the Database Catalog you created with these earlier releases. The
Database Catalog will fail. Your existing Database Catalog created with the earlier release works
fine with CDW Runtime. Recreating your existing Database Catalog updates CDW Runtime for
2022.0.9.0-120 (released August 4, 2022).

DWX-7349: In reduced permissions mode, default Database Catalog name does not include the
environment name

Problem:

When you activate an AWS environment in reduced permissions mode, the default Database
Catalog name does not include the environment name:

This does not cause collisions because each Database Catalog named "default" is associated with
a different environment. For more information about reduced permissions mode, see Reduced
permissions mode for AWS environments.

Workaround: None available.

DWX-6167: Maximum connections reached when creating multiple Database Catalogs

Problem:After creating 17 Database Catalogs on one AWS environment, Virtual Warehouses failed
to start.

Workaround: Limit the number of Database Catalogs created on one environment to 5. This applies
to both AWS and Azure environments.

Carried over from the previous release: Hive Virtual Warehouse
DWX-13347 Diagnostic bundle download fails

After upgrading to version 1.4.3 (released September 15, 2022), downloading the diagnostic bundle
for the Hive Virtual Warehouse results in an error. New environments do not have this problem.
The problem is caused by missing permissions to access Kubernetes resources. Version 1.4.3 adds a
requirement for the role-based access control (rbac) permissions to download the diagnostic bundle.

Workaround: Add the missing rbac permissions as follows:

1) Create the following file:

apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
       kind: ClusterRole
       metadata:
       name: diagnostic-data-generator-role-monitor
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       rules:
       - apiGroups:
       - ""
       resources:
       - configmaps
       - events
       - pods
       - persistentvolumeclaims
       - nodes
       verbs:
       - get
       - list
       - apiGroups:
       - apps
       resources:
       - deployments
       - statefulsets
       verbs:
       - get
       - list
       - apiGroups:
       - "edws.cloudera.com"
       resources:
       - computes
       verbs:
       - get
       - list

2) Run the following command to apply the permissions:

kubectl apply -f <filename>

CDPD-40730 Parquet change can cause incompatibility

Parquet files written by the parquet-mr library in this version of CDW, where the schema contains
a timestamp with no UTC conversion will not be compatible with older versions of Parquet readers.
The effect is that the older versions will still consider these timestamps as they would require UTC
conversions and will thus end up with a wrong result. You can encounter this problem only when
you write Parquet-based tables using Hive, and tables have the non-default configuration hive.par
quet.write.int64.timestamp=true.

DWX-5926: Cloning an existing Hive Virtual Warehouse fails

Problem: If you have an existing Hive Virtual Warehouse that you clone by selecting Clone from
the drop-down menu, the cloning process fails. This does not apply to creating a new Hive Virtual
Warehouse.

Workaround: Make the following configuration change to resolve this issue:

1. In the Hive Virtual Warehouse tile, click the edit icon. This launches the Virtual Warehouse
details page.

2. In the details page for the Virtual Warehouse, click the Configurations tab.
3. Click the Hiveserver2 sub-tab.
4. Select hive-site from the configuration file drop-down list menu.
5. Search for the configuration property hive.metastore.sasl.enabled.
6. Set the hive.metastore.sasl.enabled configuration property to true.

Note:  If the hive.metastore.sasl.enabled configuration property is already set to
true, delete the setting and re-enter it.

7. Click Apply in the upper right corner of the page to save the configuration.
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8. Click the Actions menu and select Clone to clone the Hive Virtual Warehouse:

DWX-2690: Older versions of Beeline return SSLPeerUnverifiedException when submitting a query

Problem: When submitting queries to Virtual Warehouses that use Hive, older Beeline clients return
an SSLPeerUnverifiedException error:

javax.net.ssl.SSLPeerUnverifiedException: Host name ‘ec2-18-219-
32-183.us-east-2.compute.amazonaws.com’ does not
       match the certificate subject provided by the peer (CN=*
.env-c25dsw.dwx.cloudera.site) (state=08S01,code=0)

Workaround: Only use Beeline clients from CDP Runtime version 7.0.1.0 or later.

Carried over from the previous release: Hue Query Editor
IMPALA-11447 Selecting certain complex types in Hue crashes Impala

Queries that have structs/arrays in the select list crash Impala if initiated by Hue.

Workaround: Do not select structs/arrays in Hue.

DWX-8460: Unable to delete, move, or rename directories within the S3 bucket from Hue

Problem: You may not be able to rename, move, or delete directories within your S3 bucket from
the Hue web interface. This is because of an underlying issue, which will be fixed in a future
release.

Workaround: You can move, rename, or delete a directory using the HDFS commands as follows:

1. SSH into your CDP environment host.
2. To delete a directory within your S3 bucket, run the following command:

hdfs dfs -rm -r [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***DIREC
TORY-NAME***]

3. To rename a folder, create a new directory and run the following command to move files from
the source directory to the target directory:

hdfs dfs -mkdir [***DIRECTORY-NAME***]

hdfs dfs -mv [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***SOURCE-D
IRECTORY***] [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***TARGET-D
IRECTORY***]
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DWX-6674: Hue connection fails on cloned Impala Virtual Warehouses after upgrading

Problem: If you clone an Impala Virtual Warehouse from a recently upgraded Impala Virtual
Warehouse, and then try to connect to Hue, the connection fails.

Workaround: Create a new Impala Virtual Warehouse and do not clone from a recently upgraded
warehouse. Then the connection to Hue from the new Impala Virtual Warehouse succeeds.

DWX-5650: Hue only makes the first user a superuser for all Virtual Warehouses within a Data Catalog

Problem: Hue marks the user that logs in to Hue from a Virtual Warehouse for the first time as the
Hue superuser. But if multiple Virtual Warehouses are connected to a single Data Catalog, then
the first user that logs in to any one of the Virtual Warehouses within that Data Catalog is the Hue
superuser.

For example, consider that a Data Catalog DC-1 has two Virtual Warehouses VW-1 and VW-2. If
a user named John logs in to Hue from VW-1 first, then he becomes the Hue superuser for all the
Virtual Warehouses within DC-1. At this time, if Amy logs in to Hue from VW-2, Hue does not
make her a superuser within VW-2.

None.

Iceberg
DWX-14163 Limitations reading Iceberg tables in Avro file format from Impala

The Avro, Impala, and Iceberg specifications describe some limitations related to Avro, and those
limitations exist in CDP. In addition to these, the DECIMAL type is not supported in this release.

DWX-14286 Loading data to Iceberg error

Using LOAD DATA INPATH from an Impala Virtual Warehouse to load data to an Iceberg
table on S3/ADLS when hidden files (files that are prefixed with . or _) are in the path can lead to
unexpected query failures. For example:

AnalysisException: INPATH contains unsupported LOAD format, file
 '
            s3a://dwx-testdata/impala/sql_test/tests/load_data_in
path/runtime_data/0690a6fa9bfb11ed920c164053429bec/load_data_tes
t/A/impala_data/impala_alltypessmall_data/alltypessmall_parquet_
iceberg/year=2009/month=1/.hiddenfileforloaddatatest
            ' has 'This' magic string.

DEX-7946 Data loss during migration of a Hive table to Iceberg

In this release, by default the table property 'external.table.purge' is set to true, which deletes the
table data and metadata is you drop the table during migration from Hive to Iceberg.

Workarounds: Either one of the following workarounds prevents data loss during table migration:

• Set the table property 'external.table.purge'='FALSE'.
• Do not drop a table during migration from Hive to Iceberg.

DWX-13733 Timeout issue querying Iceberg tables from Hive

A timeout issue can cause the query to fail.

Workaround: Add the following configuration to hadoop-core-site for the Database Catalog and the
Virtual Warehouse.

fs.s3.maxConnections=1000
fs.s3a.connection.maximum=1000

Restart the Database Catalog and Virtual Warehouse.

DWX-13062 Hive-26507 Converting a Hive table having CHAR or VARCHAR columns to Iceberg
causes an exception
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CHAR and VARCHAR data can be shorter than the length specified by the data type. Remaining
characters are padded with spaces. Data is converted to a string in Iceberg. This process can yield
incorrect results when you query the converted Iceberg table.

Workaround: Change columns from CHAR or VARCHAR to string types before converting the
Hive table to Iceberg.

DWX-13276 Multiple inserts into tables having different formats can cause a deadlock.

Under the following conditions, a deadlock can occur:

• You run a query to insert data into multiple tables comprised of at least one Iceberg table and at
least one non-Iceberg table.

• The STAT task locking feature is turned on (default = on).

Workarounds: Perform either one of the following workarounds:

• Run separate queries to insert data into only one table at a time.
• Turn off STAT task locking as follows:

set iceberg.hive.request-lock-on-stats-task=false;

Carried over from the previous release: Impala Virtual Warehouse
IMPALA-11045 Impala Virtual Warehouses might produce an error when querying transactional
(ACID) table even after you enabled the automatic metadata refresh (version DWX 1.1.2-b2008)

Problem: Impala doesn't open a transaction for select queries, so you might get a FileNotFound
error after compaction even though you refreshed the metadata automatically.

Workaround: Run the INVALIDATE METADATA statement on the transactional (ACID) table
to refresh the metadata. This fixes the problem until the next compaction occurs. For information
about running this statement, see INVALIDATE METADATA statement.

Impala Virtual Warehouses might produce an error when querying transactional (ACID) tables  (DWX
1.1.2-b1949 or earlier)

Problem: If you are querying transactional (ACID) tables with an Impala Virtual Warehouse and
compaction is run on the compacting Hive Virtual Warehouse, the query might fail. The compacting
process deletes files and the Impala Virtual Warehouse might not be aware of the deletion. Then
when the Impala Virtual Warehouse attempts to read the deleted file, an error can occur. This
situation occurs randomly.

Workaround: Run the INVALIDATE METADATA statement on the transactional (ACID) table
to refresh the metadata. This fixes the problem until the next compaction occurs. For information
about running this statement, see INVALIDATE METADATA statement.

Do not use the start/stop icons in Impala Virtual Warehouses version 7.2.2.0-106 or earlier

Problem: If you use the stop/start icons in Impala Virtual Warehouses version 7.2.2.0-106 or earlier,
it might render the Virtual Warehouse unusable and make it necessary for you to re-create it.

Workaround: Do not use the stop/start icons in these older Virtual Warehouses. Instead, these older
versions automatically suspend and resume the Impala executors depending on the absence or
presence of queries, making manual start or stop unnecessary.

DWX-6674: Hue connection fails on cloned Impala Virtual Warehouses after upgrading

Problem: If you clone an Impala Virtual Warehouse from a recently upgraded Impala Virtual
Warehouse, and then try to connect to Hue, the connection fails.

Workaround: Create a new Impala Virtual Warehouse and do not clone from a recently upgraded
warehouse. Then the connection to Hue from the new Impala Virtual Warehouse succeeds.

DWX-5841: Virtual Warehouse endpoints are now restricted to TLS 1.2

Problem: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer considered secure, so now Virtual Warehouse endpoints
must be secured with TLS 1.2 or later, and then the environment that the Virtual Warehouse uses
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must be reactivated in CDW. This includes both Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. To reactivate
the environment in the CDW UI:

1. Deactivate the environment. See Deactivating AWS environments or Deactivating Azure
environments.

2. Activate the environment. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure environments

Workaround: If environment reactivation is not possible, you can perform manual steps using the
kubectl command line tool to pick up the TLS 1.2 endpoint change. Open a terminal window on a
system where the kubectl command line tool is installed, log in, and run the following commands:

kubectl edit svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name>
       
       # Add the following under the metadata.annotations field
       service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-ssl-negoti
ation-policy: "ELBSecurityPolicy-TLS-1-2-2017-01"
       
       # Save and quit the editor, and then run the following 
command to check your changes.
       
       kubectl get svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name> -o yaml
       
       # Make sure that the annotation you added is present.

DWX-5276: Upgrading an older version of an Impala Virtual Warehouse can result in error state

Problem: If you upgrade an older version of an Impala Virtual Warehouse (DWX 1.1.1.1-4) to the
latest version, the Virtual Warehouse can get into an Updating or Error state.

Workaround: none

DWX-3914: Collect Diagnostic Bundle option does not work on older environments

The Collect Diagnostic Bundle menu option in Impala Virtual Warehouses does not work for older
environments:
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Data caching:

This feature is limited to 200 GB per executor, multiplied by the total number of executors.

Sessions with Impala continue to run for 15 minutes after the connection is disconnected.

When a connection to Impala is disconnected, the session continues to run for 15 minutes in case so
the user or client can reconnect to the same session again by presenting the session_token. After 15
minutes, the client must re-authenticate to Impala to establish a new connection.

February 7, 2023
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud has the following known issues:

New known Issues in this release
Do not upgrade this release to EKS 1.22

The latest version of Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) 1.6.1-b258 (released February 7, 2023)
provisions AWS Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS) 1.22 by default in AWS environments; however,
upgrading your activated environments to EKS 1.22 or later is not supported. Do not upgrade your
EKS clusters to 1.22.

DWX-14163 Limitations reading Iceberg tables in Avro file format from Impala

The Avro, Impala, and Iceberg specifications describe some limitations related to Avro, and those
limitations exist in CDP. In addition to these, the DECIMAL type is not supported in this release.

DWX-14286 Loading data to Iceberg error

Using LOAD DATA INPATH from an Impala Virtual Warehouse to load data to an Iceberg
table on S3/ADLS when hidden files (files that are prefixed with . or _) are in the path can lead to
unexpected query failures. For example:

AnalysisException: INPATH contains unsupported LOAD format, file
 '
s3a://dwx-testdata/impala/sql_test/tests/load_data_inpath/runtime
_data/0690a6fa9bfb11ed920c164053429bec/load_data_test/A/impala_d
ata/impala_alltypessmall_data/alltypessmall_parquet_iceberg/year
=2009/month=1/.hiddenfileforloaddatatest
' has 'This' magic string.

Hive can crash due to the default setting of a caching property

Background: The relatively new hive.fetch.task.caching property was designed to prevent files from
being cleaned up prematurely during the fetch phase. By default, hive.fetch.task.caching is enabled
for queries that have been converted by the hive.fetch.task.conversion optimization.

Problem: The resulting caching activity can use too much heap while running queries that execute
fetch tasks with a cache size of 1GB. Frequent garbage collection and high CPU usage can occur,
causing Hue and other clients to timeout when returning results.

Workaround: Try setting hive.fetch.task.caching to false to disable the optimization. This action
might cause queries to fail due to timing if the table is modified concurrent with the fetching. If
problems continue, or cannot tolerate the low risk of a query failure, set hive.fetch.task.conversion
to none. In this release, hive.fetch.task.conversion=none might add a little latency to some SELECT
queries.

DWX-14409 Starting a Virtual Warehouse in an AWS environments in the Asia-Pacific Southeast region
fails

When you upgrade the Virtual Warehouse in this release and start it, a timing issue causes failure.

Workaround: Continue using the previous release 1.5.1-b110 (released Nov 22, 2022). Do not
upgrade to 1.6.1-b282 (released Feb 7, 2023). Delay upgrading your Virtual Warehouse until the
next release of CDW.
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DWX-14376 Upgrade Database Catalog button issue

A UI issue exists when you to upgrade the latest Virtual Warehouse 1.6.1-b258 (released Feb 7,
2023) and you are already running the latest release. The Upgrade Database Catalog button is not
working when you attempt this futile Virtual Warehouse upgrade.

Carried over from the previous release: General
DWX-13103 Cloudera Data Warehouse environment activation problem

When CDW environments are activated, a race condition can occur between the prometheus
pod and istiod pod. The prometheus pod can be set up without an istio-proxy container, causing
communication failures to/from prometheus to any other pods in the Kubernetes cluster. Data
Warehouse prometheus-related functionalities, such as autoscaling, stop working. Grafana
dashboards, which get metrics from prometheus, are not populated.

Workaround: Restart the prometheus pod so that it gets the istio-proxy container.

DWX-6619 Browser auto-close not working on some browsers after token-Based authentication for
accessing CDW

The Firefox and Edge browser window does not close automatically after successful authentication.

DWX-9774 Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse image version problem

Background: In Cloudera Data Warehouse 2021.0.3-b27 - 2021.0.5-b36, you can choose any
supported image version when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse, assuming you
have the CDW_VERSIONED_DEPLOY entitlement.

Problem: In Cloudera Data Warehouse 2021.0.6-b96, you can choose an image version other than
2021.0.6-b96 when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse only if you use an existing
environment. An existing environment is one you created in 2021.0.3-b27 - 2021.0.5-b36.

Workaround:  In 2021.0.6-b96, use an environment you created before this release to choose an
image version other than 2021.0.6-b96 when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse.

DWX-5841: Virtual Warehouse endpoints are now restricted to TLS 1.2

Problem: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer considered secure, so now Virtual Warehouse endpoints
must be secured with TLS 1.2 or later, and then the environment that the Virtual Warehouse uses
must be reactivated in CDW. This includes both Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. To reactivate
the environment in the CDW UI:

1. Deactivate the environment. See Deactivating AWS environments or Deactivating Azure
environments.

2. Activate the environment. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure environments

Workaround: If environment reactivation is not possible, you can perform manual steps using the
kubectl command line tool to pick up the TLS 1.2 endpoint change. Open a terminal window on a
system where the kubectl command line tool is installed, log in, and run the following commands:

kubectl edit svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name>
       
       # Add the following under the metadata.annotations field
       service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-ssl-negoti
ation-policy: "ELBSecurityPolicy-TLS-1-2-2017-01"
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       # Save and quit the editor, and then run the following 
command to check your changes.
       
       kubectl get svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name> -o yaml
       
       # Make sure that the annotation you added is present.

DWX-5742: Upgrading multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or Database Catalogs at the same
time fails

Problem: Upgrading multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or Database Catalogs at the
same time fails.

Workaround: If you need to upgrade or create multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or
Database Catalogs, perform the upgrade or creation sequentially one at a time.

Carried over from the previous release: AWS
Workloads from CDW versions 1.4.2 and earlier cannot be deployed on new AWS environments

You must upgrade the version of Kubernetes that supports your existing CDW clusters to EKS
version 1.21. AWS environments you activate using this release of Cloudera Data Warehouse, and
later, will use version 1.22.

Because new environments are provisioned automatically to use AWS Elastic Kubernetes Service
(EKS) 1.22, deprecated APIs used in workloads of versions 1.4.2-b118 (released August 4, 2022)
and earlier are not supported in this version 1.5.1-b110 (released November 22, 2022). This issue
affects you only if you have the CDW_VERSIONED_DEPLOY entitlement.

Workaround: Create new workloads or use workloads from the previous release CDW 1.4.3--b225
(released September 15, 2022). Workloads from CDW 1.4.2-b118 (released August 4, 2022) and
earlier in Database Catalogs, Hive, Impala, Hue, Data Visualization, and are incompatible with EKS
1.22.

AWS availability zone inventory issue

In this release, you can select a preferred availability zone when you create a Virtual Warehouse;
however, AWS might not be able to provide enough compute instances of the type that Cloudera
Data Warehouse needs.

Workaround: If you experience this AWS issue, try recreating the Virtual Warehouse and choosing
a different availability zone.

DWX-7613: CloudFormation stack creation using AWS CLI broken for CDW Reduced Permissions
Mode

Problem: If you use the AWS CLI to create a CloudFormation stack to activate an AWS
environment for use in Reduced Permissions Mode, it fails and returns the following error:

An error occurred (ValidationError) when calling the CreateStack
       operation: Parameters: [SdxDDBTableName] must have values

The default value of SdxDDBTableName is not being set. If you create the CloudFormation stack
using the AWS Console, there is no problem.

Workaround: If you must use the AWS CLI, edit the CloudFormation stack template file as follows:

SdxDDBTableName:
       Description: DynamoDB table name for the SDX S3 file lis
tings, created through S3Guard
       Type: String
       Default: " "

Then rerun the CloudFormation stack creation command using the AWS CLI.
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ENGESC-8271: Helm 2 to Helm 3 migration fails on AWS environments where the overlay network
feature is in use and namespaces are stuck in a terminating state

Problem: While using the overlay network feature for AWS environments and after attempting to
migrate an AWS environment from Helm 2 to Helm 3, the migration process fails.

Workaround: Run the following kubectl command to determine whether you have any namespaces
stuck in a terminating state:

kubectl get ns

Then contact Cloudera Technical Support to report and get help on this issue.

DWX-6970: Tags do not get applied in existing CDW environments

Problem: You may see the following error while trying to apply tags to Virtual Warehouses in an
existing CDW environment: An error occurred (UnauthorizedOperation)   when calling the Cr
eateTags operation: You are not authorized to perform this   operation and Compute node tagging
 was unsuccessful. This happens because the ec2:CreateTags privilege is missing from your AWS
cluster-autoscaler inline policy for the NodeInstanceRole role.

Workaround: Add the ec2:CreateTags privilege to the cluster-autoscaler inline policy as follows:

1. Log into the AWS IAM console at https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/.
2. In the navigation panel, choose Roles.
3. Search the list of roles for NodeInstanceRole.
4. Click Permissions.
5. Select cluster-autoscaler and click Edit policy.
6. Add the ec2:CreateTags line in the Actions section after the ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplateVersio

ns line as shown:

"Version": "2012-10-17",
          "Statement": [
          {
          "Action": [
          "autoscaling:DescribeAutoScalingGroups",
          "autoscaling:DescribeAutoScalingInstances",
          "autoscaling:DescribeTags",
          "autoscaling:DescribeLaunchConfigurations",
          "autoscaling:SetDesiredCapacity",
          "autoscaling:TerminateInstanceInAutoScalingGroup",
          "ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplateVersions",
          "ec2:CreateTags"
          ],

7. Save changes.

Carried over from the previous release: Azure
Workloads from earlier CDW versions cannot be deployed on new Azure environments

Because new environments are provisioned automatically to use Azure Kubernetes Service
(AKS) 1.22, deprecated APIs used in workloads of earlier versions are not supported in this
version 2022.0.9.0-120 (released August 4, 2022). This issue affects you only if you have the
CDW_VERSIONED_DEPLOY entitlement.

Workaround: Create new workloads. Workloads in Database Catalogs, Hive, Impala, Hue, Data
Visualization, and are incompatible with AKS 1.22.

Incorrect diagnostic bundle location
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Problem:The path you see to the diagnostic bundle is wrong when you create a Virtual Warehouse,

collect a diagnostic bundle of log files for troubleshooting, and click   Edit Diagnostic Bundle
. Your storage account name is missing from the beginning of the path.

Workaround:To find your diagnostic bundle, add your storage account name to the beginning of the
path, for example:

my-storage-account-name/log-files/clusters/my-env/my-warehouse-x
x-yy/warehouse/debug-artifacts/hive/compute-zz-mvvf/compute-zz-m
vvf-0926210111-0927090111-01234.zip

To get your storage account name, in Cloudera Management Console, click Environments, select
your environment, and scroll down to Logs Storage and Audits. The first part of the path is your
storage account name.

Changed environment credentials not propagated to AKS

Problem: When you change the credentials of a running cloud environment using the Management
Console, the changes are not automatically propagated to the corresponding active Cloudera
Data Warehouse (CDW) environment. As a result, the Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) uses
old credentials and may not function as expected resulting in inaccessible Hive or Impala Virtual
Warehouses.

Workaround: To resolve this issue, you must manually synchronize the changes with the CDW
AKS resources. To synchronize the updated credentials, see Update AKS cluster with new service
principal credentials in the Azure product documentation.

Carried over from the previous release: Database Catalog
Non-default Database Catalogs created with several earlier CDW versions fails

This issue affects you only if you meet the following conditions:

• You have a versioned CDW deployment and the multi default DBC entitlement.
• You are using this release of CDW version 2022.0.9.0-120 (released August 4, 2022).
• You added Database Catalogs (not the automatically generated default Database Catalog) using

either one of these CDW versions:

• 2022.0.8.0-89 (released June, 22, 2022)
• 2022-0.7.1-2 (released May 10, 2022)

Do not attempt to upgrade the Database Catalog you created with these earlier releases. The
Database Catalog will fail. Your existing Database Catalog created with the earlier release works
fine with CDW Runtime. Recreating your existing Database Catalog updates CDW Runtime for
2022.0.9.0-120 (released August 4, 2022).

DWX-7349: In reduced permissions mode, default Database Catalog name does not include the
environment name

Problem:

When you activate an AWS environment in reduced permissions mode, the default Database
Catalog name does not include the environment name:
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This does not cause collisions because each Database Catalog named "default" is associated with
a different environment. For more information about reduced permissions mode, see Reduced
permissions mode for AWS environments.

Workaround: None available.

DWX-6167: Maximum connections reached when creating multiple Database Catalogs

Problem:After creating 17 Database Catalogs on one AWS environment, Virtual Warehouses failed
to start.

Workaround: Limit the number of Database Catalogs created on one environment to 5. This applies
to both AWS and Azure environments.

Carried over from the previous release: Hive Virtual Warehouse
DWX-13347 Diagnostic bundle download fails

After upgrading to version 1.4.3 (released September 15, 2022), downloading the diagnostic bundle
for the Hive Virtual Warehouse results in an error. New environments do not have this problem.
The problem is caused by missing permissions to access Kubernetes resources. Version 1.4.3 adds a
requirement for the role-based access control (rbac) permissions to download the diagnostic bundle.

Workaround: Add the missing rbac permissions as follows:

1) Create the following file:

apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
       kind: ClusterRole
       metadata:
       name: diagnostic-data-generator-role-monitor
       rules:
       - apiGroups:
       - ""
       resources:
       - configmaps
       - events
       - pods
       - persistentvolumeclaims
       - nodes
       verbs:
       - get
       - list
       - apiGroups:
       - apps
       resources:
       - deployments
       - statefulsets
       verbs:
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       - get
       - list
       - apiGroups:
       - "edws.cloudera.com"
       resources:
       - computes
       verbs:
       - get
       - list

2) Run the following command to apply the permissions:

kubectl apply -f <filename>

CDPD-40730 Parquet change can cause incompatibility

Parquet files written by the parquet-mr library in this version of CDW, where the schema contains
a timestamp with no UTC conversion will not be compatible with older versions of Parquet readers.
The effect is that the older versions will still consider these timestamps as they would require UTC
conversions and will thus end up with a wrong result. You can encounter this problem only when
you write Parquet-based tables using Hive, and tables have the non-default configuration hive.par
quet.write.int64.timestamp=true.

DWX-10271: Missing log section in Hive query results

In a Hive Virtual Warehouse, when you run a query in Hue, the query results do not contain a logs
section.

DWX-8118: INSERT INTO command fails under certain circumstances

This problem affects users who have a PostgreSQL database as the backend Hive database. If you
create a table A and create a table B as select (CTAS) from an empty table A, inserting values into
table B fails as follows:

Error while compiling statement: FAILED: Execution Error, return
 code 1 from 
       org.apache.hadoop.hive.ql.exec.StatsTask.org.apache.thr
ift.transport.TTransportException

Workaround: Disable auto-stats gathering: Go to  Cloudera Manager Data Warehouse Virtual
Warehouses , and click the Hive VW name in the list. In  Configuration HiveServer2 , set hive.cbo
.enable to false.

DWX-5841: Virtual Warehouse endpoints are now restricted to TLS 1.2

Problem: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer considered secure, so now Virtual Warehouse endpoints
must be secured with TLS 1.2 or later, and then the environment that the Virtual Warehouse uses
must be reactivated in CDW. This includes both Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. To reactivate
the environment in the CDW UI:

1. Deactivate the environment. See Deactivating AWS environments or Deactivating Azure
environments.

2. Activate the environment. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure environments

Workaround: If environment reactivation is not possible, you can perform manual steps using the
kubectl command line tool to pick up the TLS 1.2 endpoint change. Open a terminal window on a
system where the kubectl command line tool is installed, log in, and run the following commands:

kubectl edit svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name>
       
       # Add the following under the metadata.annotations field
       service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-ssl-negoti
ation-policy: "ELBSecurityPolicy-TLS-1-2-2017-01"
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       # Save and quit the editor, and then run the following 
command to check your changes.
       
       kubectl get svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name> -o yaml
       
       # Make sure that the annotation you added is present.

DWX-5926: Cloning an existing Hive Virtual Warehouse fails

Problem: If you have an existing Hive Virtual Warehouse that you clone by selecting Clone from
the drop-down menu, the cloning process fails. This does not apply to creating a new Hive Virtual
Warehouse.

Workaround: Make the following configuration change to resolve this issue:

1. In the Hive Virtual Warehouse tile, click the edit icon. This launches the Virtual Warehouse
details page.

2. In the details page for the Virtual Warehouse, click the Configurations tab.
3. Click the Hiveserver2 sub-tab.
4. Select hive-site from the configuration file drop-down list menu.
5. Search for the configuration property hive.metastore.sasl.enabled.
6. Set the hive.metastore.sasl.enabled configuration property to true.

Note:  If the hive.metastore.sasl.enabled configuration property is already set to
true, delete the setting and re-enter it.

7. Click Apply in the upper right corner of the page to save the configuration.
8. Click the Actions menu and select Clone to clone the Hive Virtual Warehouse:

DWX-2690: Older versions of Beeline return SSLPeerUnverifiedException when submitting a query

Problem: When submitting queries to Virtual Warehouses that use Hive, older Beeline clients return
an SSLPeerUnverifiedException error:

javax.net.ssl.SSLPeerUnverifiedException: Host name ‘ec2-18-219-
32-183.us-east-2.compute.amazonaws.com’ does not
       match the certificate subject provided by the peer (CN=*
.env-c25dsw.dwx.cloudera.site) (state=08S01,code=0)

Workaround: Only use Beeline clients from CDP Runtime version 7.0.1.0 or later.

Carried over from the previous release: Hue Query Editor
IMPALA-11447 Selecting certain complex types in Hue crashes Impala
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Queries that have structs/arrays in the select list crash Impala if initiated by Hue.

Workaround: Do not select structs/arrays in Hue.

DWX-8460: Unable to delete, move, or rename directories within the S3 bucket from Hue

Problem: You may not be able to rename, move, or delete directories within your S3 bucket from
the Hue web interface. This is because of an underlying issue, which will be fixed in a future
release.

Workaround: You can move, rename, or delete a directory using the HDFS commands as follows:

1. SSH into your CDP environment host.
2. To delete a directory within your S3 bucket, run the following command:

hdfs dfs -rm -r [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***DIREC
TORY-NAME***]

3. To rename a folder, create a new directory and run the following command to move files from
the source directory to the target directory:

hdfs dfs -mkdir [***DIRECTORY-NAME***]

hdfs dfs -mv [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***SOURCE-D
IRECTORY***] [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***TARGET-D
IRECTORY***]

DWX-6674: Hue connection fails on cloned Impala Virtual Warehouses after upgrading

Problem: If you clone an Impala Virtual Warehouse from a recently upgraded Impala Virtual
Warehouse, and then try to connect to Hue, the connection fails.

Workaround: Create a new Impala Virtual Warehouse and do not clone from a recently upgraded
warehouse. Then the connection to Hue from the new Impala Virtual Warehouse succeeds.

DWX-5650: Hue only makes the first user a superuser for all Virtual Warehouses within a Data Catalog

Problem: Hue marks the user that logs in to Hue from a Virtual Warehouse for the first time as the
Hue superuser. But if multiple Virtual Warehouses are connected to a single Data Catalog, then
the first user that logs in to any one of the Virtual Warehouses within that Data Catalog is the Hue
superuser.

For example, consider that a Data Catalog DC-1 has two Virtual Warehouses VW-1 and VW-2. If
a user named John logs in to Hue from VW-1 first, then he becomes the Hue superuser for all the
Virtual Warehouses within DC-1. At this time, if Amy logs in to Hue from VW-2, Hue does not
make her a superuser within VW-2.

None.

Iceberg
DEX-7946 Data loss during migration of a Hive table to Iceberg

In this release, by default the table property 'external.table.purge' is set to true, which deletes the
table data and metadata is you drop the table during migration from Hive to Iceberg.

Workarounds: Either one of the following workarounds prevents data loss during table migration:

• Set the table property 'external.table.purge'='FALSE'.
• Do not drop a table during migration from Hive to Iceberg.

DWX-13733 Timeout issue querying Iceberg tables from Hive

A timeout issue can cause the query to fail.
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Workaround: Add the following configuration to hadoop-core-site for the Database Catalog and the
Virtual Warehouse.

fs.s3.maxConnections=1000
fs.s3a.connection.maximum=1000

Restart the Database Catalog and Virtual Warehouse.

DWX-13062 Hive-26507 Converting a Hive table having CHAR or VARCHAR columns to Iceberg
causes an exception

CHAR and VARCHAR data can be shorter than the length specified by the data type. Remaining
characters are padded with spaces. Data is converted to a string in Iceberg. This process can yield
incorrect results when you query the converted Iceberg table.

Workaround: Change columns from CHAR or VARCHAR to string types before converting the
Hive table to Iceberg.

DWX-13276 Multiple inserts into tables having different formats can cause a deadlock.

Under the following conditions, a deadlock can occur:

• You run a query to insert data into multiple tables comprised of at least one Iceberg table and at
least one non-Iceberg table.

• The STAT task locking feature is turned on (default = on).

Workarounds: Perform either one of the following workarounds:

• Run separate queries to insert data into only one table at a time.
• Turn off STAT task locking as follows:

set iceberg.hive.request-lock-on-stats-task=false;

Carried over from the previous release: Impala Virtual Warehouse
IMPALA-11045 Impala Virtual Warehouses might produce an error when querying transactional
(ACID) table even after you enabled the automatic metadata refresh (version DWX 1.1.2-b2008)

Problem: Impala doesn't open a transaction for select queries, so you might get a FileNotFound
error after compaction even though you refreshed the metadata automatically.

Workaround: Run the INVALIDATE METADATA statement on the transactional (ACID) table
to refresh the metadata. This fixes the problem until the next compaction occurs. For information
about running this statement, see INVALIDATE METADATA statement.

Impala Virtual Warehouses might produce an error when querying transactional (ACID) tables  (DWX
1.1.2-b1949 or earlier)

Problem: If you are querying transactional (ACID) tables with an Impala Virtual Warehouse and
compaction is run on the compacting Hive Virtual Warehouse, the query might fail. The compacting
process deletes files and the Impala Virtual Warehouse might not be aware of the deletion. Then
when the Impala Virtual Warehouse attempts to read the deleted file, an error can occur. This
situation occurs randomly.

Workaround: Run the INVALIDATE METADATA statement on the transactional (ACID) table
to refresh the metadata. This fixes the problem until the next compaction occurs. For information
about running this statement, see INVALIDATE METADATA statement.

Do not use the start/stop icons in Impala Virtual Warehouses version 7.2.2.0-106 or earlier

Problem: If you use the stop/start icons in Impala Virtual Warehouses version 7.2.2.0-106 or earlier,
it might render the Virtual Warehouse unusable and make it necessary for you to re-create it.

Workaround: Do not use the stop/start icons in these older Virtual Warehouses. Instead, these older
versions automatically suspend and resume the Impala executors depending on the absence or
presence of queries, making manual start or stop unnecessary.
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DWX-6674: Hue connection fails on cloned Impala Virtual Warehouses after upgrading

Problem: If you clone an Impala Virtual Warehouse from a recently upgraded Impala Virtual
Warehouse, and then try to connect to Hue, the connection fails.

Workaround: Create a new Impala Virtual Warehouse and do not clone from a recently upgraded
warehouse. Then the connection to Hue from the new Impala Virtual Warehouse succeeds.

DWX-5841: Virtual Warehouse endpoints are now restricted to TLS 1.2

Problem: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer considered secure, so now Virtual Warehouse endpoints
must be secured with TLS 1.2 or later, and then the environment that the Virtual Warehouse uses
must be reactivated in CDW. This includes both Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. To reactivate
the environment in the CDW UI:

1. Deactivate the environment. See Deactivating AWS environments or Deactivating Azure
environments.

2. Activate the environment. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure environments

Workaround: If environment reactivation is not possible, you can perform manual steps using the
kubectl command line tool to pick up the TLS 1.2 endpoint change. Open a terminal window on a
system where the kubectl command line tool is installed, log in, and run the following commands:

kubectl edit svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name>
       
       # Add the following under the metadata.annotations field
       service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-ssl-negoti
ation-policy: "ELBSecurityPolicy-TLS-1-2-2017-01"
       
       # Save and quit the editor, and then run the following 
command to check your changes.
       
       kubectl get svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name> -o yaml
       
       # Make sure that the annotation you added is present.

DWX-5276: Upgrading an older version of an Impala Virtual Warehouse can result in error state

Problem: If you upgrade an older version of an Impala Virtual Warehouse (DWX 1.1.1.1-4) to the
latest version, the Virtual Warehouse can get into an Updating or Error state.

Workaround: none

DWX-3914: Collect Diagnostic Bundle option does not work on older environments

The Collect Diagnostic Bundle menu option in Impala Virtual Warehouses does not work for older
environments:
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Data caching:

This feature is limited to 200 GB per executor, multiplied by the total number of executors.

Sessions with Impala continue to run for 15 minutes after the connection is disconnected.

When a connection to Impala is disconnected, the session continues to run for 15 minutes in case so
the user or client can reconnect to the same session again by presenting the session_token. After 15
minutes, the client must re-authenticate to Impala to establish a new connection.

December 13, 2022
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud has the following known issues:

Carried over from the previous release: General
Do not upgrade this release to EKS 1.22

The latest version of Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) 1.5.1-b110 (released November 22,
2022) provisions AWS Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS) 1.22 by default in Azure environments;
however, upgrading your activated environments to EKS 1.22 or later is not supported. Do not
upgrade your EKS clusters to 1.22.

DWX-13103 Cloudera Data Warehouse environment activation problem

When CDW environments are activated, a race condition can occur between the prometheus
pod and istiod pod. The prometheus pod can be set up without an istio-proxy container, causing
communication failures to/from prometheus to any other pods in the Kubernetes cluster. Data
Warehouse prometheus-related functionalities, such as autoscaling, stop working. Grafana
dashboards, which get metrics from prometheus, are not populated.

Workaround: Restart the prometheus pod so that it gets the istio-proxy container.

DWX-6619 Browser auto-close not working on some browsers after token-Based authentication for
accessing CDW
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The Firefox and Edge browser window does not close automatically after successful authentication.

DWX-9774 Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse image version problem

Background: In Cloudera Data Warehouse 2021.0.3-b27 - 2021.0.5-b36, you can choose any
supported image version when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse, assuming you
have the CDW_VERSIONED_DEPLOY entitlement.

Problem: In Cloudera Data Warehouse 2021.0.6-b96, you can choose an image version other than
2021.0.6-b96 when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse only if you use an existing
environment. An existing environment is one you created in 2021.0.3-b27 - 2021.0.5-b36.

Workaround:  In 2021.0.6-b96, use an environment you created before this release to choose an
image version other than 2021.0.6-b96 when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse.

DWX-5841: Virtual Warehouse endpoints are now restricted to TLS 1.2

Problem: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer considered secure, so now Virtual Warehouse endpoints
must be secured with TLS 1.2 or later, and then the environment that the Virtual Warehouse uses
must be reactivated in CDW. This includes both Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. To reactivate
the environment in the CDW UI:

1. Deactivate the environment. See Deactivating AWS environments or Deactivating Azure
environments.

2. Activate the environment. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure environments

Workaround: If environment reactivation is not possible, you can perform manual steps using the
kubectl command line tool to pick up the TLS 1.2 endpoint change. Open a terminal window on a
system where the kubectl command line tool is installed, log in, and run the following commands:

kubectl edit svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name>
       
       # Add the following under the metadata.annotations field
       service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-ssl-negoti
ation-policy: "ELBSecurityPolicy-TLS-1-2-2017-01"
       
       # Save and quit the editor, and then run the following 
command to check your changes.
       
       kubectl get svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name> -o yaml
       
       # Make sure that the annotation you added is present.

DWX-5742: Upgrading multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or Database Catalogs at the same
time fails

Problem: Upgrading multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or Database Catalogs at the
same time fails.

Workaround: If you need to upgrade or create multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or
Database Catalogs, perform the upgrade or creation sequentially one at a time.

Carried over from the previous release: AWS
Workloads from CDW versions 1.4.2 and earlier cannot be deployed on new AWS environments

You must upgrade the version of Kubernetes that supports your existing CDW clusters to EKS
version 1.21. AWS environments you activate using this release of Cloudera Data Warehouse, and
later, will use version 1.22.

Because new environments are provisioned automatically to use AWS Elastic Kubernetes Service
(EKS) 1.22, deprecated APIs used in workloads of versions 1.4.2-b118 (released August 4, 2022)
and earlier are not supported in this version 1.5.1-b110 (released November 22, 2022). This issue
affects you only if you have the CDW_VERSIONED_DEPLOY entitlement.
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Workaround: Create new workloads or use workloads from the previous release CDW 1.4.3--b225
(released September 15, 2022). Workloads from CDW 1.4.2-b118 (released August 4, 2022) and
earlier in Database Catalogs, Hive, Impala, Hue, Data Visualization, and are incompatible with EKS
1.22.

AWS availability zone inventory issue

In this release, you can select a preferred availability zone when you create a Virtual Warehouse;
however, AWS might not be able to provide enough compute instances of the type that Cloudera
Data Warehouse needs.

Workaround: If you experience this AWS issue, try recreating the Virtual Warehouse and choosing
a different availability zone.

DWX-7613: CloudFormation stack creation using AWS CLI broken for CDW Reduced Permissions
Mode

Problem: If you use the AWS CLI to create a CloudFormation stack to activate an AWS
environment for use in Reduced Permissions Mode, it fails and returns the following error:

An error occurred (ValidationError) when calling the CreateStack
       operation: Parameters: [SdxDDBTableName] must have values

The default value of SdxDDBTableName is not being set. If you create the CloudFormation stack
using the AWS Console, there is no problem.

Workaround: If you must use the AWS CLI, edit the CloudFormation stack template file as follows:

SdxDDBTableName:
       Description: DynamoDB table name for the SDX S3 file lis
tings, created through S3Guard
       Type: String
       Default: " "

Then rerun the CloudFormation stack creation command using the AWS CLI.

ENGESC-8271: Helm 2 to Helm 3 migration fails on AWS environments where the overlay network
feature is in use and namespaces are stuck in a terminating state

Problem: While using the overlay network feature for AWS environments and after attempting to
migrate an AWS environment from Helm 2 to Helm 3, the migration process fails.

Workaround: Run the following kubectl command to determine whether you have any namespaces
stuck in a terminating state:

kubectl get ns

Then contact Cloudera Technical Support to report and get help on this issue.

DWX-6970: Tags do not get applied in existing CDW environments

Problem: You may see the following error while trying to apply tags to Virtual Warehouses in an
existing CDW environment: An error occurred (UnauthorizedOperation)   when calling the Cr
eateTags operation: You are not authorized to perform this   operation and Compute node tagging
 was unsuccessful. This happens because the ec2:CreateTags privilege is missing from your AWS
cluster-autoscaler inline policy for the NodeInstanceRole role.

Workaround: Add the ec2:CreateTags privilege to the cluster-autoscaler inline policy as follows:

1. Log into the AWS IAM console at https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/.
2. In the navigation panel, choose Roles.
3. Search the list of roles for NodeInstanceRole.
4. Click Permissions.
5. Select cluster-autoscaler and click Edit policy.
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6. Add the ec2:CreateTags line in the Actions section after the ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplateVersio
ns line as shown:

"Version": "2012-10-17",
          "Statement": [
          {
          "Action": [
          "autoscaling:DescribeAutoScalingGroups",
          "autoscaling:DescribeAutoScalingInstances",
          "autoscaling:DescribeTags",
          "autoscaling:DescribeLaunchConfigurations",
          "autoscaling:SetDesiredCapacity",
          "autoscaling:TerminateInstanceInAutoScalingGroup",
          "ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplateVersions",
          "ec2:CreateTags"
          ],

7. Save changes.

Carried over from the previous release: Azure
DWX-13911 Problem activating Azure clusters from CDW using the CDP CLI

Activating an Azure environment from the CDP CLI 0.9.71 using the use-private-load-balancer
switch creates a public instead of a private load-balancer. The problem occurs only when using
version 0.9.71.

Affected command: cdp dw create-cluster

Example command:

cdp \
  --profile ${PROFILE} \
  dw create-cluster \
  --environment-crn ${ENV} \
  --use-private-load-balancer

Workaround: Add the following line to the end of the command to create the private load balancer:

--aws-options privateSubnetIds=dummy

For example, activate the environment using the following command:

cdp \
  --profile ${PROFILE} \
  dw create-cluster \
  --environment-crn ${ENV} \
  --use-private-load-balancer \
  --aws-options privateSubnetIds=dummy 

Workloads from earlier CDW versions cannot be deployed on new Azure environments

Because new environments are provisioned automatically to use Azure Kubernetes Service
(AKS) 1.22, deprecated APIs used in workloads of earlier versions are not supported in this
version 2022.0.9.0-120 (released August 4, 2022). This issue affects you only if you have the
CDW_VERSIONED_DEPLOY entitlement.

Workaround: Create new workloads. Workloads in Database Catalogs, Hive, Impala, Hue, Data
Visualization, and are incompatible with AKS 1.22.

Incorrect diagnostic bundle location
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Problem:The path you see to the diagnostic bundle is wrong when you create a Virtual Warehouse,

collect a diagnostic bundle of log files for troubleshooting, and click   Edit Diagnostic Bundle
. Your storage account name is missing from the beginning of the path.

Workaround:To find your diagnostic bundle, add your storage account name to the beginning of the
path, for example:

my-storage-account-name/log-files/clusters/my-env/my-warehouse-x
x-yy/warehouse/debug-artifacts/hive/compute-zz-mvvf/compute-zz-m
vvf-0926210111-0927090111-01234.zip

To get your storage account name, in Cloudera Management Console, click Environments, select
your environment, and scroll down to Logs Storage and Audits. The first part of the path is your
storage account name.

Changed environment credentials not propagated to AKS

Problem: When you change the credentials of a running cloud environment using the Management
Console, the changes are not automatically propagated to the corresponding active Cloudera
Data Warehouse (CDW) environment. As a result, the Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) uses
old credentials and may not function as expected resulting in inaccessible Hive or Impala Virtual
Warehouses.

Workaround: To resolve this issue, you must manually synchronize the changes with the CDW
AKS resources. To synchronize the updated credentials, see Update AKS cluster with new service
principal credentials in the Azure product documentation.

Carried over from the previous release: Database Catalog
DWX-8980 Data consistency problem occurs when sharing a Database Catalog

When you refresh, or invalidate, metadata in the Database Catalog from one Virtual Warehouse, the
coordinators of any other Virtual Warehouses that share the Database Catalog might not receive the
updates fast enough. Users can experience inconsistency in query results.

Workaround: Set the timeout for invalidating the tables to a very low value by following the
steps below. Impala is forced to read files from the object store more frequently than every 10
minutes (the default timeout). Metadata is refreshed more frequently than normal, which can impact
performance. The impact is proportional to the number of small files Impala must read to load
metadata.

1) Log in to the CDP web interface and navigate to the Data Warehouse service.

2) In the Data Warehouse service, click Overview, select the first Virtual Warehouse, and click Edit.

3) In Configurations, in Impala catalogd, click +.

4) In Add Custom Configurations, set the invalidate_tables_timeout_s to a small value, and click
Add.

The catalogd daemon caches metadata for tables and must be refreshed/invalidated quickly to
prevent inconsistency.

5) In Impala coordinator, click +.

6) In Add Custom Configurations, set the invalidate_tables_timeout_s to a small value, and click
Add.

The coordinator must also refresh/invalidate data quickly to prevent inconsistency.

7) Repeat these steps for each Virtual Warehouse that shares the same Database Catalog.

Non-default Database Catalogs created with several earlier CDW versions fails

This issue affects you only if you meet the following conditions:
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• You have a versioned CDW deployment and the multi default DBC entitlement.
• You are using this release of CDW version 2022.0.9.0-120 (released August 4, 2022).
• You added Database Catalogs (not the automatically generated default Database Catalog) using

either one of these CDW versions:

• 2022.0.8.0-89 (released June, 22, 2022)
• 2022-0.7.1-2 (released May 10, 2022)

Do not attempt to upgrade the Database Catalog you created with these earlier releases. The
Database Catalog will fail. Your existing Database Catalog created with the earlier release works
fine with CDW Runtime. Recreating your existing Database Catalog updates CDW Runtime for
2022.0.9.0-120 (released August 4, 2022).

DWX-7349: In reduced permissions mode, default Database Catalog name does not include the
environment name

Problem:

When you activate an AWS environment in reduced permissions mode, the default Database
Catalog name does not include the environment name:

This does not cause collisions because each Database Catalog named "default" is associated with
a different environment. For more information about reduced permissions mode, see Reduced
permissions mode for AWS environments.

Workaround: None available.

DWX-6167: Maximum connections reached when creating multiple Database Catalogs

Problem:After creating 17 Database Catalogs on one AWS environment, Virtual Warehouses failed
to start.

Workaround: Limit the number of Database Catalogs created on one environment to 5. This applies
to both AWS and Azure environments.

Carried over from the previous release: Hive Virtual Warehouse
DWX-13347 Diagnostic bundle download fails

After upgrading to version 1.4.3 (released September 15, 2022), downloading the diagnostic bundle
for the Hive Virtual Warehouse results in an error. New environments do not have this problem.
The problem is caused by missing permissions to access Kubernetes resources. Version 1.4.3 adds a
requirement for the role-based access control (rbac) permissions to download the diagnostic bundle.

Workaround: Add the missing rbac permissions as follows:

1) Create the following file:

apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
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       kind: ClusterRole
       metadata:
       name: diagnostic-data-generator-role-monitor
       rules:
       - apiGroups:
       - ""
       resources:
       - configmaps
       - events
       - pods
       - persistentvolumeclaims
       - nodes
       verbs:
       - get
       - list
       - apiGroups:
       - apps
       resources:
       - deployments
       - statefulsets
       verbs:
       - get
       - list
       - apiGroups:
       - "edws.cloudera.com"
       resources:
       - computes
       verbs:
       - get
       - list

2) Run the following command to apply the permissions:

kubectl apply -f <filename>

CDPD-40730 Parquet change can cause incompatibility

Parquet files written by the parquet-mr library in this version of CDW, where the schema contains
a timestamp with no UTC conversion will not be compatible with older versions of Parquet readers.
The effect is that the older versions will still consider these timestamps as they would require UTC
conversions and will thus end up with a wrong result. You can encounter this problem only when
you write Parquet-based tables using Hive, and tables have the non-default configuration hive.par
quet.write.int64.timestamp=true.

DWX-10271: Missing log section in Hive query results

In a Hive Virtual Warehouse, when you run a query in Hue, the query results do not contain a logs
section.

DWX-8118: INSERT INTO command fails under certain circumstances

This problem affects users who have a PostgreSQL database as the backend Hive database. If you
create a table A and create a table B as select (CTAS) from an empty table A, inserting values into
table B fails as follows:

Error while compiling statement: FAILED: Execution Error, return
 code 1 from 
       org.apache.hadoop.hive.ql.exec.StatsTask.org.apache.thr
ift.transport.TTransportException

Workaround: Disable auto-stats gathering: Go to  Cloudera Manager Data Warehouse Virtual
Warehouses , and click the Hive VW name in the list. In  Configuration HiveServer2 , set hive.cbo
.enable to false.
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DWX-5841: Virtual Warehouse endpoints are now restricted to TLS 1.2

Problem: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer considered secure, so now Virtual Warehouse endpoints
must be secured with TLS 1.2 or later, and then the environment that the Virtual Warehouse uses
must be reactivated in CDW. This includes both Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. To reactivate
the environment in the CDW UI:

1. Deactivate the environment. See Deactivating AWS environments or Deactivating Azure
environments.

2. Activate the environment. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure environments

Workaround: If environment reactivation is not possible, you can perform manual steps using the
kubectl command line tool to pick up the TLS 1.2 endpoint change. Open a terminal window on a
system where the kubectl command line tool is installed, log in, and run the following commands:

kubectl edit svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name>
       
       # Add the following under the metadata.annotations field
       service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-ssl-negoti
ation-policy: "ELBSecurityPolicy-TLS-1-2-2017-01"
       
       # Save and quit the editor, and then run the following 
command to check your changes.
       
       kubectl get svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name> -o yaml
       
       # Make sure that the annotation you added is present.

DWX-5926: Cloning an existing Hive Virtual Warehouse fails

Problem: If you have an existing Hive Virtual Warehouse that you clone by selecting Clone from
the drop-down menu, the cloning process fails. This does not apply to creating a new Hive Virtual
Warehouse.

Workaround: Make the following configuration change to resolve this issue:

1. In the Hive Virtual Warehouse tile, click the edit icon. This launches the Virtual Warehouse
details page.

2. In the details page for the Virtual Warehouse, click the Configurations tab.
3. Click the Hiveserver2 sub-tab.
4. Select hive-site from the configuration file drop-down list menu.
5. Search for the configuration property hive.metastore.sasl.enabled.
6. Set the hive.metastore.sasl.enabled configuration property to true.

Note:  If the hive.metastore.sasl.enabled configuration property is already set to
true, delete the setting and re-enter it.

7. Click Apply in the upper right corner of the page to save the configuration.
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8. Click the Actions menu and select Clone to clone the Hive Virtual Warehouse:

DWX-2690: Older versions of Beeline return SSLPeerUnverifiedException when submitting a query

Problem: When submitting queries to Virtual Warehouses that use Hive, older Beeline clients return
an SSLPeerUnverifiedException error:

javax.net.ssl.SSLPeerUnverifiedException: Host name ‘ec2-18-219-
32-183.us-east-2.compute.amazonaws.com’ does not
       match the certificate subject provided by the peer (CN=*
.env-c25dsw.dwx.cloudera.site) (state=08S01,code=0)

Workaround: Only use Beeline clients from CDP Runtime version 7.0.1.0 or later.

Carried over from the previous release: Hue Query Editor
IMPALA-11447 Selecting certain complex types in Hue crashes Impala

Queries that have structs/arrays in the select list crash Impala if initiated by Hue.

Workaround: Do not select structs/arrays in Hue.

DWX-8460: Unable to delete, move, or rename directories within the S3 bucket from Hue

Problem: You may not be able to rename, move, or delete directories within your S3 bucket from
the Hue web interface. This is because of an underlying issue, which will be fixed in a future
release.

Workaround: You can move, rename, or delete a directory using the HDFS commands as follows:

1. SSH into your CDP environment host.
2. To delete a directory within your S3 bucket, run the following command:

hdfs dfs -rm -r [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***DIREC
TORY-NAME***]

3. To rename a folder, create a new directory and run the following command to move files from
the source directory to the target directory:

hdfs dfs -mkdir [***DIRECTORY-NAME***]

hdfs dfs -mv [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***SOURCE-D
IRECTORY***] [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***TARGET-D
IRECTORY***]
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DWX-6674: Hue connection fails on cloned Impala Virtual Warehouses after upgrading

Problem: If you clone an Impala Virtual Warehouse from a recently upgraded Impala Virtual
Warehouse, and then try to connect to Hue, the connection fails.

Workaround: Create a new Impala Virtual Warehouse and do not clone from a recently upgraded
warehouse. Then the connection to Hue from the new Impala Virtual Warehouse succeeds.

DWX-5650: Hue only makes the first user a superuser for all Virtual Warehouses within a Data Catalog

Problem: Hue marks the user that logs in to Hue from a Virtual Warehouse for the first time as the
Hue superuser. But if multiple Virtual Warehouses are connected to a single Data Catalog, then
the first user that logs in to any one of the Virtual Warehouses within that Data Catalog is the Hue
superuser.

For example, consider that a Data Catalog DC-1 has two Virtual Warehouses VW-1 and VW-2. If
a user named John logs in to Hue from VW-1 first, then he becomes the Hue superuser for all the
Virtual Warehouses within DC-1. At this time, if Amy logs in to Hue from VW-2, Hue does not
make her a superuser within VW-2.

None.

Iceberg
DEX-7946 Data loss during migration of a Hive table to Iceberg

In this release, by default the table property 'external.table.purge' is set to true, which deletes the
table data and metadata is you drop the table during migration from Hive to Iceberg.

Workarounds: Either one of the following workarounds prevents data loss during table migration:

• Set the table property 'external.table.purge'='FALSE'.
• Do not drop a table during migration from Hive to Iceberg.

DWX-13733 Timeout issue querying Iceberg tables from Hive

A timeout issue can cause the query to fail.

Workaround: Add the following configuration to hadoop-core-site for the Database Catalog and the
Virtual Warehouse.

fs.s3.maxConnections=1000
fs.s3a.connection.maximum=1000

Restart the Database Catalog and Virtual Warehouse.

DWX-13062 Hive-26507 Converting a Hive table having CHAR or VARCHAR columns to Iceberg
causes an exception

CHAR and VARCHAR data can be shorter than the length specified by the data type. Remaining
characters are padded with spaces. Data is converted to a string in Iceberg. This process can yield
incorrect results when you query the converted Iceberg table.

Workaround: Change columns from CHAR or VARCHAR to string types before converting the
Hive table to Iceberg.

DWX-13276 Multiple inserts into tables having different formats can cause a deadlock.

Under the following conditions, a deadlock can occur:

• You run a query to insert data into multiple tables comprised of at least one Iceberg table and at
least one non-Iceberg table.

• The STAT task locking feature is turned on (default = on).

Workarounds: Perform either one of the following workarounds:

• Run separate queries to insert data into only one table at a time.
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• Turn off STAT task locking as follows:

set iceberg.hive.request-lock-on-stats-task=false;

Carried over from the previous release: Impala Virtual Warehouse
IMPALA-11045 Impala Virtual Warehouses might produce an error when querying transactional
(ACID) table even after you enabled the automatic metadata refresh (version DWX 1.1.2-b2008)

Problem: Impala doesn't open a transaction for select queries, so you might get a FileNotFound
error after compaction even though you refreshed the metadata automatically.

Workaround: Run the INVALIDATE METADATA statement on the transactional (ACID) table
to refresh the metadata. This fixes the problem until the next compaction occurs. For information
about running this statement, see INVALIDATE METADATA statement.

Impala Virtual Warehouses might produce an error when querying transactional (ACID) tables  (DWX
1.1.2-b1949 or earlier)

Problem: If you are querying transactional (ACID) tables with an Impala Virtual Warehouse and
compaction is run on the compacting Hive Virtual Warehouse, the query might fail. The compacting
process deletes files and the Impala Virtual Warehouse might not be aware of the deletion. Then
when the Impala Virtual Warehouse attempts to read the deleted file, an error can occur. This
situation occurs randomly.

Workaround: Run the INVALIDATE METADATA statement on the transactional (ACID) table
to refresh the metadata. This fixes the problem until the next compaction occurs. For information
about running this statement, see INVALIDATE METADATA statement.

Do not use the start/stop icons in Impala Virtual Warehouses version 7.2.2.0-106 or earlier

Problem: If you use the stop/start icons in Impala Virtual Warehouses version 7.2.2.0-106 or earlier,
it might render the Virtual Warehouse unusable and make it necessary for you to re-create it.

Workaround: Do not use the stop/start icons in these older Virtual Warehouses. Instead, these older
versions automatically suspend and resume the Impala executors depending on the absence or
presence of queries, making manual start or stop unnecessary.

DWX-6674: Hue connection fails on cloned Impala Virtual Warehouses after upgrading

Problem: If you clone an Impala Virtual Warehouse from a recently upgraded Impala Virtual
Warehouse, and then try to connect to Hue, the connection fails.

Workaround: Create a new Impala Virtual Warehouse and do not clone from a recently upgraded
warehouse. Then the connection to Hue from the new Impala Virtual Warehouse succeeds.

DWX-5841: Virtual Warehouse endpoints are now restricted to TLS 1.2

Problem: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer considered secure, so now Virtual Warehouse endpoints
must be secured with TLS 1.2 or later, and then the environment that the Virtual Warehouse uses
must be reactivated in CDW. This includes both Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. To reactivate
the environment in the CDW UI:

1. Deactivate the environment. See Deactivating AWS environments or Deactivating Azure
environments.

2. Activate the environment. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure environments

Workaround: If environment reactivation is not possible, you can perform manual steps using the
kubectl command line tool to pick up the TLS 1.2 endpoint change. Open a terminal window on a
system where the kubectl command line tool is installed, log in, and run the following commands:

kubectl edit svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name>
       
       # Add the following under the metadata.annotations field
       service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-ssl-negoti
ation-policy: "ELBSecurityPolicy-TLS-1-2-2017-01"
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       # Save and quit the editor, and then run the following 
command to check your changes.
       
       kubectl get svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name> -o yaml
       
       # Make sure that the annotation you added is present.

DWX-5276: Upgrading an older version of an Impala Virtual Warehouse can result in error state

Problem: If you upgrade an older version of an Impala Virtual Warehouse (DWX 1.1.1.1-4) to the
latest version, the Virtual Warehouse can get into an Updating or Error state.

Workaround: none

DWX-3914: Collect Diagnostic Bundle option does not work on older environments

The Collect Diagnostic Bundle menu option in Impala Virtual Warehouses does not work for older
environments:

Data caching:

This feature is limited to 200 GB per executor, multiplied by the total number of executors.

Sessions with Impala continue to run for 15 minutes after the connection is disconnected.

When a connection to Impala is disconnected, the session continues to run for 15 minutes in case so
the user or client can reconnect to the same session again by presenting the session_token. After 15
minutes, the client must re-authenticate to Impala to establish a new connection.

November 22, 2022
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud has the following known issues:

New known Issues in this release
Do not upgrade this release to EKS 1.22
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The latest version of Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) 1.5.1-b110 (released November 22, 2022)
provisions AWS Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS) 1.22 by default in AWS environments; however,
upgrading your activated environments to EKS 1.22 or later is not supported. Do not upgrade your
EKS clusters to 1.22.

Workloads from CDW versions 1.4.2 and earlier cannot be deployed on new AWS environments

You must upgrade the version of Kubernetes that supports your existing CDW clusters to EKS
version 1.21. AWS environments you activate using this release of Cloudera Data Warehouse, and
later, will use version 1.22.

Because new environments are provisioned automatically to use AWS Elastic Kubernetes Service
(EKS) 1.22, deprecated APIs used in workloads of versions 1.4.2-b118 (released August 4, 2022)
and earlier are not supported in this version 1.5.1-b110 (released November 22, 2022). This issue
affects you only if you have the CDW_VERSIONED_DEPLOY entitlement.

Workaround: Create new workloads or use workloads from the previous release CDW 1.4.3--b225
(released September 15, 2022). Workloads from CDW 1.4.2-b118 (released August 4, 2022) and
earlier in Database Catalogs, Hive, Impala, Hue, Data Visualization, and are incompatible with EKS
1.22.

DWX-13911 Problem activating Azure clusters from CDW using the CDP CLI

Activating an Azure environment from the CDP CLI 0.9.71 using the use-private-load-balancer
switch creates a public instead of a private load-balancer. The problem occurs only when using
version 0.9.71.

Affected command: cdp dw create-cluster

Example command:

cdp \
  --profile ${PROFILE} \
  dw create-cluster \
  --environment-crn ${ENV} \
  --use-private-load-balancer

Workaround: Add the following line to the end of the command to create the private load balancer:

--aws-options privateSubnetIds=dummy

For example, activate the environment using the following command:

cdp \
  --profile ${PROFILE} \
  dw create-cluster \
  --environment-crn ${ENV} \
  --use-private-load-balancer \
  --aws-options privateSubnetIds=dummy 

DEX-7946 Data loss during migration of a Hive table to Iceberg

In this release, by default the table property 'external.table.purge' is set to true, which deletes the
table data and metadata is you drop the table during migration from Hive to Iceberg.

Workarounds: Either one of the following workarounds prevents data loss during table migration:

• Set the table property 'external.table.purge'='FALSE'.
• Do not drop a table during migration from Hive to Iceberg.

DWX-13733 Timeout issue querying Iceberg tables from Hive

A timeout issue can cause the query to fail.
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Workaround: Add the following configuration to hadoop-core-site for the Database Catalog and the
Virtual Warehouse.

fs.s3.maxConnections=1000
fs.s3a.connection.maximum=1000

Restart the Database Catalog and Virtual Warehouse.

Carried over from the previous release: General
DWX-13103 Cloudera Data Warehouse environment activation problem

When CDW environments are activated, a race condition can occur between the prometheus
pod and istiod pod. The prometheus pod can be set up without an istio-proxy container, causing
communication failures to/from prometheus to any other pods in the Kubernetes cluster. Data
Warehouse prometheus-related functionalities, such as autoscaling, stop working. Grafana
dashboards, which get metrics from prometheus, are not populated.

Workaround: Restart the prometheus pod so that it gets the istio-proxy container.

DWX-6619 Browser auto-close not working on some browsers after token-Based authentication for
accessing CDW

The Firefox and Edge browser window does not close automatically after successful authentication.

DWX-9774 Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse image version problem

Background: In Cloudera Data Warehouse 2021.0.3-b27 - 2021.0.5-b36, you can choose any
supported image version when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse, assuming you
have the CDW_VERSIONED_DEPLOY entitlement.

Problem: In Cloudera Data Warehouse 2021.0.6-b96, you can choose an image version other than
2021.0.6-b96 when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse only if you use an existing
environment. An existing environment is one you created in 2021.0.3-b27 - 2021.0.5-b36.

Workaround:  In 2021.0.6-b96, use an environment you created before this release to choose an
image version other than 2021.0.6-b96 when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse.

DWX-5841: Virtual Warehouse endpoints are now restricted to TLS 1.2

Problem: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer considered secure, so now Virtual Warehouse endpoints
must be secured with TLS 1.2 or later, and then the environment that the Virtual Warehouse uses
must be reactivated in CDW. This includes both Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. To reactivate
the environment in the CDW UI:

1. Deactivate the environment. See Deactivating AWS environments or Deactivating Azure
environments.

2. Activate the environment. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure environments

Workaround: If environment reactivation is not possible, you can perform manual steps using the
kubectl command line tool to pick up the TLS 1.2 endpoint change. Open a terminal window on a
system where the kubectl command line tool is installed, log in, and run the following commands:

kubectl edit svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name>
       
       # Add the following under the metadata.annotations field
       service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-ssl-negoti
ation-policy: "ELBSecurityPolicy-TLS-1-2-2017-01"
       
       # Save and quit the editor, and then run the following 
command to check your changes.
       
       kubectl get svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name> -o yaml
       
       # Make sure that the annotation you added is present.
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DWX-5742: Upgrading multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or Database Catalogs at the same
time fails

Problem: Upgrading multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or Database Catalogs at the
same time fails.

Workaround: If you need to upgrade or create multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or
Database Catalogs, perform the upgrade or creation sequentially one at a time.

Carried over from the previous release: AWS
AWS availability zone inventory issue

In this release, you can select a preferred availability zone when you create a Virtual Warehouse;
however, AWS might not be able to provide enough compute instances of the type that Cloudera
Data Warehouse needs.

Workaround: If you experience this AWS issue, try recreating the Virtual Warehouse and choosing
a different availability zone.

DWX-7613: CloudFormation stack creation using AWS CLI broken for CDW Reduced Permissions
Mode

Problem: If you use the AWS CLI to create a CloudFormation stack to activate an AWS
environment for use in Reduced Permissions Mode, it fails and returns the following error:

An error occurred (ValidationError) when calling the CreateStack
       operation: Parameters: [SdxDDBTableName] must have values

The default value of SdxDDBTableName is not being set. If you create the CloudFormation stack
using the AWS Console, there is no problem.

Workaround: If you must use the AWS CLI, edit the CloudFormation stack template file as follows:

SdxDDBTableName:
       Description: DynamoDB table name for the SDX S3 file lis
tings, created through S3Guard
       Type: String
       Default: " "

Then rerun the CloudFormation stack creation command using the AWS CLI.

ENGESC-8271: Helm 2 to Helm 3 migration fails on AWS environments where the overlay network
feature is in use and namespaces are stuck in a terminating state

Problem: While using the overlay network feature for AWS environments and after attempting to
migrate an AWS environment from Helm 2 to Helm 3, the migration process fails.

Workaround: Run the following kubectl command to determine whether you have any namespaces
stuck in a terminating state:

kubectl get ns

Then contact Cloudera Technical Support to report and get help on this issue.

DWX-6970: Tags do not get applied in existing CDW environments

Problem: You may see the following error while trying to apply tags to Virtual Warehouses in an
existing CDW environment: An error occurred (UnauthorizedOperation)   when calling the Cr
eateTags operation: You are not authorized to perform this   operation and Compute node tagging
 was unsuccessful. This happens because the ec2:CreateTags privilege is missing from your AWS
cluster-autoscaler inline policy for the NodeInstanceRole role.

Workaround: Add the ec2:CreateTags privilege to the cluster-autoscaler inline policy as follows:

1. Log into the AWS IAM console at https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/.
2. In the navigation panel, choose Roles.
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3. Search the list of roles for NodeInstanceRole.
4. Click Permissions.
5. Select cluster-autoscaler and click Edit policy.
6. Add the ec2:CreateTags line in the Actions section after the ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplateVersio

ns line as shown:

"Version": "2012-10-17",
          "Statement": [
          {
          "Action": [
          "autoscaling:DescribeAutoScalingGroups",
          "autoscaling:DescribeAutoScalingInstances",
          "autoscaling:DescribeTags",
          "autoscaling:DescribeLaunchConfigurations",
          "autoscaling:SetDesiredCapacity",
          "autoscaling:TerminateInstanceInAutoScalingGroup",
          "ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplateVersions",
          "ec2:CreateTags"
          ],

7. Save changes.

Carried over from the previous release: Azure
Workloads from earlier CDW versions cannot be deployed on new Azure environments

Because new environments are provisioned automatically to use Azure Kubernetes Service
(AKS) 1.22, deprecated APIs used in workloads of earlier versions are not supported in this
version 2022.0.9.0-120 (released August 4, 2022). This issue affects you only if you have the
CDW_VERSIONED_DEPLOY entitlement.

Workaround: Create new workloads. Workloads in Database Catalogs, Hive, Impala, Hue, Data
Visualization, and are incompatible with AKS 1.22.

Incorrect diagnostic bundle location

Problem:The path you see to the diagnostic bundle is wrong when you create a Virtual Warehouse,

collect a diagnostic bundle of log files for troubleshooting, and click   Edit Diagnostic Bundle
. Your storage account name is missing from the beginning of the path.

Workaround:To find your diagnostic bundle, add your storage account name to the beginning of the
path, for example:

my-storage-account-name/log-files/clusters/my-env/my-warehouse-x
x-yy/warehouse/debug-artifacts/hive/compute-zz-mvvf/compute-zz-m
vvf-0926210111-0927090111-01234.zip

To get your storage account name, in Cloudera Management Console, click Environments, select
your environment, and scroll down to Logs Storage and Audits. The first part of the path is your
storage account name.

Changed environment credentials not propagated to AKS

Problem: When you change the credentials of a running cloud environment using the Management
Console, the changes are not automatically propagated to the corresponding active Cloudera
Data Warehouse (CDW) environment. As a result, the Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) uses
old credentials and may not function as expected resulting in inaccessible Hive or Impala Virtual
Warehouses.

Workaround: To resolve this issue, you must manually synchronize the changes with the CDW
AKS resources. To synchronize the updated credentials, see Update AKS cluster with new service
principal credentials in the Azure product documentation.
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Carried over from the previous release: Database Catalog
DWX-8980 Data consistency problem occurs when sharing a Database Catalog

When you refresh, or invalidate, metadata in the Database Catalog from one Virtual Warehouse, the
coordinators of any other Virtual Warehouses that share the Database Catalog might not receive the
updates fast enough. Users can experience inconsistency in query results.

Workaround: Set the timeout for invalidating the tables to a very low value by following the
steps below. Impala is forced to read files from the object store more frequently than every 10
minutes (the default timeout). Metadata is refreshed more frequently than normal, which can impact
performance. The impact is proportional to the number of small files Impala must read to load
metadata.

1) Log in to the CDP web interface and navigate to the Data Warehouse service.

2) In the Data Warehouse service, click Overview, select the first Virtual Warehouse, and click Edit.

3) In Configurations, in Impala catalogd, click +.

4) In Add Custom Configurations, set the invalidate_tables_timeout_s to a small value, and click
Add.

The catalogd daemon caches metadata for tables and must be refreshed/invalidated quickly to
prevent inconsistency.

5) In Impala coordinator, click +.

6) In Add Custom Configurations, set the invalidate_tables_timeout_s to a small value, and click
Add.

The coordinator must also refresh/invalidate data quickly to prevent inconsistency.

7) Repeat these steps for each Virtual Warehouse that shares the same Database Catalog.

Non-default Database Catalogs created with several earlier CDW versions fails

This issue affects you only if you meet the following conditions:

• You have a versioned CDW deployment and the multi default DBC entitlement.
• You are using this release of CDW version 2022.0.9.0-120 (released August 4, 2022).
• You added Database Catalogs (not the automatically generated default Database Catalog) using

either one of these CDW versions:

• 2022.0.8.0-89 (released June, 22, 2022)
• 2022-0.7.1-2 (released May 10, 2022)

Do not attempt to upgrade the Database Catalog you created with these earlier releases. The
Database Catalog will fail. Your existing Database Catalog created with the earlier release works
fine with CDW Runtime. Recreating your existing Database Catalog updates CDW Runtime for
2022.0.9.0-120 (released August 4, 2022).

DWX-7349: In reduced permissions mode, default Database Catalog name does not include the
environment name

Problem:

When you activate an AWS environment in reduced permissions mode, the default Database
Catalog name does not include the environment name:
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This does not cause collisions because each Database Catalog named "default" is associated with
a different environment. For more information about reduced permissions mode, see Reduced
permissions mode for AWS environments.

Workaround: None available.

DWX-6167: Maximum connections reached when creating multiple Database Catalogs

Problem:After creating 17 Database Catalogs on one AWS environment, Virtual Warehouses failed
to start.

Workaround: Limit the number of Database Catalogs created on one environment to 5. This applies
to both AWS and Azure environments.

Carried over from the previous release: Hive Virtual Warehouse
DWX-13347 Diagnostic bundle download fails

After upgrading to version 1.4.3 (released September 15, 2022), downloading the diagnostic bundle
for the Hive Virtual Warehouse results in an error. New environments do not have this problem.
The problem is caused by missing permissions to access Kubernetes resources. Version 1.4.3 adds a
requirement for the role-based access control (rbac) permissions to download the diagnostic bundle.

Workaround: Add the missing rbac permissions as follows:

1) Create the following file:

apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
       kind: ClusterRole
       metadata:
       name: diagnostic-data-generator-role-monitor
       rules:
       - apiGroups:
       - ""
       resources:
       - configmaps
       - events
       - pods
       - persistentvolumeclaims
       - nodes
       verbs:
       - get
       - list
       - apiGroups:
       - apps
       resources:
       - deployments
       - statefulsets
       verbs:
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       - get
       - list
       - apiGroups:
       - "edws.cloudera.com"
       resources:
       - computes
       verbs:
       - get
       - list

2) Run the following command to apply the permissions:

kubectl apply -f <filename>

CDPD-40730 Parquet change can cause incompatibility

Parquet files written by the parquet-mr library in this version of CDW, where the schema contains
a timestamp with no UTC conversion will not be compatible with older versions of Parquet readers.
The effect is that the older versions will still consider these timestamps as they would require UTC
conversions and will thus end up with a wrong result. You can encounter this problem only when
you write Parquet-based tables using Hive, and tables have the non-default configuration hive.par
quet.write.int64.timestamp=true.

DWX-10271: Missing log section in Hive query results

In a Hive Virtual Warehouse, when you run a query in Hue, the query results do not contain a logs
section.

DWX-8118: INSERT INTO command fails under certain circumstances

This problem affects users who have a PostgreSQL database as the backend Hive database. If you
create a table A and create a table B as select (CTAS) from an empty table A, inserting values into
table B fails as follows:

Error while compiling statement: FAILED: Execution Error, return
 code 1 from 
       org.apache.hadoop.hive.ql.exec.StatsTask.org.apache.thr
ift.transport.TTransportException

Workaround: Disable auto-stats gathering: Go to  Cloudera Manager Data Warehouse Virtual
Warehouses , and click the Hive VW name in the list. In  Configuration HiveServer2 , set hive.cbo
.enable to false.

DWX-5841: Virtual Warehouse endpoints are now restricted to TLS 1.2

Problem: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer considered secure, so now Virtual Warehouse endpoints
must be secured with TLS 1.2 or later, and then the environment that the Virtual Warehouse uses
must be reactivated in CDW. This includes both Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. To reactivate
the environment in the CDW UI:

1. Deactivate the environment. See Deactivating AWS environments or Deactivating Azure
environments.

2. Activate the environment. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure environments

Workaround: If environment reactivation is not possible, you can perform manual steps using the
kubectl command line tool to pick up the TLS 1.2 endpoint change. Open a terminal window on a
system where the kubectl command line tool is installed, log in, and run the following commands:

kubectl edit svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name>
       
       # Add the following under the metadata.annotations field
       service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-ssl-negoti
ation-policy: "ELBSecurityPolicy-TLS-1-2-2017-01"
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       # Save and quit the editor, and then run the following 
command to check your changes.
       
       kubectl get svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name> -o yaml
       
       # Make sure that the annotation you added is present.

DWX-5926: Cloning an existing Hive Virtual Warehouse fails

Problem: If you have an existing Hive Virtual Warehouse that you clone by selecting Clone from
the drop-down menu, the cloning process fails. This does not apply to creating a new Hive Virtual
Warehouse.

Workaround: Make the following configuration change to resolve this issue:

1. In the Hive Virtual Warehouse tile, click the edit icon. This launches the Virtual Warehouse
details page.

2. In the details page for the Virtual Warehouse, click the Configurations tab.
3. Click the Hiveserver2 sub-tab.
4. Select hive-site from the configuration file drop-down list menu.
5. Search for the configuration property hive.metastore.sasl.enabled.
6. Set the hive.metastore.sasl.enabled configuration property to true.

Note:  If the hive.metastore.sasl.enabled configuration property is already set to
true, delete the setting and re-enter it.

7. Click Apply in the upper right corner of the page to save the configuration.
8. Click the Actions menu and select Clone to clone the Hive Virtual Warehouse:

DWX-2690: Older versions of Beeline return SSLPeerUnverifiedException when submitting a query

Problem: When submitting queries to Virtual Warehouses that use Hive, older Beeline clients return
an SSLPeerUnverifiedException error:

javax.net.ssl.SSLPeerUnverifiedException: Host name ‘ec2-18-219-
32-183.us-east-2.compute.amazonaws.com’ does not
       match the certificate subject provided by the peer (CN=*
.env-c25dsw.dwx.cloudera.site) (state=08S01,code=0)

Workaround: Only use Beeline clients from CDP Runtime version 7.0.1.0 or later.

Carried over from the previous release: Hue Query Editor
IMPALA-11447 Selecting certain complex types in Hue crashes Impala
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Queries that have structs/arrays in the select list crash Impala if initiated by Hue.

Workaround: Do not select structs/arrays in Hue.

DWX-8460: Unable to delete, move, or rename directories within the S3 bucket from Hue

Problem: You may not be able to rename, move, or delete directories within your S3 bucket from
the Hue web interface. This is because of an underlying issue, which will be fixed in a future
release.

Workaround: You can move, rename, or delete a directory using the HDFS commands as follows:

1. SSH into your CDP environment host.
2. To delete a directory within your S3 bucket, run the following command:

hdfs dfs -rm -r [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***DIREC
TORY-NAME***]

3. To rename a folder, create a new directory and run the following command to move files from
the source directory to the target directory:

hdfs dfs -mkdir [***DIRECTORY-NAME***]

hdfs dfs -mv [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***SOURCE-D
IRECTORY***] [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***TARGET-D
IRECTORY***]

DWX-6674: Hue connection fails on cloned Impala Virtual Warehouses after upgrading

Problem: If you clone an Impala Virtual Warehouse from a recently upgraded Impala Virtual
Warehouse, and then try to connect to Hue, the connection fails.

Workaround: Create a new Impala Virtual Warehouse and do not clone from a recently upgraded
warehouse. Then the connection to Hue from the new Impala Virtual Warehouse succeeds.

DWX-5650: Hue only makes the first user a superuser for all Virtual Warehouses within a Data Catalog

Problem: Hue marks the user that logs in to Hue from a Virtual Warehouse for the first time as the
Hue superuser. But if multiple Virtual Warehouses are connected to a single Data Catalog, then
the first user that logs in to any one of the Virtual Warehouses within that Data Catalog is the Hue
superuser.

For example, consider that a Data Catalog DC-1 has two Virtual Warehouses VW-1 and VW-2. If
a user named John logs in to Hue from VW-1 first, then he becomes the Hue superuser for all the
Virtual Warehouses within DC-1. At this time, if Amy logs in to Hue from VW-2, Hue does not
make her a superuser within VW-2.

None.

Iceberg
DWX-13062 Hive-26507 Converting a Hive table having CHAR or VARCHAR columns to Iceberg
causes an exception

CHAR and VARCHAR data can be shorter than the length specified by the data type. Remaining
characters are padded with spaces. Data is converted to a string in Iceberg. This process can yield
incorrect results when you query the converted Iceberg table.

Workaround: Change columns from CHAR or VARCHAR to string types before converting the
Hive table to Iceberg.

DWX-13276 Multiple inserts into tables having different formats can cause a deadlock.

Under the following conditions, a deadlock can occur:

• You run a query to insert data into multiple tables comprised of at least one Iceberg table and at
least one non-Iceberg table.
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• The STAT task locking feature is turned on (default = on).

Workarounds: Perform either one of the following workarounds:

• Run separate queries to insert data into only one table at a time.
• Turn off STAT task locking as follows:

set iceberg.hive.request-lock-on-stats-task=false;

Carried over from the previous release: Impala Virtual Warehouse
IMPALA-11045 Impala Virtual Warehouses might produce an error when querying transactional
(ACID) table even after you enabled the automatic metadata refresh (version DWX 1.1.2-b2008)

Problem: Impala doesn't open a transaction for select queries, so you might get a FileNotFound
error after compaction even though you refreshed the metadata automatically.

Workaround: Run the INVALIDATE METADATA statement on the transactional (ACID) table
to refresh the metadata. This fixes the problem until the next compaction occurs. For information
about running this statement, see INVALIDATE METADATA statement.

Impala Virtual Warehouses might produce an error when querying transactional (ACID) tables  (DWX
1.1.2-b1949 or earlier)

Problem: If you are querying transactional (ACID) tables with an Impala Virtual Warehouse and
compaction is run on the compacting Hive Virtual Warehouse, the query might fail. The compacting
process deletes files and the Impala Virtual Warehouse might not be aware of the deletion. Then
when the Impala Virtual Warehouse attempts to read the deleted file, an error can occur. This
situation occurs randomly.

Workaround: Run the INVALIDATE METADATA statement on the transactional (ACID) table
to refresh the metadata. This fixes the problem until the next compaction occurs. For information
about running this statement, see INVALIDATE METADATA statement.

Do not use the start/stop icons in Impala Virtual Warehouses version 7.2.2.0-106 or earlier

Problem: If you use the stop/start icons in Impala Virtual Warehouses version 7.2.2.0-106 or earlier,
it might render the Virtual Warehouse unusable and make it necessary for you to re-create it.

Workaround: Do not use the stop/start icons in these older Virtual Warehouses. Instead, these older
versions automatically suspend and resume the Impala executors depending on the absence or
presence of queries, making manual start or stop unnecessary.

DWX-6674: Hue connection fails on cloned Impala Virtual Warehouses after upgrading

Problem: If you clone an Impala Virtual Warehouse from a recently upgraded Impala Virtual
Warehouse, and then try to connect to Hue, the connection fails.

Workaround: Create a new Impala Virtual Warehouse and do not clone from a recently upgraded
warehouse. Then the connection to Hue from the new Impala Virtual Warehouse succeeds.

DWX-5841: Virtual Warehouse endpoints are now restricted to TLS 1.2

Problem: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer considered secure, so now Virtual Warehouse endpoints
must be secured with TLS 1.2 or later, and then the environment that the Virtual Warehouse uses
must be reactivated in CDW. This includes both Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. To reactivate
the environment in the CDW UI:

1. Deactivate the environment. See Deactivating AWS environments or Deactivating Azure
environments.

2. Activate the environment. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure environments

Workaround: If environment reactivation is not possible, you can perform manual steps using the
kubectl command line tool to pick up the TLS 1.2 endpoint change. Open a terminal window on a
system where the kubectl command line tool is installed, log in, and run the following commands:

kubectl edit svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name>
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       # Add the following under the metadata.annotations field
       service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-ssl-negoti
ation-policy: "ELBSecurityPolicy-TLS-1-2-2017-01"
       
       # Save and quit the editor, and then run the following 
command to check your changes.
       
       kubectl get svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name> -o yaml
       
       # Make sure that the annotation you added is present.

DWX-5276: Upgrading an older version of an Impala Virtual Warehouse can result in error state

Problem: If you upgrade an older version of an Impala Virtual Warehouse (DWX 1.1.1.1-4) to the
latest version, the Virtual Warehouse can get into an Updating or Error state.

Workaround: none

DWX-3914: Collect Diagnostic Bundle option does not work on older environments

The Collect Diagnostic Bundle menu option in Impala Virtual Warehouses does not work for older
environments:

Data caching:

This feature is limited to 200 GB per executor, multiplied by the total number of executors.

Sessions with Impala continue to run for 15 minutes after the connection is disconnected.

When a connection to Impala is disconnected, the session continues to run for 15 minutes in case so
the user or client can reconnect to the same session again by presenting the session_token. After 15
minutes, the client must re-authenticate to Impala to establish a new connection.

September 15, 2022
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud has the following known issues:
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New known Issues in this release
DWX-8980 Data consistency problem occurs when sharing a Database Catalog

When you refresh, or invalidate, metadata in the Database Catalog from one Virtual Warehouse, the
coordinators of any other Virtual Warehouses that share the Database Catalog might not receive the
updates fast enough. Users can experience inconsistency in query results.

Workaround: Set the timeout for invalidating the tables to a very low value by following the
steps below. Impala is forced to read files from the object store more frequently than every 10
minutes (the default timeout). Metadata is refreshed more frequently than normal, which can impact
performance. The impact is proportional to the number of small files Impala must read to load
metadata.

1) Log in to the CDP web interface and navigate to the Data Warehouse service.

2) In the Data Warehouse service, click Overview, select the first Virtual Warehouse, and click Edit.

3) In Configurations, in Impala catalogd, click +.

4) In Add Custom Configurations, set the invalidate_tables_timeout_s to a small value, and click
Add.

The catalogd daemon caches metadata for tables and must be refreshed/invalidated quickly to
prevent inconsistency.

5) In Impala coordinator, click +.

6) In Add Custom Configurations, set the invalidate_tables_timeout_s to a small value, and click
Add.

The coordinator must also refresh/invalidate data quickly to prevent inconsistency.

7) Repeat these steps for each Virtual Warehouse that shares the same Database Catalog.

DWX-13347 Diagnostic bundle download fails

After upgrading to version 1.4.3 (released September 15, 2022), downloading the diagnostic bundle
for the Hive Virtual Warehouse results in an error. New environments do not have this problem.
The problem is caused by missing permissions to access Kubernetes resources. Version 1.4.3 adds a
requirement for the role-based access control (rbac) permissions to download the diagnostic bundle.

Workaround: Add the missing rbac permissions as follows:

1) Create the following file:

apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: ClusterRole
metadata:
  name: diagnostic-data-generator-role-monitor
rules:
- apiGroups:
  - ""
  resources:
  - configmaps
  - events
  - pods
  - persistentvolumeclaims
  - nodes
  verbs:
  - get
  - list
- apiGroups:
  - apps
  resources:
  - deployments
  - statefulsets
  verbs:
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  - get
  - list
- apiGroups:
  - "edws.cloudera.com"
  resources:
  - computes
  verbs:
  - get
  - list

2) Run the following command to apply the permissions:

kubectl apply -f <filename>

Workloads from earlier CDW versions cannot be deployed on new AWS environments

Because new environments are provisioned automatically to use AWS Elastic Kubernetes Service
(EKS) 1.21, deprecated APIs used in workloads of earlier versions are not supported in this
version 1.4.3-b225 (released September 15, 2022). This issue affects you only if you have the
CDW_VERSIONED_DEPLOY entitlement.

Workaround: Create new workloads. Workloads in Database Catalogs, Hive, Impala, Hue, Data
Visualization, and are incompatible with EKS 1.21.

DWX-13062 Hive-26507 Converting a Hive table having CHAR or VARCHAR columns to Iceberg
causes an exception

CHAR and VARCHAR data can be shorter than the length specified by the data type. Remaining
characters are padded with spaces. Data is converted to a string in Iceberg. This process can yield
incorrect results when you query the converted Iceberg table.

Workaround: Change columns from CHAR or VARCHAR to string types before converting the
Hive table to Iceberg.

DWX-13276 Multiple inserts into tables having different formats can cause a deadlock.

Under the following conditions, a deadlock can occur:

• You run a query to insert data into multiple tables comprised of at least one Iceberg table and at
least one non-Iceberg table.

• The STAT task locking feature is turned on (default = on).

Workarounds: Perform either one of the following workarounds:

• Run separate queries to insert data into only one table at a time.
• Turn off STAT task locking as follows:

set iceberg.hive.request-lock-on-stats-task=false;
       
       
      

Carried over from the previous release: General
DWX-13103 Cloudera Data Warehouse environment activation problem

When CDW environments are activated, a race condition can occur between the prometheus
pod and istiod pod. The prometheus pod can be set up without an istio-proxy container, causing
communication failures to/from prometheus to any other pods in the Kubernetes cluster. Data
Warehouse prometheus-related functionalities, such as autoscaling, stop working. Grafana
dashboards, which get metrics from prometheus, are not populated.

Workaround: Restart the prometheus pod so that it gets the istio-proxy container.

DWX-6619 Browser auto-close not working on some browsers after token-Based authentication for
accessing CDW
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The Firefox and Edge browser window does not close automatically after successful authentication.

DWX-9774 Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse image version problem

Background: In Cloudera Data Warehouse 2021.0.3-b27 - 2021.0.5-b36, you can choose any
supported image version when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse, assuming you
have the CDW_VERSIONED_DEPLOY entitlement.

Problem: In Cloudera Data Warehouse 2021.0.6-b96, you can choose an image version other than
2021.0.6-b96 when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse only if you use an existing
environment. An existing environment is one you created in 2021.0.3-b27 - 2021.0.5-b36.

Workaround:  In 2021.0.6-b96, use an environment you created before this release to choose an
image version other than 2021.0.6-b96 when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse.

DWX-5841: Virtual Warehouse endpoints are now restricted to TLS 1.2

Problem: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer considered secure, so now Virtual Warehouse endpoints
must be secured with TLS 1.2 or later, and then the environment that the Virtual Warehouse uses
must be reactivated in CDW. This includes both Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. To reactivate
the environment in the CDW UI:

1. Deactivate the environment. See Deactivating AWS environments or Deactivating Azure
environments.

2. Activate the environment. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure environments

Workaround: If environment reactivation is not possible, you can perform manual steps using the
kubectl command line tool to pick up the TLS 1.2 endpoint change. Open a terminal window on a
system where the kubectl command line tool is installed, log in, and run the following commands:

kubectl edit svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name>
       
       # Add the following under the metadata.annotations field
       service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-ssl-negoti
ation-policy: "ELBSecurityPolicy-TLS-1-2-2017-01"
       
       # Save and quit the editor, and then run the following 
command to check your changes.
       
       kubectl get svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name> -o yaml
       
       # Make sure that the annotation you added is present.

DWX-5742: Upgrading multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or Database Catalogs at the same
time fails

Problem: Upgrading multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or Database Catalogs at the
same time fails.

Workaround: If you need to upgrade or create multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or
Database Catalogs, perform the upgrade or creation sequentially one at a time.

Carried over from the previous release: AWS
AWS availability zone inventory issue

In this release, you can select a preferred availability zone when you create a Virtual Warehouse;
however, AWS might not be able to provide enough compute instances of the type that Cloudera
Data Warehouse needs.

Workaround: If you experience this AWS issue, try recreating the Virtual Warehouse and choosing
a different availability zone.

DWX-8573: EKS upgrade from DWX UI to K8s v1.20 fails in reduced permissions mode

In reduced permissions mode, attempting to update Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS) to
Kubernetes version 1.20 fails with an AccessDenied error.
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Workaround:In AWS, add the following permissions to your reduced permissions mode JSON IAM
permissions policy right after "iam:PutRolePolicy":

{
       ...
       "cloudformation:GetTemplate",
       "cloudformation:GetTemplateSummary",
       "iam:GetRole",
       "eks:ListUpdates",
       "ec2:CreateLaunchTemplateVersion",
       "ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplateVersions",
       "ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplates",
       "autoscaling:UpdateAutoScalingGroup",
       "autoscaling:DeleteAutoScalingGroup",
       "ec2:RunInstances",
       "autoscaling:DescribeScalingActivities",
       "autoscaling:TerminateInstanceInAutoScalingGroup",
       "autoscaling:DescribeScheduledActions",
       "autoscaling:SetDesiredCapacity",
       "iam:PassRole",
       "rds:DescribeDBInstances",
       "ec2:DescribeInstances"
       ...

DWX-7613: CloudFormation stack creation using AWS CLI broken for CDW Reduced Permissions
Mode

Problem: If you use the AWS CLI to create a CloudFormation stack to activate an AWS
environment for use in Reduced Permissions Mode, it fails and returns the following error:

An error occurred (ValidationError) when calling the CreateStack
       operation: Parameters: [SdxDDBTableName] must have values

The default value of SdxDDBTableName is not being set. If you create the CloudFormation stack
using the AWS Console, there is no problem.

Workaround: If you must use the AWS CLI, edit the CloudFormation stack template file as follows:

SdxDDBTableName:
       Description: DynamoDB table name for the SDX S3 file lis
tings, created through S3Guard
       Type: String
       Default: " "

Then rerun the CloudFormation stack creation command using the AWS CLI.

ENGESC-8271: Helm 2 to Helm 3 migration fails on AWS environments where the overlay network
feature is in use and namespaces are stuck in a terminating state

Problem: While using the overlay network feature for AWS environments and after attempting to
migrate an AWS environment from Helm 2 to Helm 3, the migration process fails.

Workaround: Run the following kubectl command to determine whether you have any namespaces
stuck in a terminating state:

kubectl get ns

Then contact Cloudera Technical Support to report and get help on this issue.

DWX-6970: Tags do not get applied in existing CDW environments

Problem: You may see the following error while trying to apply tags to Virtual Warehouses in an
existing CDW environment: An error occurred   (UnauthorizedOperation) when calling the Create
Tags operation: You are not authorized to   perform this operation and Compute node tagging was
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   unsuccessful. This happens because the ec2:CreateTags privilege is missing from your AWS
cluster-autoscaler inline policy for the NodeInstanceRole role.

Workaround: Add the ec2:CreateTags privilege to the cluster-autoscaler inline policy as follows:

1. Log into the AWS IAM console at https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/.
2. In the navigation panel, choose Roles.
3. Search the list of roles for NodeInstanceRole.
4. Click Permissions.
5. Select cluster-autoscaler and click Edit policy.
6. Add the ec2:CreateTags line in the Actions section after the ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplateVersio

ns line as shown:

"Version": "2012-10-17",
          "Statement": [
          {
          "Action": [
          "autoscaling:DescribeAutoScalingGroups",
          "autoscaling:DescribeAutoScalingInstances",
          "autoscaling:DescribeTags",
          "autoscaling:DescribeLaunchConfigurations",
          "autoscaling:SetDesiredCapacity",
          "autoscaling:TerminateInstanceInAutoScalingGroup",
          "ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplateVersions",
          "ec2:CreateTags"
          ],

7. Save changes.

Carried over from the previous release: Azure
Workloads from earlier CDW versions cannot be deployed on new Azure environments

Because new environments are provisioned automatically to use Azure Kubernetes Service
(AKS) 1.22, deprecated APIs used in workloads of earlier versions are not supported in this
version 2022.0.9.0-120 (released August 4, 2022). This issue affects you only if you have the
CDW_VERSIONED_DEPLOY entitlement.

Workaround: Create new workloads. Workloads in Database Catalogs, Hive, Impala, Hue, Data
Visualization, and are incompatible with AKS 1.22.

Incorrect diagnostic bundle location

Problem:The path you see to the diagnostic bundle is wrong when you create a Virtual Warehouse,

collect a diagnostic bundle of log files for troubleshooting, and click   Edit Diagnostic Bundle
. Your storage account name is missing from the beginning of the path.

Workaround:To find your diagnostic bundle, add your storage account name to the beginning of the
path, for example:

my-storage-account-name/log-files/clusters/my-env/my-warehouse-x
x-yy/warehouse/debug-artifacts/hive/compute-zz-mvvf/compute-zz-m
vvf-0926210111-0927090111-01234.zip

To get your storage account name, in Cloudera Management Console, click Environments, select
your environment, and scroll down to Logs Storage and Audits. The first part of the path is your
storage account name.

Changed environment credentials not propagated to AKS

Problem: When you change the credentials of a running cloud environment using the Management
Console, the changes are not automatically propagated to the corresponding active Cloudera
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Data Warehouse (CDW) environment. As a result, the Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) uses
old credentials and may not function as expected resulting in inaccessible Hive or Impala Virtual
Warehouses.

Workaround: To resolve this issue, you must manually synchronize the changes with the CDW
AKS resources. To synchronize the updated credentials, see Update AKS cluster with new service
principal credentials in the Azure product documentation.

Carried over from the previous release: Hue Query Editor
IMPALA-11447 Selecting certain complex types in Hue crashes Impala

Queries that have structs/arrays in the select list crash Impala if initiated by Hue.

Workaround: Do not select structs/arrays in Hue.

DWX-8460: Unable to delete, move, or rename directories within the S3 bucket from Hue

Problem: You may not be able to rename, move, or delete directories within your S3 bucket from
the Hue web interface. This is because of an underlying issue, which will be fixed in a future
release.

Workaround: You can move, rename, or delete a directory using the HDFS commands as follows:

1. SSH into your CDP environment host.
2. To delete a directory within your S3 bucket, run the following command:

hdfs dfs -rm -r [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***DIREC
TORY-NAME***]

3. To rename a folder, create a new directory and run the following command to move files from
the source directory to the target directory:

hdfs dfs -mkdir [***DIRECTORY-NAME***]

hdfs dfs -mv [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***SOURCE-D
IRECTORY***] [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***TARGET-D
IRECTORY***]

DWX-6674: Hue connection fails on cloned Impala Virtual Warehouses after upgrading

Problem: If you clone an Impala Virtual Warehouse from a recently upgraded Impala Virtual
Warehouse, and then try to connect to Hue, the connection fails.

Workaround: Create a new Impala Virtual Warehouse and do not clone from a recently upgraded
warehouse. Then the connection to Hue from the new Impala Virtual Warehouse succeeds.

DWX-5650: Hue only makes the first user a superuser for all Virtual Warehouses within a Data Catalog

Problem: Hue marks the user that logs in to Hue from a Virtual Warehouse for the first time as the
Hue superuser. But if multiple Virtual Warehouses are connected to a single Data Catalog, then
the first user that logs in to any one of the Virtual Warehouses within that Data Catalog is the Hue
superuser.

For example, consider that a Data Catalog DC-1 has two Virtual Warehouses VW-1 and VW-2. If
a user named John logs in to Hue from VW-1 first, then he becomes the Hue superuser for all the
Virtual Warehouses within DC-1. At this time, if Amy logs in to Hue from VW-2, Hue does not
make her a superuser within VW-2.

None.

Carried over from the previous release: Database Catalog
Non-default Database Catalogs created with several earlier CDW versions fails

This issue affects you only if you meet the following conditions:
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• You have a versioned CDW deployment and the multi default DBC entitlement.
• You are using this release of CDW version 2022.0.9.0-120 (released August 4, 2022).
• You added Database Catalogs (not the automatically generated default Database Catalog) using

either one of these CDW versions:

• 2022.0.8.0-89 (released June, 22, 2022)
• 2022-0.7.1-2 (released May 10, 2022)

Do not attempt to upgrade the Database Catalog you created with these earlier releases. The
Database Catalog will fail. Your existing Database Catalog created with the earlier release works
fine with CDW Runtime. Recreating your existing Database Catalog updates CDW Runtime for
2022.0.9.0-120 (released August 4, 2022).

DWX-7349: In reduced permissions mode, default Database Catalog name does not include the
environment name

Problem:

When you activate an AWS environment in reduced permissions mode, the default Database
Catalog name does not include the environment name:

This does not cause collisions because each Database Catalog named "default" is associated with
a different environment. For more information about reduced permissions mode, see Reduced
permissions mode for AWS environments.

Workaround: None available.

DWX-6167: Maximum connections reached when creating multiple Database Catalogs

Problem:After creating 17 Database Catalogs on one AWS environment, Virtual Warehouses failed
to start.

Workaround: Limit the number of Database Catalogs created on one environment to 5. This applies
to both AWS and Azure environments.

Carried over from the previous release: Hive Virtual Warehouse
CDPD-40730 Parquet change can cause incompatibility

Parquet files written by the parquet-mr library in this version of CDW, where the schema contains
a timestamp with no UTC conversion will not be compatible with older versions of Parquet readers.
The effect is that the older versions will still consider these timestamps as they would require UTC
conversions and will thus end up with a wrong result. You can encounter this problem only when
you write Parquet-based tables using Hive, and tables have the non-default configuration hive.par
quet.write.int64.timestamp=true.

DWX-10271: Missing log section in Hive query results
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In a Hive Virtual Warehouse, when you run a query in Hue, the query results do not contain a logs
section.

DWX-8118: INSERT INTO command fails under certain circumstances

This problem affects users who have a PostgreSQL database as the backend Hive database. If you
create a table A and create a table B as select (CTAS) from an empty table A, inserting values into
table B fails as follows:

Error while compiling statement: FAILED: Execution Error, return
 code 1 from 
       org.apache.hadoop.hive.ql.exec.StatsTask.org.apache.thr
ift.transport.TTransportException

Workaround: Disable auto-stats gathering: Go to  Cloudera Manager Data Warehouse Virtual
Warehouses , and click the Hive VW name in the list. In  Configuration HiveServer2 , set hive.cbo
.enable to false.

DWX-5841: Virtual Warehouse endpoints are now restricted to TLS 1.2

Problem: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer considered secure, so now Virtual Warehouse endpoints
must be secured with TLS 1.2 or later, and then the environment that the Virtual Warehouse uses
must be reactivated in CDW. This includes both Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. To reactivate
the environment in the CDW UI:

1. Deactivate the environment. See Deactivating AWS environments or Deactivating Azure
environments.

2. Activate the environment. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure environments

Workaround: If environment reactivation is not possible, you can perform manual steps using the
kubectl command line tool to pick up the TLS 1.2 endpoint change. Open a terminal window on a
system where the kubectl command line tool is installed, log in, and run the following commands:

kubectl edit svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name>
       
       # Add the following under the metadata.annotations field
       service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-ssl-negoti
ation-policy: "ELBSecurityPolicy-TLS-1-2-2017-01"
       
       # Save and quit the editor, and then run the following 
command to check your changes.
       
       kubectl get svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name> -o yaml
       
       # Make sure that the annotation you added is present.

DWX-5926: Cloning an existing Hive Virtual Warehouse fails

Problem: If you have an existing Hive Virtual Warehouse that you clone by selecting Clone from
the drop-down menu, the cloning process fails. This does not apply to creating a new Hive Virtual
Warehouse.

Workaround: Make the following configuration change to resolve this issue:

1. In the Hive Virtual Warehouse tile, click the edit icon. This launches the Virtual Warehouse
details page.

2. In the details page for the Virtual Warehouse, click the Configurations tab.
3. Click the Hiveserver2 sub-tab.
4. Select hive-site from the configuration file drop-down list menu.
5. Search for the configuration property hive.metastore.sasl.enabled.
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6. Set the hive.metastore.sasl.enabled configuration property to true.

Note:  If the hive.metastore.sasl.enabled configuration property is already set to
true, delete the setting and re-enter it.

7. Click Apply in the upper right corner of the page to save the configuration.
8. Click the Actions menu and select Clone to clone the Hive Virtual Warehouse:

DWX-2690: Older versions of Beeline return SSLPeerUnverifiedException when submitting a query

Problem: When submitting queries to Virtual Warehouses that use Hive, older Beeline clients return
an SSLPeerUnverifiedException error:

javax.net.ssl.SSLPeerUnverifiedException: Host name ‘ec2-18-219-
32-183.us-east-2.compute.amazonaws.com’ does not
       match the certificate subject provided by the peer (CN=*
.env-c25dsw.dwx.cloudera.site) (state=08S01,code=0)

Workaround: Only use Beeline clients from CDP Runtime version 7.0.1.0 or later.

Carried over from the previous release: Impala Virtual Warehouse
IMPALA-11045 Impala Virtual Warehouses might produce an error when querying transactional
(ACID) table even after you enabled the automatic metadata refresh (version DWX 1.1.2-b2008)

Problem: Impala doesn't open a transaction for select queries, so you might get a FileNotFound
error after compaction even though you refreshed the metadata automatically.

Workaround: Run the INVALIDATE METADATA statement on the transactional (ACID) table
to refresh the metadata. This fixes the problem until the next compaction occurs. For information
about running this statement, see INVALIDATE METADATA statement.

Impala Virtual Warehouses might produce an error when querying transactional (ACID) tables  (DWX
1.1.2-b1949 or earlier)

Problem: If you are querying transactional (ACID) tables with an Impala Virtual Warehouse and
compaction is run on the compacting Hive Virtual Warehouse, the query might fail. The compacting
process deletes files and the Impala Virtual Warehouse might not be aware of the deletion. Then
when the Impala Virtual Warehouse attempts to read the deleted file, an error can occur. This
situation occurs randomly.

Workaround: Run the INVALIDATE METADATA statement on the transactional (ACID) table
to refresh the metadata. This fixes the problem until the next compaction occurs. For information
about running this statement, see INVALIDATE METADATA statement.

Do not use the start/stop icons in Impala Virtual Warehouses version 7.2.2.0-106 or earlier
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Problem: If you use the stop/start icons in Impala Virtual Warehouses version 7.2.2.0-106 or earlier,
it might render the Virtual Warehouse unusable and make it necessary for you to re-create it.

Workaround: Do not use the stop/start icons in these older Virtual Warehouses. Instead, these older
versions automatically suspend and resume the Impala executors depending on the absence or
presence of queries, making manual start or stop unnecessary.

DWX-6674: Hue connection fails on cloned Impala Virtual Warehouses after upgrading

Problem: If you clone an Impala Virtual Warehouse from a recently upgraded Impala Virtual
Warehouse, and then try to connect to Hue, the connection fails.

Workaround: Create a new Impala Virtual Warehouse and do not clone from a recently upgraded
warehouse. Then the connection to Hue from the new Impala Virtual Warehouse succeeds.

DWX-5841: Virtual Warehouse endpoints are now restricted to TLS 1.2

Problem: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer considered secure, so now Virtual Warehouse endpoints
must be secured with TLS 1.2 or later, and then the environment that the Virtual Warehouse uses
must be reactivated in CDW. This includes both Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. To reactivate
the environment in the CDW UI:

1. Deactivate the environment. See Deactivating AWS environments or Deactivating Azure
environments.

2. Activate the environment. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure environments

Workaround: If environment reactivation is not possible, you can perform manual steps using the
kubectl command line tool to pick up the TLS 1.2 endpoint change. Open a terminal window on a
system where the kubectl command line tool is installed, log in, and run the following commands:

kubectl edit svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name>
       
       # Add the following under the metadata.annotations field
       service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-ssl-negoti
ation-policy: "ELBSecurityPolicy-TLS-1-2-2017-01"
       
       # Save and quit the editor, and then run the following 
command to check your changes.
       
       kubectl get svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name> -o yaml
       
       # Make sure that the annotation you added is present.

DWX-5276: Upgrading an older version of an Impala Virtual Warehouse can result in error state

Problem: If you upgrade an older version of an Impala Virtual Warehouse (DWX 1.1.1.1-4) to the
latest version, the Virtual Warehouse can get into an Updating or Error state.

Workaround: none

DWX-3914: Collect Diagnostic Bundle option does not work on older environments

The Collect Diagnostic Bundle menu option in Impala Virtual Warehouses does not work for older
environments:
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Data caching:

This feature is limited to 200 GB per executor, multiplied by the total number of executors.

Sessions with Impala continue to run for 15 minutes after the connection is disconnected.

When a connection to Impala is disconnected, the session continues to run for 15 minutes in case so
the user or client can reconnect to the same session again by presenting the session_token. After 15
minutes, the client must re-authenticate to Impala to establish a new connection.

August 4, 2022
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud has the following known issues:

New known Issues in this release
Do not upgrade this release to AKS 1.22

The latest version of Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) 1.4.2-b118 (released August 4, 2022)
provisions AKS 1.22 by default in Azure environments; however. upgrading your activated
environments to AKS 1.22 or later is not supported. Do not upgrade your AKS clusters to AKS
1.22.

DWX-13103 Cloudera Data Warehouse environment activation problem

When CDW environments are activated, a race condition can occur between the prometheus
pod and istiod pod. The prometheus pod can be set up without an istio-proxy container, causing
communication failures between prometheus and other pods in the Kubernetes cluster. Data
Warehouse prometheus-related functionalities, such as autoscaling, stop working. Grafana
dashboards, which get metrics from prometheus, are not populated.

Workaround: Restart the prometheus pod so that it gets the istio-proxy container.

DWX-13094 Diagnostic bundle job fails with missing service account
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Due to a change to the name of the service accounts, after upgrading to DWX-1.4.2, the diagnostic
bundle job can fail if you used the bundle in earlier versions. Due to a recent. Jobs from the latest
version are trying to run with the new name of the service account, but these are not reinstalled after
the upgrade.

Workaround: 1) Create the new service account the job is looking for (diagnostic-data-generator-
service-account) as follows:

apiVersion: v1
kind: ServiceAccount
metadata:
  name: diagnostic-data-generator-service-account
  namespace: monitor
---
apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1
kind: ClusterRoleBinding
metadata:
  name: ddg-role-binding-custom
roleRef:
  apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io
  kind: ClusterRole
  name: diagnostic-data-generator-role-monitor
subjects:
- kind: ServiceAccount
  name: diagnostic-data-generator-service-account
  namespace: monitor

2) Bind the service account to the cluster role that grants the necessary permissions to the job using
the following command:

kubectl create -f <filename> 

Non-default Database Catalogs created with several earlier CDW versions fails

This issue affects you only if you meet the following conditions:

• You have a versioned CDW deployment and the multi default DBC entitlement.
• You are using this release of CDW version 1.4.2-b118 (released August 4, 2022).
• You added Database Catalogs (not the automatically generated default Database Catalog) using

either of these CDW versions:

• 1.4.1-b86 (released June, 22, 2022)
• 2022-0.7.1-2 (released May 10, 2022)

Do not attempt to upgrade the Database Catalog you created with these earlier releases. The
Database Catalog will fail. Your existing Database Catalog created with the earlier release works
fine with CDW Runtime. Recreating your existing Database Catalog updates CDW Runtime for
1.4.2-b118 (released August 4, 2022).

Workloads from earlier CDW versions cannot be deployed on new Azure environments

Because new environments are provisioned automatically to use Azure Kubernetes Service
(AKS) 1.22, deprecated APIs used in workloads of earlier versions are not supported in this
version 1.4.2-b118 (released August 4, 2022). This issue affects you only if you have the
CDW_VERSIONED_DEPLOY entitlement.

Workaround: Create new workloads. Workloads in Database Catalogs, Hive, Impala, Hue, Data
Visualization, and are incompatible with AKS 1.22.

CDPD-40730 Parquet change can cause incompatibility

Parquet files written by the parquet-mr library in this version of CDW, where the schema contains
a timestamp with no UTC conversion will not be compatible with older versions of Parquet readers.
The effect is that the older versions will still consider these timestamps as they would require UTC
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conversions and will thus end up with a wrong result. You can encounter this problem only when
you write Parquet-based tables using Hive, and tables have the non-default configuration hive.par
quet.write.int64.timestamp=true.

Carried over from the previous release: General
DWX-6619 Browser auto-close not working on some browsers after token-Based authentication for
accessing CDW

The Firefox and Edge browser window does not close automatically after successful authentication.

DWX-9774 Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse image version problem

Background: In Cloudera Data Warehouse 2021.0.3-b27 - 2021.0.5-b36, you can choose any
supported image version when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse, assuming you
have the CDW_VERSIONED_DEPLOY entitlement.

Problem: In Cloudera Data Warehouse 2021.0.6-b96, you can choose an image version other than
2021.0.6-b96 when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse only if you use an existing
environment. An existing environment is one you created in 2021.0.3-b27 - 2021.0.5-b36.

Workaround:  In 2021.0.6-b96, use an environment you created before this release to choose an
image version other than 2021.0.6-b96 when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse.

DWX-5841: Virtual Warehouse endpoints are now restricted to TLS 1.2

Problem: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer considered secure, so now Virtual Warehouse endpoints
must be secured with TLS 1.2 or later, and then the environment that the Virtual Warehouse uses
must be reactivated in CDW. This includes both Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. To reactivate
the environment in the CDW UI:

1. Deactivate the environment. See Deactivating AWS environments or Deactivating Azure
environments.

2. Activate the environment. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure environments

Workaround: If environment reactivation is not possible, you can perform manual steps using the
kubectl command line tool to pick up the TLS 1.2 endpoint change. Open a terminal window on a
system where the kubectl command line tool is installed, log in, and run the following commands:

kubectl edit svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name>
       
       # Add the following under the metadata.annotations field
       service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-ssl-negoti
ation-policy: "ELBSecurityPolicy-TLS-1-2-2017-01"
       
       # Save and quit the editor, and then run the following 
command to check your changes.
       
       kubectl get svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name> -o yaml
       
       # Make sure that the annotation you added is present.

DWX-5742: Upgrading multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or Database Catalogs at the same
time fails

Problem: Upgrading multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or Database Catalogs at the
same time fails.

Workaround: If you need to upgrade or create multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or
Database Catalogs, perform the upgrade or creation sequentially one at a time.

Carried over from the previous release: AWS
AWS availability zone inventory issue
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In this release, you can select a preferred availability zone when you create a Virtual Warehouse;
however, AWS might not be able to provide enough compute instances of the type that Cloudera
Data Warehouse needs.

Workaround: If you experience this AWS issue, try recreating the Virtual Warehouse and choosing
a different availability zone.

DWX-8573: EKS upgrade from DWX UI to K8s v1.20 fails in reduced permissions mode

In reduced permissions mode, attempting to update Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS) to
Kubernetes version 1.20 fails with an AccessDenied error.

Workaround:In AWS, add the following permissions to your reduced permissions mode JSON IAM
permissions policy right after "iam:PutRolePolicy":

{
       ...
       "cloudformation:GetTemplate",
       "cloudformation:GetTemplateSummary",
       "iam:GetRole",
       "eks:ListUpdates",
       "ec2:CreateLaunchTemplateVersion",
       "ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplateVersions",
       "ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplates",
       "autoscaling:UpdateAutoScalingGroup",
       "autoscaling:DeleteAutoScalingGroup",
       "ec2:RunInstances",
       "autoscaling:DescribeScalingActivities",
       "autoscaling:TerminateInstanceInAutoScalingGroup",
       "autoscaling:DescribeScheduledActions",
       "autoscaling:SetDesiredCapacity",
       "iam:PassRole",
       "rds:DescribeDBInstances",
       "ec2:DescribeInstances"
       ...

DWX-7613: CloudFormation stack creation using AWS CLI broken for CDW Reduced Permissions
Mode

Problem: If you use the AWS CLI to create a CloudFormation stack to activate an AWS
environment for use in Reduced Permissions Mode, it fails and returns the following error:

An error occurred (ValidationError) when calling the CreateStack
       operation: Parameters: [SdxDDBTableName] must have values

The default value of SdxDDBTableName is not being set. If you create the CloudFormation stack
using the AWS Console, there is no problem.

Workaround: If you must use the AWS CLI, edit the CloudFormation stack template file as follows:

SdxDDBTableName:
       Description: DynamoDB table name for the SDX S3 file lis
tings, created through S3Guard
       Type: String
       Default: " "

Then rerun the CloudFormation stack creation command using the AWS CLI.

ENGESC-8271: Helm 2 to Helm 3 migration fails on AWS environments where the overlay network
feature is in use and namespaces are stuck in a terminating state

Problem: While using the overlay network feature for AWS environments and after attempting to
migrate an AWS environment from Helm 2 to Helm 3, the migration process fails.
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Workaround: Run the following kubectl command to determine whether you have any namespaces
stuck in a terminating state:

kubectl get ns

Then contact Cloudera Technical Support to report and get help on this issue.

DWX-6970: Tags do not get applied in existing CDW environments

Problem: You may see the following error while trying to apply tags to Virtual Warehouses in an
existing CDW environment: An error occurred   (UnauthorizedOperation) when calling the Create
Tags operation: You are not authorized to   perform this operation and Compute node tagging was
   unsuccessful. This happens because the ec2:CreateTags privilege is missing from your AWS
cluster-autoscaler inline policy for the NodeInstanceRole role.

Workaround: Add the ec2:CreateTags privilege to the cluster-autoscaler inline policy as follows:

1. Log into the AWS IAM console at https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/.
2. In the navigation panel, choose Roles.
3. Search the list of roles for NodeInstanceRole.
4. Click Permissions.
5. Select cluster-autoscaler and click Edit policy.
6. Add the ec2:CreateTags line in the Actions section after the ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplateVersio

ns line as shown:

"Version": "2012-10-17",
          "Statement": [
          {
          "Action": [
          "autoscaling:DescribeAutoScalingGroups",
          "autoscaling:DescribeAutoScalingInstances",
          "autoscaling:DescribeTags",
          "autoscaling:DescribeLaunchConfigurations",
          "autoscaling:SetDesiredCapacity",
          "autoscaling:TerminateInstanceInAutoScalingGroup",
          "ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplateVersions",
          "ec2:CreateTags"
          ],

7. Save changes.

Carried over from the previous release: Azure
Incorrect diagnostic bundle location

Problem:The path you see to the diagnostic bundle is wrong when you create a Virtual Warehouse,

collect a diagnostic bundle of log files for troubleshooting, and click   Edit Diagnostic Bundle
. Your storage account name is missing from the beginning of the path.

Workaround:To find your diagnostic bundle, add your storage account name to the beginning of the
path, for example:

my-storage-account-name/log-files/clusters/my-env/my-warehouse-x
x-yy/warehouse/debug-artifacts/hive/compute-zz-mvvf/compute-zz-m
vvf-0926210111-0927090111-01234.zip

To get your storage account name, in Cloudera Management Console, click Environments, select
your environment, and scroll down to Logs Storage and Audits. The first part of the path is your
storage account name.

Changed environment credentials not propagated to AKS
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Problem: When you change the credentials of a running cloud environment using the Management
Console, the changes are not automatically propagated to the corresponding active Cloudera
Data Warehouse (CDW) environment. As a result, the Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) uses
old credentials and may not function as expected resulting in inaccessible Hive or Impala Virtual
Warehouses.

Workaround: To resolve this issue, you must manually synchronize the changes with the CDW
AKS resources. To synchronize the updated credentials, see Update AKS cluster with new service
principal credentials in the Azure product documentation.

Carried over from the previous release: Hue Query Editor
IMPALA-11447 Selecting certain complex types in Hue crashes Impala

Queries that have structs/arrays in the select list crash Impala if initiated by Hue.

Workaround: Do not select structs/arrays in Hue.

DWX-8460: Unable to delete, move, or rename directories within the S3 bucket from Hue

Problem: You may not be able to rename, move, or delete directories within your S3 bucket from
the Hue web interface. This is because of an underlying issue, which will be fixed in a future
release.

Workaround: You can move, rename, or delete a directory using the HDFS commands as follows:

1. SSH into your CDP environment host.
2. To delete a directory within your S3 bucket, run the following command:

hdfs dfs -rm -r [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***DIREC
TORY-NAME***]

3. To rename a folder, create a new directory and run the following command to move files from
the source directory to the target directory:

hdfs dfs -mkdir [***DIRECTORY-NAME***]

hdfs dfs -mv [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***SOURCE-D
IRECTORY***] [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***TARGET-D
IRECTORY***]

DWX-6674: Hue connection fails on cloned Impala Virtual Warehouses after upgrading

Problem: If you clone an Impala Virtual Warehouse from a recently upgraded Impala Virtual
Warehouse, and then try to connect to Hue, the connection fails.

Workaround: Create a new Impala Virtual Warehouse and do not clone from a recently upgraded
warehouse. Then the connection to Hue from the new Impala Virtual Warehouse succeeds.

DWX-5650: Hue only makes the first user a superuser for all Virtual Warehouses within a Data Catalog

Problem: Hue marks the user that logs in to Hue from a Virtual Warehouse for the first time as the
Hue superuser. But if multiple Virtual Warehouses are connected to a single Data Catalog, then
the first user that logs in to any one of the Virtual Warehouses within that Data Catalog is the Hue
superuser.

For example, consider that a Data Catalog DC-1 has two Virtual Warehouses VW-1 and VW-2. If
a user named John logs in to Hue from VW-1 first, then he becomes the Hue superuser for all the
Virtual Warehouses within DC-1. At this time, if Amy logs in to Hue from VW-2, Hue does not
make her a superuser within VW-2.

None.
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Carried over from the previous release: Database Catalog
DWX-7349: In reduced permissions mode, default Database Catalog name does not include the
environment name

Problem:

When you activate an AWS environment in reduced permissions mode, the default Database
Catalog name does not include the environment name:

This does not cause collisions because each Database Catalog named "default" is associated with
a different environment. For more information about reduced permissions mode, see Reduced
permissions mode for AWS environments.

Workaround: None available.

DWX-6167: Maximum connections reached when creating multiple Database Catalogs

Problem:After creating 17 Database Catalogs on one AWS environment, Virtual Warehouses failed
to start.

Workaround: Limit the number of Database Catalogs created on one environment to 5. This applies
to both AWS and Azure environments.

Carried over from the previous release: Hive Virtual Warehouse
DWX-10271: Missing log section in Hive query results

In a Hive Virtual Warehouse, when you run a query in Hue, the query results do not contain a logs
section.

DWX-8118: INSERT INTO command fails under certain circumstances

This problem affects users who have a PostgreSQL database as the backend Hive database. If you
create a table A and create a table B as select (CTAS) from an empty table A, inserting values into
table B fails as follows:

Error while compiling statement: FAILED: Execution Error, return
 code 1 from 
       org.apache.hadoop.hive.ql.exec.StatsTask.org.apache.thr
ift.transport.TTransportException

Workaround: Disable auto-stats gathering: Go to  Cloudera Manager Data Warehouse Virtual
Warehouses , and click the Hive VW name in the list. In  Configuration HiveServer2 , set hive.cbo
.enable to false.

DWX-5841: Virtual Warehouse endpoints are now restricted to TLS 1.2

Problem: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer considered secure, so now Virtual Warehouse endpoints
must be secured with TLS 1.2 or later, and then the environment that the Virtual Warehouse uses
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must be reactivated in CDW. This includes both Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. To reactivate
the environment in the CDW UI:

1. Deactivate the environment. See Deactivating AWS environments or Deactivating Azure
environments.

2. Activate the environment. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure environments

Workaround: If environment reactivation is not possible, you can perform manual steps using the
kubectl command line tool to pick up the TLS 1.2 endpoint change. Open a terminal window on a
system where the kubectl command line tool is installed, log in, and run the following commands:

kubectl edit svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name>
       
       # Add the following under the metadata.annotations field
       service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-ssl-negoti
ation-policy: "ELBSecurityPolicy-TLS-1-2-2017-01"
       
       # Save and quit the editor, and then run the following 
command to check your changes.
       
       kubectl get svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name> -o yaml
       
       # Make sure that the annotation you added is present.

DWX-5926: Cloning an existing Hive Virtual Warehouse fails

Problem: If you have an existing Hive Virtual Warehouse that you clone by selecting Clone from
the drop-down menu, the cloning process fails. This does not apply to creating a new Hive Virtual
Warehouse.

Workaround: Make the following configuration change to resolve this issue:

1. In the Hive Virtual Warehouse tile, click the edit icon. This launches the Virtual Warehouse
details page.

2. In the details page for the Virtual Warehouse, click the Configurations tab.
3. Click the Hiveserver2 sub-tab.
4. Select hive-site from the configuration file drop-down list menu.
5. Search for the configuration property hive.metastore.sasl.enabled.
6. Set the hive.metastore.sasl.enabled configuration property to true.

Note:  If the hive.metastore.sasl.enabled configuration property is already set to
true, delete the setting and re-enter it.

7. Click Apply in the upper right corner of the page to save the configuration.
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8. Click the Actions menu and select Clone to clone the Hive Virtual Warehouse:

DWX-2690: Older versions of Beeline return SSLPeerUnverifiedException when submitting a query

Problem: When submitting queries to Virtual Warehouses that use Hive, older Beeline clients return
an SSLPeerUnverifiedException error:

javax.net.ssl.SSLPeerUnverifiedException: Host name ‘ec2-18-219-
32-183.us-east-2.compute.amazonaws.com’ does not
       match the certificate subject provided by the peer (CN=*
.env-c25dsw.dwx.cloudera.site) (state=08S01,code=0)

Workaround: Only use Beeline clients from CDP Runtime version 7.0.1.0 or later.

Carried over from the previous release: Impala Virtual Warehouse
IMPALA-11045 Impala Virtual Warehouses might produce an error when querying transactional
(ACID) table even after you enabled the automatic metadata refresh (version DWX 1.1.2-b2008)

Problem: Impala doesn't open a transaction for select queries, so you might get a FileNotFound
error after compaction even though you refreshed the metadata automatically.

Workaround: Run the INVALIDATE METADATA statement on the transactional (ACID) table
to refresh the metadata. This fixes the problem until the next compaction occurs. For information
about running this statement, see INVALIDATE METADATA statement.

Impala Virtual Warehouses might produce an error when querying transactional (ACID) tables  (DWX
1.1.2-b1949 or earlier)

Problem: If you are querying transactional (ACID) tables with an Impala Virtual Warehouse and
compaction is run on the compacting Hive Virtual Warehouse, the query might fail. The compacting
process deletes files and the Impala Virtual Warehouse might not be aware of the deletion. Then
when the Impala Virtual Warehouse attempts to read the deleted file, an error can occur. This
situation occurs randomly.

Workaround: Run the INVALIDATE METADATA statement on the transactional (ACID) table
to refresh the metadata. This fixes the problem until the next compaction occurs. For information
about running this statement, see INVALIDATE METADATA statement.

Do not use the start/stop icons in Impala Virtual Warehouses version 7.2.2.0-106 or earlier

Problem: If you use the stop/start icons in Impala Virtual Warehouses version 7.2.2.0-106 or earlier,
it might render the Virtual Warehouse unusable and make it necessary for you to re-create it.
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Workaround: Do not use the stop/start icons in these older Virtual Warehouses. Instead, these older
versions automatically suspend and resume the Impala executors depending on the absence or
presence of queries, making manual start or stop unnecessary.

DWX-6674: Hue connection fails on cloned Impala Virtual Warehouses after upgrading

Problem: If you clone an Impala Virtual Warehouse from a recently upgraded Impala Virtual
Warehouse, and then try to connect to Hue, the connection fails.

Workaround: Create a new Impala Virtual Warehouse and do not clone from a recently upgraded
warehouse. Then the connection to Hue from the new Impala Virtual Warehouse succeeds.

DWX-5841: Virtual Warehouse endpoints are now restricted to TLS 1.2

Problem: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer considered secure, so now Virtual Warehouse endpoints
must be secured with TLS 1.2 or later, and then the environment that the Virtual Warehouse uses
must be reactivated in CDW. This includes both Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. To reactivate
the environment in the CDW UI:

1. Deactivate the environment. See Deactivating AWS environments or Deactivating Azure
environments.

2. Activate the environment. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure environments

Workaround: If environment reactivation is not possible, you can perform manual steps using the
kubectl command line tool to pick up the TLS 1.2 endpoint change. Open a terminal window on a
system where the kubectl command line tool is installed, log in, and run the following commands:

kubectl edit svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name>
       
       # Add the following under the metadata.annotations field
       service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-ssl-negoti
ation-policy: "ELBSecurityPolicy-TLS-1-2-2017-01"
       
       # Save and quit the editor, and then run the following 
command to check your changes.
       
       kubectl get svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name> -o yaml
       
       # Make sure that the annotation you added is present.

DWX-5276: Upgrading an older version of an Impala Virtual Warehouse can result in error state

Problem: If you upgrade an older version of an Impala Virtual Warehouse (DWX 1.1.1.1-4) to the
latest version, the Virtual Warehouse can get into an Updating or Error state.

Workaround: none

DWX-3914: Collect Diagnostic Bundle option does not work on older environments

The Collect Diagnostic Bundle menu option in Impala Virtual Warehouses does not work for older
environments:
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Data caching:

This feature is limited to 200 GB per executor, multiplied by the total number of executors.

Sessions with Impala continue to run for 15 minutes after the connection is disconnected.

When a connection to Impala is disconnected, the session continues to run for 15 minutes in case so
the user or client can reconnect to the same session again by presenting the session_token. After 15
minutes, the client must re-authenticate to Impala to establish a new connection.

June 22, 2022
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud has the following known issues:

New known Issues in this release
DWX-12758 DBC upgrade fails for some source versions

In this release, if you are using a Database Catalog that was created in CDW 2022.0.7.0-80
(released April 27, 2022) or 2022.0.7.1-2 (released May 10, 2022) a failure can occur when you try
to upgrade the Database Catalog.

DWX-12528 Tags are not removed for environment activated in reduced permissions mode

You see a DWX server log error, "... error delete tags" when in reduced permissions mode. You can
ignore this error.

DWX-12658 Rebuild materialized view after Database Catalog upgrade

You must rebuild materialized views created in version of the Database Catalog that is older than
the version of your Virtual Warehouse. This is expected behavior.

Workaround: Run the following command to rebuild a materialized view after moving to a Virtual
Warehouse based on a later version of the Database Catalog:

ALTER MATERIALIZED VIEW mv1 REBUILD;
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DWX-12598 DESCRIBE EXTENDED does not show bucketing information about an Iceberg table.

This issue affects the Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. The Hive Virtual Warehouse, which
supports DESCRIBE FORMATTED of Iceberg talble, has the same problem

CDPD-40749 IMPALA-11346 Iceberg query failure

When a partitioned legacy table is converted to Iceberg, Impala queries of the table might fail. The
problem occurs when the query contains a WHERE clause plus a predicate on the partition columns.

Workaround: Replace Iceberg tables created prior to this GA release with new tables. Create a new
table in Iceberg by selecting the old table as shown in Test driving Iceberg from Impala.

Carried over from the previous release: General
DWX-6619 Browser auto-close not working on some browsers after token-Based authentication for
accessing CDW

The Firefox and Edge browser window does not close automatically after successful authentication.

DWX-9774 Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse image version problem

Background: In Cloudera Data Warehouse 2021.0.3-b27 - 2021.0.5-b36, you can choose any
supported image version when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse, assuming you
have the CDW_VERSIONED_DEPLOY entitlement.

Problem: In Cloudera Data Warehouse 2021.0.6-b96, you can choose an image version other than
2021.0.6-b96 when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse only if you use an existing
environment. An existing environment is one you created in 2021.0.3-b27 - 2021.0.5-b36.

Workaround:  In 2021.0.6-b96, use an environment you created before this release to choose an
image version other than 2021.0.6-b96 when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse.

DWX-5841: Virtual Warehouse endpoints are now restricted to TLS 1.2

Problem: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer considered secure, so now Virtual Warehouse endpoints
must be secured with TLS 1.2 or later, and then the environment that the Virtual Warehouse uses
must be reactivated in CDW. This includes both Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. To reactivate
the environment in the CDW UI:

1. Deactivate the environment. See Deactivating AWS environments or Deactivating Azure
environments.

2. Activate the environment. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure environments

Workaround: If environment reactivation is not possible, you can perform manual steps using the
kubectl command line tool to pick up the TLS 1.2 endpoint change. Open a terminal window on a
system where the kubectl command line tool is installed, log in, and run the following commands:

kubectl edit svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name>
       
       # Add the following under the metadata.annotations field
       service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-ssl-negoti
ation-policy: "ELBSecurityPolicy-TLS-1-2-2017-01"
       
       # Save and quit the editor, and then run the following 
command to check your changes.
       
       kubectl get svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name> -o yaml
       
       # Make sure that the annotation you added is present.

DWX-5742: Upgrading multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or Database Catalogs at the same
time fails

Problem: Upgrading multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or Database Catalogs at the
same time fails.
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Workaround: If you need to upgrade or create multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or
Database Catalogs, perform the upgrade or creation sequentially one at a time.

Carried over from the previous release: AWS
AWS availability zone inventory issue

In this release, you can select a preferred availability zone when you create a Virtual Warehouse;
however, AWS might not be able to provide enough compute instances of the type that Cloudera
Data Warehouse needs.

Workaround: If you experience this AWS issue, try recreating the Virtual Warehouse and choosing
a different availability zone.

DWX-8573: EKS upgrade from DWX UI to K8s v1.20 fails in reduced permissions mode

In reduced permissions mode, attempting to update Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS) to
Kubernetes version 1.20 fails with an AccessDenied error.

Workaround:In AWS, add the following permissions to your reduced permissions mode JSON IAM
permissions policy right after "iam:PutRolePolicy":

{
       ...
       "cloudformation:GetTemplate",
       "cloudformation:GetTemplateSummary",
       "iam:GetRole",
       "eks:ListUpdates",
       "ec2:CreateLaunchTemplateVersion",
       "ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplateVersions",
       "ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplates",
       "autoscaling:UpdateAutoScalingGroup",
       "autoscaling:DeleteAutoScalingGroup",
       "ec2:RunInstances",
       "autoscaling:DescribeScalingActivities",
       "autoscaling:TerminateInstanceInAutoScalingGroup",
       "autoscaling:DescribeScheduledActions",
       "autoscaling:SetDesiredCapacity",
       "iam:PassRole",
       "rds:DescribeDBInstances",
       "ec2:DescribeInstances"
       ...

DWX-7613: CloudFormation stack creation using AWS CLI broken for CDW Reduced Permissions
Mode

Problem: If you use the AWS CLI to create a CloudFormation stack to activate an AWS
environment for use in Reduced Permissions Mode, it fails and returns the following error:

An error occurred (ValidationError) when calling the CreateStack
       operation: Parameters: [SdxDDBTableName] must have values

The default value of SdxDDBTableName is not being set. If you create the CloudFormation stack
using the AWS Console, there is no problem.

Workaround: If you must use the AWS CLI, edit the CloudFormation stack template file as follows:

SdxDDBTableName:
       Description: DynamoDB table name for the SDX S3 file lis
tings, created through S3Guard
       Type: String
       Default: " "

Then rerun the CloudFormation stack creation command using the AWS CLI.
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ENGESC-8271: Helm 2 to Helm 3 migration fails on AWS environments where the overlay network
feature is in use and namespaces are stuck in a terminating state

Problem: While using the overlay network feature for AWS environments and after attempting to
migrate an AWS environment from Helm 2 to Helm 3, the migration process fails.

Workaround: Run the following kubectl command to determine whether you have any namespaces
stuck in a terminating state:

kubectl get ns

Then contact Cloudera Technical Support to report and get help on this issue.

DWX-6970: Tags do not get applied in existing CDW environments

Problem: You may see the following error while trying to apply tags to Virtual Warehouses in an
existing CDW environment: An error occurred   (UnauthorizedOperation) when calling the Create
Tags operation: You are not authorized to   perform this operation and Compute node tagging was
   unsuccessful. This happens because the ec2:CreateTags privilege is missing from your AWS
cluster-autoscaler inline policy for the NodeInstanceRole role.

Workaround: Add the ec2:CreateTags privilege to the cluster-autoscaler inline policy as follows:

1. Log into the AWS IAM console at https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/.
2. In the navigation panel, choose Roles.
3. Search the list of roles for NodeInstanceRole.
4. Click Permissions.
5. Select cluster-autoscaler and click Edit policy.
6. Add the ec2:CreateTags line in the Actions section after the ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplateVersio

ns line as shown:

"Version": "2012-10-17",
          "Statement": [
          {
          "Action": [
          "autoscaling:DescribeAutoScalingGroups",
          "autoscaling:DescribeAutoScalingInstances",
          "autoscaling:DescribeTags",
          "autoscaling:DescribeLaunchConfigurations",
          "autoscaling:SetDesiredCapacity",
          "autoscaling:TerminateInstanceInAutoScalingGroup",
          "ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplateVersions",
          "ec2:CreateTags"
          ],

7. Save changes.

Carried over from the previous release: Azure
Incorrect diagnostic bundle location

Problem:The path you see to the diagnostic bundle is wrong when you create a Virtual Warehouse,

collect a diagnostic bundle of log files for troubleshooting, and click   Edit Diagnostic Bundle
. Your storage account name is missing from the beginning of the path.

Workaround:To find your diagnostic bundle, add your storage account name to the beginning of the
path, for example:

my-storage-account-name/log-files/clusters/my-env/my-warehouse-x
x-yy/warehouse/debug-artifacts/hive/compute-zz-mvvf/compute-zz-m
vvf-0926210111-0927090111-01234.zip
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To get your storage account name, in Cloudera Management Console, click Environments, select
your environment, and scroll down to Logs Storage and Audits. The first part of the path is your
storage account name.

Changed environment credentials not propagated to AKS

Problem: When you change the credentials of a running cloud environment using the Management
Console, the changes are not automatically propagated to the corresponding active Cloudera
Data Warehouse (CDW) environment. As a result, the Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) uses
old credentials and may not function as expected resulting in inaccessible Hive or Impala Virtual
Warehouses.

Workaround: To resolve this issue, you must manually synchronize the changes with the CDW
AKS resources. To synchronize the updated credentials, see Update AKS cluster with new service
principal credentials in the Azure product documentation.

Carried over from the previous release: Hue Query Editor
IMPALA-11447 Selecting certain complex types in Hue crashes Impala

Queries that have structs/arrays in the select list crash Impala if initiated by Hue.

Workaround: Do not select structs/arrays in Hue.

DWX-8460: Unable to delete, move, or rename directories within the S3 bucket from Hue

Problem: You may not be able to rename, move, or delete directories within your S3 bucket from
the Hue web interface. This is because of an underlying issue, which will be fixed in a future
release.

Workaround: You can move, rename, or delete a directory using the HDFS commands as follows:

1. SSH into your CDP environment host.
2. To delete a directory within your S3 bucket, run the following command:

hdfs dfs -rm -r [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***DIREC
TORY-NAME***]

3. To rename a folder, create a new directory and run the following command to move files from
the source directory to the target directory:

hdfs dfs -mkdir [***DIRECTORY-NAME***]

hdfs dfs -mv [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***SOURCE-D
IRECTORY***] [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***TARGET-D
IRECTORY***]

DWX-6674: Hue connection fails on cloned Impala Virtual Warehouses after upgrading

Problem: If you clone an Impala Virtual Warehouse from a recently upgraded Impala Virtual
Warehouse, and then try to connect to Hue, the connection fails.

Workaround: Create a new Impala Virtual Warehouse and do not clone from a recently upgraded
warehouse. Then the connection to Hue from the new Impala Virtual Warehouse succeeds.

DWX-5650: Hue only makes the first user a superuser for all Virtual Warehouses within a Data Catalog

Problem: Hue marks the user that logs in to Hue from a Virtual Warehouse for the first time as the
Hue superuser. But if multiple Virtual Warehouses are connected to a single Data Catalog, then
the first user that logs in to any one of the Virtual Warehouses within that Data Catalog is the Hue
superuser.

For example, consider that a Data Catalog DC-1 has two Virtual Warehouses VW-1 and VW-2. If
a user named John logs in to Hue from VW-1 first, then he becomes the Hue superuser for all the
Virtual Warehouses within DC-1. At this time, if Amy logs in to Hue from VW-2, Hue does not
make her a superuser within VW-2.
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None.

Carried over from the previous release: Database Catalog
DWX-7349: In reduced permissions mode, default Database Catalog name does not include the
environment name

Problem:

When you activate an AWS environment in reduced permissions mode, the default Database
Catalog name does not include the environment name:

This does not cause collisions because each Database Catalog named "default" is associated with
a different environment. For more information about reduced permissions mode, see Reduced
permissions mode for AWS environments.

Workaround: None available.

DWX-6167: Maximum connections reached when creating multiple Database Catalogs

Problem:After creating 17 Database Catalogs on one AWS environment, Virtual Warehouses failed
to start.

Workaround: Limit the number of Database Catalogs created on one environment to 5. This applies
to both AWS and Azure environments.

Carried over from the previous release: Hive Virtual Warehouse
DWX-10271: Missing log section in Hive query results

In a Hive Virtual Warehouse, when you run a query in Hue, the query results do not contain a logs
section.

DWX-8118: INSERT INTO command fails under certain circumstances

This problem affects users who have a PostgreSQL database as the backend Hive database. If you
create a table A and create a table B as select (CTAS) from an empty table A, inserting values into
table B fails as follows:

Error while compiling statement: FAILED: Execution Error, return
 code 1 from 
       org.apache.hadoop.hive.ql.exec.StatsTask.org.apache.thr
ift.transport.TTransportException

Workaround: Disable auto-stats gathering: Go to  Cloudera Manager Data Warehouse Virtual
Warehouses , and click the Hive VW name in the list. In  Configuration HiveServer2 , set hive.cbo
.enable to false.

DWX-5841: Virtual Warehouse endpoints are now restricted to TLS 1.2
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Problem: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer considered secure, so now Virtual Warehouse endpoints
must be secured with TLS 1.2 or later, and then the environment that the Virtual Warehouse uses
must be reactivated in CDW. This includes both Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. To reactivate
the environment in the CDW UI:

1. Deactivate the environment. See Deactivating AWS environments or Deactivating Azure
environments.

2. Activate the environment. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure environments

Workaround: If environment reactivation is not possible, you can perform manual steps using the
kubectl command line tool to pick up the TLS 1.2 endpoint change. Open a terminal window on a
system where the kubectl command line tool is installed, log in, and run the following commands:

kubectl edit svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name>
       
       # Add the following under the metadata.annotations field
       service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-ssl-negoti
ation-policy: "ELBSecurityPolicy-TLS-1-2-2017-01"
       
       # Save and quit the editor, and then run the following 
command to check your changes.
       
       kubectl get svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name> -o yaml
       
       # Make sure that the annotation you added is present.

DWX-5926: Cloning an existing Hive Virtual Warehouse fails

Problem: If you have an existing Hive Virtual Warehouse that you clone by selecting Clone from
the drop-down menu, the cloning process fails. This does not apply to creating a new Hive Virtual
Warehouse.

Workaround: Make the following configuration change to resolve this issue:

1. In the Hive Virtual Warehouse tile, click the edit icon. This launches the Virtual Warehouse
details page.

2. In the details page for the Virtual Warehouse, click the Configurations tab.
3. Click the Hiveserver2 sub-tab.
4. Select hive-site from the configuration file drop-down list menu.
5. Search for the configuration property hive.metastore.sasl.enabled.
6. Set the hive.metastore.sasl.enabled configuration property to true.

Note:  If the hive.metastore.sasl.enabled configuration property is already set to
true, delete the setting and re-enter it.

7. Click Apply in the upper right corner of the page to save the configuration.
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8. Click the Actions menu and select Clone to clone the Hive Virtual Warehouse:

DWX-2690: Older versions of Beeline return SSLPeerUnverifiedException when submitting a query

Problem: When submitting queries to Virtual Warehouses that use Hive, older Beeline clients return
an SSLPeerUnverifiedException error:

javax.net.ssl.SSLPeerUnverifiedException: Host name ‘ec2-18-219-
32-183.us-east-2.compute.amazonaws.com’ does not
       match the certificate subject provided by the peer (CN=*
.env-c25dsw.dwx.cloudera.site) (state=08S01,code=0)

Workaround: Only use Beeline clients from CDP Runtime version 7.0.1.0 or later.

Carried over from the previous release: Impala Virtual Warehouse
IMPALA-11045 Impala Virtual Warehouses might produce an error when querying transactional
(ACID) table even after you enabled the automatic metadata refresh (version DWX 1.1.2-b2008)

Problem: Impala doesn't open a transaction for select queries, so you might get a FileNotFound
error after compaction even though you refreshed the metadata automatically.

Workaround: Run the INVALIDATE METADATA statement on the transactional (ACID) table
to refresh the metadata. This fixes the problem until the next compaction occurs. For information
about running this statement, see INVALIDATE METADATA statement.

Impala Virtual Warehouses might produce an error when querying transactional (ACID) tables  (DWX
1.1.2-b1949 or earlier)

Problem: If you are querying transactional (ACID) tables with an Impala Virtual Warehouse and
compaction is run on the compacting Hive Virtual Warehouse, the query might fail. The compacting
process deletes files and the Impala Virtual Warehouse might not be aware of the deletion. Then
when the Impala Virtual Warehouse attempts to read the deleted file, an error can occur. This
situation occurs randomly.

Workaround: Run the INVALIDATE METADATA statement on the transactional (ACID) table
to refresh the metadata. This fixes the problem until the next compaction occurs. For information
about running this statement, see INVALIDATE METADATA statement.

Do not use the start/stop icons in Impala Virtual Warehouses version 7.2.2.0-106 or earlier

Problem: If you use the stop/start icons in Impala Virtual Warehouses version 7.2.2.0-106 or earlier,
it might render the Virtual Warehouse unusable and make it necessary for you to re-create it.
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Workaround: Do not use the stop/start icons in these older Virtual Warehouses. Instead, these older
versions automatically suspend and resume the Impala executors depending on the absence or
presence of queries, making manual start or stop unnecessary.

DWX-6674: Hue connection fails on cloned Impala Virtual Warehouses after upgrading

Problem: If you clone an Impala Virtual Warehouse from a recently upgraded Impala Virtual
Warehouse, and then try to connect to Hue, the connection fails.

Workaround: Create a new Impala Virtual Warehouse and do not clone from a recently upgraded
warehouse. Then the connection to Hue from the new Impala Virtual Warehouse succeeds.

DWX-5841: Virtual Warehouse endpoints are now restricted to TLS 1.2

Problem: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer considered secure, so now Virtual Warehouse endpoints
must be secured with TLS 1.2 or later, and then the environment that the Virtual Warehouse uses
must be reactivated in CDW. This includes both Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. To reactivate
the environment in the CDW UI:

1. Deactivate the environment. See Deactivating AWS environments or Deactivating Azure
environments.

2. Activate the environment. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure environments

Workaround: If environment reactivation is not possible, you can perform manual steps using the
kubectl command line tool to pick up the TLS 1.2 endpoint change. Open a terminal window on a
system where the kubectl command line tool is installed, log in, and run the following commands:

kubectl edit svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name>
       
       # Add the following under the metadata.annotations field
       service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-ssl-negoti
ation-policy: "ELBSecurityPolicy-TLS-1-2-2017-01"
       
       # Save and quit the editor, and then run the following 
command to check your changes.
       
       kubectl get svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name> -o yaml
       
       # Make sure that the annotation you added is present.

DWX-5276: Upgrading an older version of an Impala Virtual Warehouse can result in error state

Problem: If you upgrade an older version of an Impala Virtual Warehouse (DWX 1.1.1.1-4) to the
latest version, the Virtual Warehouse can get into an Updating or Error state.

Workaround: none

DWX-3914: Collect Diagnostic Bundle option does not work on older environments

The Collect Diagnostic Bundle menu option in Impala Virtual Warehouses does not work for older
environments:
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Data caching:

This feature is limited to 200 GB per executor, multiplied by the total number of executors.

Sessions with Impala continue to run for 15 minutes after the connection is disconnected.

When a connection to Impala is disconnected, the session continues to run for 15 minutes in case so
the user or client can reconnect to the same session again by presenting the session_token. After 15
minutes, the client must re-authenticate to Impala to establish a new connection.

Older known issues
Known issues in 2022.0.7.0-80 (released April 27, 2022).

General known issues on public clouds
Learn about the general known issues in Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on public clouds, the impact or
changes to the functionality, and the workaround.

Navigation title: General known issues
DWX-6619 Browser auto-close not working on some browsers after token-Based authentication for
accessing CDW

The Firefox and Edge browser window does not close automatically after successful authentication.

DWX-9774 Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse image version problem

Background: In Cloudera Data Warehouse 2021.0.3-b27 - 2021.0.5-b36, you can choose any
supported image version when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse, assuming you
have the CDW_VERSIONED_DEPLOY entitlement.

Problem: In Cloudera Data Warehouse 2021.0.6-b96, you can choose an image version other than
2021.0.6-b96 when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse only if you use an existing
environment. An existing environment is one you created in 2021.0.3-b27 - 2021.0.5-b36.
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Workaround:  In 2021.0.6-b96, use an environment you created before this release to choose an
image version other than 2021.0.6-b96 when you create a Database Catalog or Virtual Warehouse.

DWX-5841: Virtual Warehouse endpoints are now restricted to TLS 1.2

Problem: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer considered secure, so now Virtual Warehouse endpoints
must be secured with TLS 1.2 or later, and then the environment that the Virtual Warehouse uses
must be reactivated in CDW. This includes both Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. To reactivate
the environment in the CDW UI:

1. Deactivate the environment. See Deactivating AWS environments or Deactivating Azure
environments.

2. Activate the environment. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure environments

Workaround: If environment reactivation is not possible, you can perform manual steps using the
kubectl command line tool to pick up the TLS 1.2 endpoint change. Open a terminal window on a
system where the kubectl command line tool is installed, log in, and run the following commands:

kubectl edit svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name>

# Add the following under the metadata.annotations field
service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-ssl-negotiation-pol
icy: "ELBSecurityPolicy-TLS-1-2-2017-01"
      
# Save and quit the editor, and then run the following command to
 check your changes.
      
kubectl get svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name> -o yaml
      
# Make sure that the annotation you added is present.

DWX-5742: Upgrading multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or Database Catalogs at the same
time fails

Problem: Upgrading multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or Database Catalogs at the
same time fails.

Workaround: If you need to upgrade or create multiple Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses or
Database Catalogs, perform the upgrade or creation sequentially one at a time.

Known issues in CDW running on AWS environments
Learn about the known issues in Cloudera Data Warehouse service in AWS environments, the impact or changes to
the functionality, and workarounds.

Navigation title: AWS environments
AWS availability zone inventory issue

In this release, you can select a preferred availability zone when you create a Virtual Warehouse;
however, AWS might not be able to provide enough compute instances of the type that Cloudera
Data Warehouse needs.

Workaround: If you experience this AWS issue, try recreating the Virtual Warehouse and choosing
a different availability zone.

DWX-8573: EKS upgrade from DWX UI to K8s v1.20 fails in reduced permissions mode

In reduced permissions mode, attempting to update Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS) to
Kubernetes version 1.20 fails with an AccessDenied error.

Workaround:In AWS, add the following permissions to your reduced permissions mode JSON IAM
permissions policy right after "iam:PutRolePolicy":

{
 ...
                "cloudformation:GetTemplate",
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                "cloudformation:GetTemplateSummary",
                "iam:GetRole",
                "eks:ListUpdates",
                "ec2:CreateLaunchTemplateVersion",
                "ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplateVersions",
                "ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplates",
                "autoscaling:UpdateAutoScalingGroup",
                "autoscaling:DeleteAutoScalingGroup",
                "ec2:RunInstances",
                "autoscaling:DescribeScalingActivities",
                "autoscaling:TerminateInstanceInAutoScalingGrou
p",
                "autoscaling:DescribeScheduledActions",
                "autoscaling:SetDesiredCapacity",
                "iam:PassRole",
                "rds:DescribeDBInstances",
                "ec2:DescribeInstances"
 ...

DWX-7613: CloudFormation stack creation using AWS CLI broken for CDW Reduced Permissions
Mode

Problem: If you use the AWS CLI to create a CloudFormation stack to activate an AWS
environment for use in Reduced Permissions Mode, it fails and returns the following error:

An error occurred (ValidationError) when calling the CreateStack
 operation: Parameters: [SdxDDBTableName] must have values

The default value of SdxDDBTableName is not being set. If you create the CloudFormation stack
using the AWS Console, there is no problem.

Workaround: If you must use the AWS CLI, edit the CloudFormation stack template file as follows:

SdxDDBTableName:
    Description: DynamoDB table name for the SDX S3 file listin
gs, created through S3Guard
    Type: String
    Default: " "

Then rerun the CloudFormation stack creation command using the AWS CLI.

ENGESC-8271: Helm 2 to Helm 3 migration fails on AWS environments where the overlay network
feature is in use and namespaces are stuck in a terminating state

Problem: While using the overlay network feature for AWS environments and after attempting to
migrate an AWS environment from Helm 2 to Helm 3, the migration process fails.

Workaround: Run the following kubectl command to determine whether you have any namespaces
stuck in a terminating state:

kubectl get ns

Then contact Cloudera Technical Support to report and get help on this issue.

DWX-7349: In reduced permissions mode, default Database Catalog name does not include the
environment name

Problem:

When you activate an AWS environment in reduced permissions mode, the default Database
Catalog name does not include the environment name:
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This does not cause collisions because each Database Catalog named "default" is associated with
a different environment. For more information about reduced permissions mode, see Reduced
permissions mode for AWS environments.

Workaround: None available.

DWX-6970: Tags do not get applied in existing CDW environments

Problem: You may see the following error while trying to apply tags to Virtual Warehouses in an
existing CDW environment: An error occurred    (UnauthorizedOperation) when calling the Creat
eTags operation: You are not authorized to    perform this operation and Compute node tagging
 was    unsuccessful. This happens because the ec2:CreateTags privilege is missing from your AWS
cluster-autoscaler inline policy for the NodeInstanceRole role.

Workaround: Add the ec2:CreateTags privilege to the cluster-autoscaler inline policy as follows:

1. Log into the AWS IAM console at https://console.aws.amazon.com/iam/.
2. In the navigation panel, choose Roles.
3. Search the list of roles for NodeInstanceRole.
4. Click Permissions.
5. Select cluster-autoscaler and click Edit policy.
6. Add the ec2:CreateTags line in the Actions section after the ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplateVersio

ns line as shown:

"Version": "2012-10-17",
    "Statement": [
        {
            "Action": [
                "autoscaling:DescribeAutoScalingGroups",
                "autoscaling:DescribeAutoScalingInstances",
                "autoscaling:DescribeTags",
                "autoscaling:DescribeLaunchConfigurations",
                "autoscaling:SetDesiredCapacity",
                "autoscaling:TerminateInstanceInAutoScaling
Group",
                "ec2:DescribeLaunchTemplateVersions",
                "ec2:CreateTags"
            ],

7. Save changes.

Known issues in CDW running on Azure environments
Learn about the known issues in Cloudera Data Warehouse service in Azure environments, the impact or changes to
the functionality, and the workaround.

Navigation title: Azure environments
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Incorrect diagnostic bundle location

Problem:The path you see to the diagnostic bundle is wrong when you create a Virtual Warehouse,

collect a diagnostic bundle of log files for troubleshooting, and click   Edit Diagnostic Bundle
. Your storage account name is missing from the beginning of the path.

Workaround:To find your diagnostic bundle, add your storage account name to the beginning of the
path, for example:

my-storage-account-name/log-files/clusters/my-env/my-warehouse-x
x-yy/warehouse/debug-artifacts/hive/compute-zz-mvvf/compute-zz-m
vvf-0926210111-0927090111-01234.zip

To get your storage account name, in Cloudera Management Console, click Environments, select
your environment, and scroll down to Logs Storage and Audits. The first part of the path is your
storage account name.

Changed environment credentials not propagated to AKS

Problem: When you change the credentials of a running cloud environment using the Management
Console, the changes are not automatically propagated to the corresponding active Cloudera
Data Warehouse (CDW) environment. As a result, the Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) uses
old credentials and may not function as expected resulting in inaccessible Hive or Impala Virtual
Warehouses.

Workaround: To resolve this issue, you must manually synchronize the changes with the CDW
AKS resources. To synchronize the updated credentials, see Update AKS cluster with new service
principal credentials in the Azure product documentation.

Known issues in Data Analytics Studio on public clouds
Learn about the known issues related to Data Analytics Studio (DAS) in Cloudera Data Warehouse service on public
clouds, the impact or changes to the functionality, and the workaround.

Navigation title: Data Analytics Studio (DAS)
DWX-929: DAS UI displays the internal JDBC URL.

Problem: DAS displays the internal JDBC URL on its About page instead of the correct JDBC URL
to use to connect to the data warehouse.

Workaround: To copy the correct JDBC URL to use to connect to the data warehouse, in the Data

Warehouse service Overview page, go to  Virtual Warehouse  , and then click Copy JDBC
URL.

DWX-2592: DAS cannot parse certain characters in strings and comments.

Problem: DAS cannot parse semicolons (;) and double hyphens (--) in strings and comments. For
example if you have a semicolon in a query such as the following, the query might fail:

SELECT * FROM properties WHERE prop_value = "name1;name2";
           

Queries with double hyphens (--) might also fail. For example:

SELECT * FROM test WHERE option = '--name';
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Workaround: If a semicolon is present in a comment, then remove the semicolon before running the
query or remove the comment entirely. For example:

SELECT * FROM test; -- SELECT * FROM test;
             

Should be changed to:

SELECT * FROM test; /* comment; comment */
             

In the same manner, remove any double-hyphens before running queries to avoid failure in DAS.

Older versions of Google Chrome browser might cause issues.

Problem: You might experience problems while using faceted search in older versions of the
Google Chrome browser.

Workaround: Use the latest version (71.x or later) of Google Chrome.

BUG-94611: Visual Explain for the same query shows different graphs.

Problem: Visual Explain for the same query shows different graphs on the Compose page and the
Query Details page.

Workaround: N/A

Known issues in Hue on public clouds
Learn about the known issues related to the Hue query editor in Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on public
clouds, the impact or changes to the functionality, and the workaround.

Navigation title: Hue query editor
IMPALA-11447 Selecting certain complex types in Hue crashes Impala

Queries that have structs/arrays in the select list crash Impala if initiated by Hue.

Workaround: Do not select structs/arrays in Hue.

DWX-8460: Unable to delete, move, or rename directories within the S3 bucket from Hue

Problem: You may not be able to rename, move, or delete directories within your S3 bucket from
the Hue web interface. This is because of an underlying issue, which will be fixed in a future
release.

Workaround: You can move, rename, or delete a directory using the HDFS commands as follows:

1. SSH into your CDP environment host.
2. To delete a directory within your S3 bucket, run the following command:

hdfs dfs -rm -r [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***DIREC
TORY-NAME***]

3. To rename a folder, create a new directory and run the following command to move files from
the source directory to the target directory:

hdfs dfs -mkdir [***DIRECTORY-NAME***]

hdfs dfs -mv [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***SOURCE-D
IRECTORY***] [***COMPLETE-PATH-TO-S3-BUCKET***]/[***TARGET-D
IRECTORY***]

DWX-6674: Hue connection fails on cloned Impala Virtual Warehouses after upgrading
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Problem: If you clone an Impala Virtual Warehouse from a recently upgraded Impala Virtual
Warehouse, and then try to connect to Hue, the connection fails.

Workaround: Create a new Impala Virtual Warehouse and do not clone from a recently upgraded
warehouse. Then the connection to Hue from the new Impala Virtual Warehouse succeeds.

DWX-5650: Hue only makes the first user a superuser for all Virtual Warehouses within a Data Catalog

Problem: Hue marks the user that logs in to Hue from a Virtual Warehouse for the first time as the
Hue superuser. But if multiple Virtual Warehouses are connected to a single Data Catalog, then
the first user that logs in to any one of the Virtual Warehouses within that Data Catalog is the Hue
superuser.

For example, consider that a Data Catalog DC-1 has two Virtual Warehouses VW-1 and VW-2. If
a user named John logs in to Hue from VW-1 first, then he becomes the Hue superuser for all the
Virtual Warehouses within DC-1. At this time, if Amy logs in to Hue from VW-2, Hue does not
make her a superuser within VW-2.

None.

Known issues in Database Catalog on public clouds
Learn about the known issues related to Database Catalog in Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on public
clouds, the impact or changes to the functionality, and the workaround.

Navigation title: Database Catalog

DWX-7349: In reduced permissions mode, default Database Catalog name do not include the
environment name

Problem:

When you activate an AWS environment in reduced permissions mode, the default Database
Catalog name does not include the environment name:

This does not cause collisions because each Database Catalog named "default" is associated with
a different environment. For more information about reduced permissions mode, see Reduced
permissions mode for AWS environments.

Workaround: None available.

DWX-6167: Maximum connections reached when creating multiple Database Catalogs

Problem:After creating 17 Database Catalogs on one AWS environment, Virtual Warehouses failed
to start.

Workaround: Limit the number of Database Catalogs created on one environment to 5. This applies
to both AWS and Azure environments.
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Known issues in Hive Virtual Warehouses on public clouds
Learn about the known issues related to Hive Virtual Warehouse in Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on
public clouds, the impact or changes to the functionality, and the workaround.

Navigation title: Hive Virtual Warehouses
DWX-10271: Missing log section in Hive query results

In a Hive Virtual Warehouse, when you run a query in Hue, the query results do not contain a logs
section.

DWX-8118: INSERT INTO command fails under certain circumstances

This problem affects users who have a PostgreSQL database as the backend Hive database. If you
create a table A and create a table B as select (CTAS) from an empty table A, inserting values into
table B fails as follows:

Error while compiling statement: FAILED: Execution Error, return
 code 1 from 
          org.apache.hadoop.hive.ql.exec.StatsTask.org.apache.
thrift.transport.TTransportException

Workaround: Disable auto-stats gathering: Go to  Cloudera Manager Data Warehouse Virtual
Warehouses , and click the Hive VW name in the list. In  Configuration HiveServer2 , set hive.cbo
.enable to false.

DWX-5841: Virtual Warehouse endpoints are now restricted to TLS 1.2

Problem: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer considered secure, so now Virtual Warehouse endpoints
must be secured with TLS 1.2 or later, and then the environment that the Virtual Warehouse uses
must be reactivated in CDW. This includes both Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. To reactivate
the environment in the CDW UI:

1. Deactivate the environment. See Deactivating AWS environments or Deactivating Azure
environments.

2. Activate the environment. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure environments

Workaround: If environment reactivation is not possible, you can perform manual steps using the
kubectl command line tool to pick up the TLS 1.2 endpoint change. Open a terminal window on a
system where the kubectl command line tool is installed, log in, and run the following commands:

kubectl edit svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name>

# Add the following under the metadata.annotations field
service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-ssl-negotiation-pol
icy: "ELBSecurityPolicy-TLS-1-2-2017-01"
      
# Save and quit the editor, and then run the following command to
 check your changes.
      
kubectl get svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name> -o yaml
      
# Make sure that the annotation you added is present.

DWX-5926: Cloning an existing Hive Virtual Warehouse fails

Problem: If you have an existing Hive Virtual Warehouse that you clone by selecting Clone from
the drop-down menu, the cloning process fails. This does not apply to creating a new Hive Virtual
Warehouse.

Workaround: Make the following configuration change to resolve this issue:

1. In the Hive Virtual Warehouse tile, click the edit icon. This launches the Virtual Warehouse
details page.

2. In the details page for the Virtual Warehouse, click the Configurations tab.
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3. Click the Hiveserver2 sub-tab.
4. Select hive-site from the configuration file drop-down list menu.
5. Search for the configuration property hive.metastore.sasl.enabled.
6. Set the hive.metastore.sasl.enabled configuration property to true.

Note:  If the hive.metastore.sasl.enabled configuration property is already set to
true, delete the setting and re-enter it.

7. Click Apply in the upper right corner of the page to save the configuration.
8. Click the Actions menu and select Clone to clone the Hive Virtual Warehouse:

DWX-2690: Older versions of Beeline return SSLPeerUnverifiedException when submitting a query

Problem: When submitting queries to Virtual Warehouses that use Hive, older Beeline clients return
an SSLPeerUnverifiedException error:

javax.net.ssl.SSLPeerUnverifiedException: Host name ‘ec2-18-219-
32-183.us-east-2.compute.amazonaws.com’ does not
match the certificate subject provided by the peer (CN=*.env-c2
5dsw.dwx.cloudera.site) (state=08S01,code=0)

Workaround: Only use Beeline clients from CDP Runtime version 7.0.1.0 or later.

Known issues in Impala Virtual Warehouses on public clouds
Learn about the known issues related to Impala Virtual Warehouse in Cloudera Data Warehouse service on public
clouds, the impact or changes to the functionality, and the workaround.

Navigation title: Impala Virtual Warehouses
IMPALA-11039 Impala Virtual Warehouse instability

Problem: Executors can crash during the Parquet scans

Workaround: Disable Parquet late materialization in CDW version 2021.0.6-b96. To the
default_query_options startup option, add the following property setting:

PARQUET_LATE_MATERIALIZATION_THRESHOLD=-1

Upgrade to the next CDW version when available.

CDPD-38204 Top-N query failure

Problem: A Top-N operator crashes in the Impala Virtual Warehouse
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Workaround: Set the analytic rank pushdown threshold to zero.To the default_query_options startup
option, add the following property:

ANALYTIC_RANK_PUSHDOWN_THRESHOLD=0 

Upgrade to the next CDW version when available.

IMPALA-11045 Impala Virtual Warehouses might produce an error when querying transactional
(ACID) table even after you enabled the automatic metadata refresh (version DWX 1.1.2-b2008)

Problem: Impala doesn't open a transaction for select queries, so you might get a FileNotFound
error after compaction even though you refreshed the metadata automatically.

Workaround: Run the INVALIDATE METADATA statement on the transactional (ACID) table
to refresh the metadata. This fixes the problem until the next compaction occurs. For information
about running this statement, see INVALIDATE METADATA statement.

Impala Virtual Warehouses might produce an error when querying transactional (ACID) tables  (DWX
1.1.2-b1949 or earlier)

Problem: If you are querying transactional (ACID) tables with an Impala Virtual Warehouse and
compaction is run on the compacting Hive Virtual Warehouse, the query might fail. The compacting
process deletes files and the Impala Virtual Warehouse might not be aware of the deletion. Then
when the Impala Virtual Warehouse attempts to read the deleted file, an error can occur. This
situation occurs randomly.

Workaround: Run the INVALIDATE METADATA statement on the transactional (ACID) table
to refresh the metadata. This fixes the problem until the next compaction occurs. For information
about running this statement, see INVALIDATE METADATA statement.

Do not use the start/stop icons in Impala Virtual Warehouses version 7.2.2.0-106 or earlier

Problem: If you use the stop/start icons in Impala Virtual Warehouses version 7.2.2.0-106 or earlier,
it might render the Virtual Warehouse unusable and make it necessary for you to re-create it.

Workaround: Do not use the stop/start icons in these older Virtual Warehouses. Instead, these older
versions automatically suspend and resume the Impala executors depending on the absence or
presence of queries, making manual start or stop unnecessary.

DWX-6674: Hue connection fails on cloned Impala Virtual Warehouses after upgrading

Problem: If you clone an Impala Virtual Warehouse from a recently upgraded Impala Virtual
Warehouse, and then try to connect to Hue, the connection fails.

Workaround: Create a new Impala Virtual Warehouse and do not clone from a recently upgraded
warehouse. Then the connection to Hue from the new Impala Virtual Warehouse succeeds.

DWX-5841: Virtual Warehouse endpoints are now restricted to TLS 1.2

Problem: TLS 1.0 and 1.1 are no longer considered secure, so now Virtual Warehouse endpoints
must be secured with TLS 1.2 or later, and then the environment that the Virtual Warehouse uses
must be reactivated in CDW. This includes both Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses. To reactivate
the environment in the CDW UI:

1. Deactivate the environment. See Deactivating AWS environments or Deactivating Azure
environments.

2. Activate the environment. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure environments

Workaround: If environment reactivation is not possible, you can perform manual steps using the
kubectl command line tool to pick up the TLS 1.2 endpoint change. Open a terminal window on a
system where the kubectl command line tool is installed, log in, and run the following commands:

kubectl edit svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name>

# Add the following under the metadata.annotations field
service.beta.kubernetes.io/aws-load-balancer-ssl-negotiation-pol
icy: "ELBSecurityPolicy-TLS-1-2-2017-01"
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# Save and quit the editor, and then run the following command to
 check your changes.
      
kubectl get svc nginx-service -n <cluster-name> -o yaml
      
# Make sure that the annotation you added is present.

DWX-5276: Upgrading an older version of an Impala Virtual Warehouse can result in error state

Problem: If you upgrade an older version of an Impala Virtual Warehouse (DWX 1.1.1.1-4) to the
latest version, the Virtual Warehouse can get into an Updating or Error state.

Workaround: none

DWX-3914: Collect Diagnostic Bundle option does not work on older environments

The Collect Diagnostic Bundle menu option in Impala Virtual Warehouses does not work for older
environments:

Data caching:

This feature is limited to 200 GB per executor, multiplied by the total number of executors.

Sessions with Impala continue to run for 15 minutes after the connection is disconnected.

When a connection to Impala is disconnected, the session continues to run for 15 minutes in case so
the user or client can reconnect to the same session again by presenting the session_token. After 15
minutes, the client must re-authenticate to Impala to establish a new connection.

Fixed issues in Cloudera Data Warehouse Public Cloud

This section lists issues fixed in this release of Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) Public Cloud service.
Navigation title: Fixed issues
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May 5, 2023 fixed issues
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud fixes these issues.

Navigation title: May 5, 2023
CDPD-48893: Hue logs get overwritten without a clear root cause

In previous implementations, multiple file handlers would write to a single log file, causing the Hue
logs to be overwritten. Hue now uses a socket handler, which solves this problem.

DWX-14630 Issue creating a Virtual Warehouse using the CLI

A problem when creating an Impala Virtual Warehouse using the CLI in 1.6.2 has been fixed. The
problem caused the Impala Coordinator auto shutdown to fail when HA was disabled.

February 7, 2023 fixed issues
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud fixes these issues.

Navigation title: February 7, 2023
DWX-8980 Data consistency problem occurs when sharing a Database Catalog

Events are now raised in the Hive metastore when a refresh/invalidate command is run. Catalog
daemons process events synchronously across all Virtual Warehouses that share metadata. The
catalog cache across all the Virtual Warehouses that share a Database Catalog is synchronized and
consistent.

December 13, 2022 fixed issues
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud fixes these issues.

Navigation title: December 13, 2022
IIMPALA-11721 Impala repeated retries query of updated Iceberg table

In Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) Runtime 2022.0.12.0-90 released 2022-12-13, the problem has
been fixed that caused Iceberg table loading to fail in local catalog mode if the table gets updated
frequently.

September 15, 2022 fixed issues
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud fixes these issues.

Navigation title: September 15, 2022
DWX-13094 Diagnostic bundle job fails with missing service account

In Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) v1.4.2, the diagnostic bundle job no longer fails if it was used
before with any previous versions of CDW. Jobs from the latest version run with the correct name
of the service account installed after the upgrade.

August 4, 2022 fixed issues
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud fixes these issues.

Navigation title: August 4, 2022
DWX-12787 DWX Access Control - Unable to Update the VW with UserGroup

The Virtual Warehouse is now updated with UserGroups.

DWX-12669 HEADROOM property editing disabled for single node Hive Virtual Warehouse and WAIT
TIME takes precedence
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This issue fixes potential problems caused by setting HEADROOM properties when using a single
node Hive VW and by making HEADROOM and WAIT TIME settings mutually exclusive. WAIT
TIME settings now take precedence over HEADROOM settings when both are configured.

CDPD-40730 PARQUET-1682 Forward compatibility for TIME/TIMESTAMP

PARQUET-1682 was backported to maintain forward compatibility for TIME/TIMESTAMP. This
resolves the incompatibility between Hive's direct Parquet dependency and the transitive Parquet
versions brought in by Iceberg.

April 27, 2022 fixed issues
This release of the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Public Cloud fixes these issues.

Navigation title: April 27, 2022
CDPD-35041 Security Vulnerability with SSO for Hive Virtual Warehouses in CDW Public Cloud

This release fixes the SSO-related problem that occurred only in Hive Virtual Warehouses
in Cloudera Data Warehouse version 2021.0.6-b96 released on March 8, 2022. This problem
affected tenants who had the CDW_ALLOW_SSO_FOR_LLAP entitlement. In a misconfigured
Hive Virtual Warehouse, unauthorized users who knew the JDBC connection string and
had a valid userid, could execute arbitrary SQL queries on a Hive Virtual Warehouse. This
security vulnerability no longer exists. Hive now properly handles the situation by using LDAP
authentication as follows: If SSO authentication is enabled for a Hive Virtual Warehouse and a user
bypasses authentication altogether by removing the auth=browser option from the JDBC connection
string, Hive uses LDAP authentication.

CVE-2021-44228 remediation for CDW

March 8, 2022 Update

Cloudera has released a new version of CDW that upgrades the embedded Log4j version to 2.17.1.

December 22, 2021 Update

Cloudera has released a new version of CDW which upgrades the embedded Log4j version to 2.16. This provides a
permanent fix for CVE-2021-44228.

To use this version you must upgrade your Database Catalog(s) and Virtual Warehouse(s) to the latest version, which
is 2021.0.4.1-3. Additionally, you can create new Virtual Warehouses using the latest version, and those will also
have the fix for this vulnerability.

If you had previously applied the configurations shared below, then those are no longer required. Please reach out to
Cloudera Support if you have additional questions.

Introduction

As mentioned in Cloudera Technical Service Bulletin 2021-545 (Critical vulnerability in log4j2 CVE-2021-44228),
the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) data service is impacted by the recent Apache Log4j2 vulnerability. As per that
bulletin:

The Apache Security team has released a security advisory for CVE-2021-44228 which affects Apache Log4j2.
A malicious user could exploit this vulnerability to run arbitrary code as the user or service account running the
affected software. Software products using log4j versions 2.0 through 2.14.1 are affected and log4j 1.x is not affected.
Cloudera is making short-term workarounds available for affected software and is in the process of creating new
releases containing fixes for this CVE.
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Short Term Resolution - CDW

If you are using the CDW data service in CDP Public Cloud, please follow the steps below to implement an
immediate manual workaround. This will change the configurations within your running CDW environment so that
this vulnerability is mostly, but not completely mitigated. There will still remain some potential attack vectors, as per
the official Apache guidance.

Note that this will not upgrade the specific Log4j libraries to a version that does not have this vulnerability. Instead,
it protects against most attack vectors via configuration changes. See the “Long Term Resolution - CDW” section
below for information on what Cloudera is doing for the permanent fix to the CDW data service.

These manual workaround steps need to be applied to already-running kubernetes pods. Some of the steps involve
running kubectl commands to edit the configurations of the pods. Once these kubectl commands are run, if you edit
the corresponding Virtual Warehouse (VW) or Database Catalog (DBC) - via the CDW UI or CLI - then the changes
you made via kubectl will be overwritten. So either refrain from making further edits to the VW/DBC, or re-apply the
kubectl commands.

If, after running the commands on existing pods, new pods are provisioned, then the commands will have to be run on
those new pods as well. This would be required in scenarios such as

• Create new VW
• Existing VW that was stopped is now started (manually or via autostart)
• Already-running VW is autoscaled up
• Need to edit some other VW config (via the CDW UI or CLI), in which case the VW will be restarted with new

pods that have the original configurations as they existed prior to having run the kubectl commands
• Upgrade of an environment

We understand that it puts additional operational burden to manage this vulnerability while the release with the
permanent fix is delivered. If you prefer to simplify the operation while still keeping your CDW environment online,
then we recommend you disable autosuspend and auto-scale until the permanent fix is released. If autosuspend is
disabled, then you would need to manually suspend the VW whenever it is not needed to avoid extra cost; then when
it starts back up the kubectl commands need to be run again on the new pods.

Please see Appendix A below for the manual configuration workaround steps.

Long Term Resolution - CDW

See the “December 22, 2021 Update” section above for details on the permanent fix for CVE-2021-44228. Please
note that Cloudera will be releasing a subsequent version containing Log4j 2.17 in January. Moving forward,
Cloudera will continue to monitor for other CVEs that are found, and will release updates appropriately to address
them.

Cloudera JDBC and ODBC Drivers

The ODBC drivers for Impala and Hive are not affected by this vulnerability.

The Apache Hive JDBC driver uses the SLF4J API, but does not bundle Log4j as a logging provider. If an end user
or a client application makes Log4j available as a provider when using the driver, then the user/client must make sure
that they are using a Log4j version that is not affected by this vulnerability.

The following JDBC drivers for Impala and Hive are affected. Of those published on the Cloudera Downloads page,
only the following versions are impacted. Each of these use Log4j version 2.12.1 or 2.13.3.

Hortonworks JDBC Driver for Apache Hive

• v2.6.12

Hive JDBC Driver

• v2.6.12
• v2.6.13
• v2.6.14
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• v2.6.15

Impala JDBC Driver

• v2.6.18
• v2.6.19
• v2.6.20
• v2.6.21
• v2.6.22
• v2.6.23
• v2.6.24

Note that earlier versions of these JDBC drivers use Log4j versions that are not affected by this vulnerability, and can
be ignored.

Short Term Resolution - Drivers

Remove the JndiLookup class from the driver jar file. The following command shows an example of how to do this,
using the Impala JDBC 2.6.24 version of the driver. This is one command, with all parts to be included on a single
line.

zip -q -d ~/JDBC-Drivers/ClouderaImpalaJDBC-2.6.24.1029/ClouderaImpalaJDBC42
-2.6.24.1029/ImpalaJDBC42.jar 
com/cloudera/impala/jdbc42/internal/apache/logging/log4j/core/lookup/Jndi
Lookup.class

More information on this workaround is provided by the Apache Software Foundation here: https://
logging.apache.org/log4j/2.x/security.html

Long Term Resolution - Drivers

New versions of the drivers will be released shortly that are not affected by this vulnerability. As these become
available Cloudera will notify customers and make the new drivers available on the Cloudera Downloads page.

If there are further questions related to configuration of these drivers, please open a support case with Cloudera.

Appendix A - Manual Configuration Workaround

In several of the steps below it is required to use kubectl. In order to do this you will need the kubeconfig for the
kubernetes cluster. You can see how to do this on AWS here, and on Azure here. Also, the kubectl commands
require an ID for the virtual warehouse that is being updated. This ID is of the form “compute-##########-####” or
“impala-##########-####”, and it can be found underneath the VW name on the CDW Overview page.

Please note that the configuration changes made via the web console (for Data Analytics Studio, Hive Metastore, and
Hue) must be completed before the remaining changes, done via kubectl, are applied. Once the web console changes
are made, be sure to wait for the DBC/VW to restart completely before continuing on with the kubectl commands.

Data Analytics Studio

1. Go to the DBC
2. Edit
3. Configuration # Das Event Processor # env # Add key

LOG4J_FORMAT_MSG_NO_LOOKUPS=true
4. Apply

Hive Metastore

1. Go to the DBC
2. Edit
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3. Configuration # Metastore # env # SERVICE_OPTS, append

“ -Dlog4j2.formatMsgNoLookups=true” (with a space in front of -D)

Note: if the env doesn’t show SERVICE_OPTS, select any other configuration file and then select “env” again.
4. Apply

Hue

1. Go to the Hive VW
2. Edit
3. Configuration # Hue # env #hue-query-processor-log4j2.yaml # add the following under Property

-name: formatMsgNoLookups
 value: true

4. Apply

Hive Virtual Warehouse: Hive Server2
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Note:  These same steps are needed if you have an Impala Virtual Warehouse running in Unified Analytics
mode (currently in Tech Preview). In that mode there is a Hive Server2 running within the Impala Virtual
Warehouse, and it needs to be updated.

1. Fetch the statefulsets for hiveserver2 pod using “kubectl”

$ kubectl -n compute-1639516105-l76g get sts
NAME                          READY   AGE
das-webapp                    1/1     4h20m
hiveserver2                   1/1     4h20m
huebackend                    1/1     4h20m
hueep                         1/1     4h20m
hueqp                         1/1     4h20m
query-coordinator-0           2/2     4h20m
query-executor-0              2/2     4h20m
standalone-compute-operator   1/1     4h20m

2. Edit the statefulset and append -Dlog4j2.formatMsgNoLookups=true to the HADOOP_CLIENT_OPTS for
container with EDWS_SERVICE_NAME=hiveserver2

kubectl -n compute-1639516105-l76g edit sts hiveserver2

In the editor, change the following section:

containers:
      - env:
        - name: EDWS_SERVICE_NAME
          value: hiveserver2
        - name: HADOOP_CLIENT_OPTS
          value: -DGroup_ID=compute-1639516105-l76g 
-Dorg.wildfly.openssl.path=/usr/lib64
            -Dzookeeper.sasl.client=false -Djdk.tls.disabledAlgorithms=SSL
v3,GCM 
-Xms8192M   -Xmx11468M -Xss512k -Xloggc:/var/log/hive/hiveserver2-gc-%t.
log 
-XX:+UseG1GC
            -XX:+PrintGCDetails -XX:+PrintGCTimeStamps -XX:+PrintGCCause 
-XX:+UseGCLogFileRotation
            -XX:NumberOfGCLogFiles=10 -XX:GCLogFileSize=10M 
-Dlog4j2.formatMsgNoLookups=true

3. This will restart the containers automatically. Wait until all the containers have restarted
4. To confirm that the change has taken effect, ssh to the container and execute something like “ps auxww”. This

shows the hiveserver2 process and the command line should include the '-Dlog4j2.formatMsgNoLookups=true'
property, which was added above.

hive         1  4.6  3.7 14128040 1228016 ?    Ssl  01:31   0:30
/etc/alternatives/jre/bin/java -Dproc_jar -Dproc_hiveserver2 
-DGroup_ID=compute-1639516105-l76g -Dorg.wildfly.openssl.path=/usr/lib64 
-Dzookeeper.sasl.client=false -Djdk.tls.disabledAlgorithms=SSLv3,GCM 
-Xms8192M -Xmx11468M -Xss512k -Xloggc:/var/log/hive/hiveserver2-gc-%t.log 
-XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+PrintGCDetails -XX:+PrintGCTimeStamps -XX:+PrintGCCause 
-XX:+UseGCLogFileRotation -XX:NumberOfGCLogFiles=10 -XX:GCLogFileSize=10M 
-Dlog4j2.formatMsgNoLookups=true 
-javaagent:/jmx-exporter/jmx_prometheus_javaagent-0.11.0.jar=35000:/jmx-ex
porter/config.yml -Dlog4j.configurationFile=hive-edws-log4j2.properties 
-Djava.util.logging.config.file=/usr/lib/hive/bin/../conf/parquet-loggi
ng.properties -Dyarn.log.dir=/usr/lib/hadoop/logs -Dyarn.log.file=hadoop
.log
-Dyarn.home.dir=/usr/lib/hadoop-yarn -Dyarn.root.logger=INFO,console
-Djava.library.path=/usr/lib/hadoop/lib/native 
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-Dhadoop.log.dir=/usr/lib/hadoop/logs -Dhadoop.log.file=hadoop.log -Dhadoo
p.home.dir=/usr/lib/hadoop -Dhadoop.id.str=hive
-Dhadoop.root.logger=INFO,console -Dhadoop.policy.file=hadoop-policy.xml
-Dhadoop.security.logger=INFO,NullAppender org.apache.hadoop.util.RunJar 
/usr/lib/hive/lib/hive-service-3.1.3000.2021.0.5-b17.jar
org.apache.hive.service.server.HiveServer2

Hive Virtual Warehouse: Query Co-ordinator

1. Fetch the statefulsets for hiveserver2 pod using “kubectl”

$ kubectl -n compute-1639516105-l76g get sts
NAME                          READY   AGE
das-webapp                    1/1     4h20m
hiveserver2                   1/1     4h20m
huebackend                    1/1     4h20m
hueep                         1/1     4h20m
hueqp                         1/1     4h20m
query-coordinator-0           2/2     4h20m
query-executor-0              2/2     4h20m
standalone-compute-operator   1/1     4h20m

2. Edit the statefulset and append -Dlog4j2.formatMsgNoLookups=true to the JAVA_OPTS for container with
EDWS_SERVICE_NAME=query-coordinator

kubectl -n compute-1639516105-l76g edit sts query-coordinator-0
containers:
      - env:
        - name: EDWS_SERVICE_NAME
          value: query-coordinator
        - name: JAVA_OPTS
          value: -Dorg.wildfly.openssl.path=/usr/lib64 -Dzookeeper.sasl
.client=false
            -Djdk.tls.disabledAlgorithms=SSLv3,GCM -Xms2048M -Xmx2867M -se
rver 
-Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true
            -XX:NewRatio=8 -XX:+UseNUMA -XX:+ResizeTLAB 
-Xloggc:/var/log/hive/query-coordinator-gc-%t.log
            -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+PrintGCDetails -XX:+PrintGCTimeStamps -ve
rbose:gc 
-XX:+PrintGCCause
            -XX:+UseGCLogFileRotation -XX:NumberOfGCLogFiles=10 
-XX:GCLogFileSize=10M
            -Dlog4j2.formatMsgNoLookups=true

3. This will restart the containers automatically. Wait until all the containers have restarted
4. To confirm that the change has taken effect, ssh to the container and execute something like “ps

auxww”. This shows the query coordinator process and the command line should include the '-
Dlog4j2.formatMsgNoLookups=true' property, which was added above.

hive         1  5.9  2.8 8917460 918892 ?      Ssl  01:47   0:24
/etc/alternatives/jre/bin/java -Dproc_querycoordinator -classpath
/etc/hive/conf:/custom-jars/*:/custom-jars/lib/*:/usr/lib/hive/lib/*:/etc
/tez/conf:/usr/lib/tez/*:/usr/lib/tez/lib/*:/etc/hadoop/conf:/usr/lib/ha
doop/lib/*:/usr/lib/hadoop/.//*:/usr/lib/hadoop-hdfs/lib/*:/usr/lib/hado
op-hdfs/.//*:/usr/lib/hadoop-mapreduce/.//*:/usr/lib/hadoop-yarn/lib/*:/
usr/lib/hadoop-yarn/.//*:/efs/udf-jars/conf:/efs/udf-jars/lib/udfs/* -se
rver -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true
-Dlog4j.configurationFile=tez-edws-log4j2.properties
-DisThreadContextMapInheritable=true
-DLog4jContextSelector=org.apache.logging.log4j.core.async.AsyncLoggerCon
textSelector -Dlog4j2.asyncLoggerRingBufferSize=1000000 -Dorg.wildfly.op
enssl.path=/usr/lib64
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-Dzookeeper.sasl.client=false -Djdk.tls.disabledAlgorithms=SSLv3,GCM -Xms2
048M 
-Xmx2867M -server -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -XX:NewRatio=8 -XX:+UseN
UMA
-XX:+ResizeTLAB -Xloggc:/var/log/hive/query-coordinator-gc-%t.log -XX:+U
seG1GC 
-XX:+PrintGCDetails -XX:+PrintGCTimeStamps -verbose:gc -XX:+PrintGCCause 
-XX:+UseGCLogFileRotation -XX:NumberOfGCLogFiles=10 -XX:GCLogFileSize=10M 
-Dlog4j2.formatMsgNoLookups=true 
-javaagent:/jmx-exporter/jmx_prometheus_javaagent-0.11.0.jar=35001:/jmx-ex
porter/config.yml org.apache.tez.dag.app.DAGAppMaster --session

Impala Virtual Warehouse

Note:  If you have an Impala Virtual Warehouse running in Unified Analytics mode (currently in Tech
Preview), then in addition to the steps listed below, please also follow the steps listed above in the “Hive
Virtual Warehouse: Hive Server2” section. In Unified Analytics mode there is a Hive Server2 running within
the Impala Virtual Warehouse, and it needs to be updated.

• Coordinator

• Update coordinator statefulset and set -Dlog4j2.formatMsgNoLookups=true in JAVA_TOOL_OPTIONS
environment variable

$kubectl --kubeconfig ~/kubeconfig edit sts coordinator -n impala-163953
0043-8fnb
...
        - /opt/impala/bin/impalad
        - --flagfile=/opt/impala/conf/flagfile
        command:
        - /opt/impala/bin/daemon_entrypoint.sh
        env:
        - name: JAVA_TOOL_OPTIONS
          value: -Xms2G -Xmx4G -XX:+HeapDumpOnOutOfMemoryError 
-XX:HeapDumpPath=/opt/impala/dump.hprof
-XX:+UseConcMarkSweepGC -Dlog4j2.formatMsgNoLookups=true
        - name: POD_NAME
          valueFrom:
            fieldRef:
              apiVersion: v1
              fieldPath: metadata.name
        image: 
container-dev.repo.cloudera.com/cloudera/impalad_coordinator:2021.0.5-b1
7
        imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
        name: impalad-coordinator
...

• Executor

• Update impala-executor-<xxx> statefulset and set -Dlog4j2.formatMsgNoLookups=true in
JAVA_TOOL_OPTIONS environment variable

$kubectl --kubeconfig ~/kubeconfig edit sts impala-executor-000 -n 
impala-1639530043-8fnb
...
  env:
  - name: JAVA_TOOL_OPTIONS
    value: -Xms2G -Xmx4G -XX:+HeapDumpOnOutOfMemoryError 
           -XX:HeapDumpPath=/opt/impala/dump.hprof 
           -XX:+UseConcMarkSweepGC -Dhttp.maxConnections=16 
           -Dlog4j2.formatMsgNoLookups=true
        image: 
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container-dev.repo.cloudera.com/cloudera/impalad_executor:2021.0.5-b17
        imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
        lifecycle:
          preStop:
            exec:
              command:
              - /bin/bash
              - /opt/impala/bin/graceful_shutdown_backends.sh
              - "3600"
        name: impalad-executor
 ...

• If there are multiple impala-executor-<xxx> statefulsets then the above steps should be repeated for all of
them.

• Catalogd

• Update catalogd deployment and set -Dlog4j2.formatMsgNoLookups=true in JAVA_TOOL_OPTIONS
environment variable

$kubectl --kubeconfig ~/kubeconfig edit deployment catalogd -n impala-16
39530043-8fnb
...
        env:
        - name: JAVA_TOOL_OPTIONS
          value: -Xms2G -Xmx6G -XX:+HeapDumpOnOutOfMemoryError 
-XX:HeapDumpPath=/opt/impala/dump.hprof
            -XX:+UseConcMarkSweepGC 
             -Dlog4j2.formatMsgNoLookups=true
        image: 
container-dev.repo.cloudera.com/cloudera/catalogd:2021.0.5-b17
        imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
        livenessProbe:
          exec:
            command:
            - sh
            - -c
            - curl -I --silent http://localhost:25021/metrics | grep -q
 "HTTP/1.1
              200 OK"
          failureThreshold: 20
          initialDelaySeconds: 1
          periodSeconds: 20
          successThreshold: 1
          timeoutSeconds: 2
        name: catalogd
. . .
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